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SECTION 1: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1

SCOPE

Hauraki District Council is responsible for the planning, provision, development, operations and maintenance of the
District’s land transportation network and facilities to ensure the safe and efficient movement of people and goods
around the District. Provision and maintenance of these facilities promotes a safer physical environment and
enhances quality of life in local communities. It enables economic activity and growth by allowing for the efficient
transport of goods and services and by promoting access into and across the Hauraki network.
Council has 631kms of roads (consisting of 517km sealed and 114km unsealed), 145 bridges and major culverts,
114kms of footpaths, and other assets such as signage, drainage, and minor structures. A summary of key transport
assets is summarised in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Key asset summary
Key transport asset class

Quantity

Urban sealed road pavement length

118km

Rural sealed road pavement length

399km

Urban unsealed road pavement length

5.3km

Rural unsealed road pavement length

109km

Footpaths

114km

Surface water channels

135km

Drainage

34km

Bridges and major culverts

145 (no.)

Street lights

1,519 (no.)

Source: RATA (November 2017)
The land transport activity accounts for a significant proportion of Council’s annual budget and has a replacement
value of $307 million (as at June 2017). Over the years the Council has made significant investments in the
maintenance and improvement of the District’s transport network and will continue to do so in years to come.

1.2

SITUATION SUMMARY

At the turn of the century Council was renewing its road pavements at a rate deemed necessary to sustain them. In
2006 it became clear that Council had addressed the renewal need of the day as the demand had diminished and
the network was in very good condition relative to its peers. This meant that in 2009, following the drought of 2008
and at the onset of the global financial crisis, Council was in a position to ease the burden on its ratepayers by holding
its investment in the routine activities on its road network to an absolute minimum by extending the life of its road
pavements through allowing them to deteriorate further prior to renewal. This has been a highly successful strategy
with Hauraki District Council having the lowest rate of investment for vehicle use within the Waikato Region, while
at the same time still having a very high percentage of smooth roads to travel on. However, road pavements do not
last forever and there is now a need to gradually increase investment before deferred renewals compromise the
integrity of the network as a whole. Sections of this plan discuss this aspect in more detail.

1.3

LEVELS OF SERVICE

The Council aims to manage the transport assets to deliver the levels of service in a sustainable manner over the
long term. The adopted levels of service support Council’s strategic goals and is based on user expectations and
statutory requirements as well as integration with national and regional strategies.
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The Long Term Plan process is the primary mechanism for determining and agreeing levels of service and costs with
the community and stakeholders. The levels of service for the land transport activity are outlined in Section 3 of this
Asset Management Plan and are summarised in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2: Service level summary
Community
Outcomes

Key service
attribute

Level of service

Prepared Hauraki

Safety

Provide a safe transport network for users and the community
Footpath assets are fit for purpose
The Council delivers a roading network that addresses safety and amenity issues

Amenity

Provide an effective and good quality transport network
The pavement life of sealed roads is preserved

Resilience

Access is provided to the network of local roads

Responsiveness

That customer service requests are dealt with promptly and appropriately

Council also reports against the One Network Road Classification which is a framework to standardise the
performance of roads throughout New Zealand and promote economic growth. It consists of performance measures
aligned to the following customer outcomes:


Safety



Resilience



Amenity



Accessibility



Travel time reliability



Cost efficiency.

Refer to Section 9.3.1 for the full measures, performance results and targets and supporting technical output
performance measures.

1.4
1.4.1

KEY FOCUS AREAS
HAURAKI ROAD PAVEMENT PERFORMANCE

Council roads are generally in good condition by national standards, and the District enjoys a very high percentage
of smooth roads to travel on as depicted in Figure 1‐1. Note that higher percentage indicates smoother roads.

Figure 1‐1: Smooth Travel Exposure by ONRC category
Source: ONRC performance measures reporting tool
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At the same time, as shown in Figure 1‐2, the peak roughness on Council’s rural higher volume roads is worse than
its neighbours. Note that lower the peak roughness is better performance.

Figure 1‐2: Peak roughness of rural roads for Hauraki, Matamata‐Piako, and Waipa District Councils
Source: ONRC performance measures reporting tool
These contrasting differences can be explained by the impact of peat foundations and the investment strategy that
Council put in place about a decade ago.
1.4.2

IMPACT OF PEAT FOUNDATIONS

Because of the underlying geology of a peat foundations the roads sit on, particularly in the Plains area, the impact
of water, whether it is deluge or drought, is a significant challenge in the maintenance and construction of roads.
The impact of the 2008 drought on the weak subgrades is shown in Figure 1‐3.

Figure 1‐3: Road pavement construction date by year
Source: RATA (2017)
Peat roads inherently cost more to maintain than roads on most of the other subgrades experienced in New Zealand.
A combination of a proactive renewal programme at the turn of the century and the propensity for peat roads to
fail quickly also helps explain why Hauraki has a higher smooth ride quality for motorists (known as smooth travel
exposure) than most of its peers, yet also a higher percentage of rougher roads (known as peak roughness) as
descirbed above.
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1.4.3

HISTORIC FUNDING AND INVESTMENT LEVELS

Based on a rate that had been determined as the likely requirement to sustain the asset, Council was proactively
renewing rural pavements in the early 2000s. By 2006, the amount of roads that required renewal was minimal. In
2009, with the exception of drought impacted roads, Council’s road network was shown to be one of the smoothest
in the country leading to the conclusion that a lower standard could be tolerated. This also coincided with the global
financial crisis and as part of a strategy to minimise rate increases in a rating base with a significant portion of low
decile communities and an ageing population, Council determined to hold onto its road pavements longer before
renewing them. This means pavements, depending on use and situation, would typically be allowed to deteriorate
for another 2 to 5 years prior to renewal.
A trade‐off for adopting this approach is that maintenance requirements will increase as the road pavements age
and the road pavements will become rougher. The reduced level of customer satisfaction showing in Council’s
annual surveys reflects that this has occurred. Nevertheless, because of this strategy, the Hauraki community
currently benefits from having the lowest cost per kilometre by vehicle kilometres travelled within the Waikato
Region as shown in Figure 1‐4.

Cost per km by Network Usage Density
$14,000
Thames‐Coromandel District
Waikato District

$12,000

South Waikato District

Waitomo District

$8,000
$/km

Waipa District

Matamata‐Piako District

$10,000

Otorohanga District
Hauraki District

$6,000
$4,000
$2,000
$‐
0

50

100
150
200
Vehicle kilometres travelled/km

250

300

350

400

Figure 1‐4: Cost per kilometre by vehicle kilometres travelled for Waikato district councils
Source: RATA benchmarking analysis (as at November 2017)
In recognition of the socio‐economic status (known as the deprivation index) of the Hauraki District community, the
New Zealand Transport Agency has been gradually increasing the financial assistance rate for the Hauraki District
programme. If Council maintained the same rating funding level for financially assisted roads as the financial
assistance rate increases, the overall programme would increase between 2 and 2.5% for each percentage increase
in financial assistance rate. Council has not taken this approach and reduced the funding so the total investment in
the financially assisted roads has been gradually decreasing over the last decade as shown in Figure 1‐5 and
Figure 1‐6.

Figure 1‐5: Total funding excluding emergency works
Source: NZTA Year end expenditure statistics

Figure 1‐6: Total funding including emergency works
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1.4.4

RENEWAL BACKLOG

As stated in Section 2.4 Strategic Case, Council, in response to financial constraints a decade ago, sought to keep its
funding for roads at a minimal level by extending pavement and surface lives as far as possible without causing a
significant reduction in level of service. The concept is to hold onto road pavements and seals longer before
renewing them.
In the case of road pavement renewals, allowing the pavements to extend from being in poor condition, to very poor
condition prior to renewal, typically results in an extension of pavement life of about 5‐8% or in the case of Hauraki’s
rural pavements, about 5 years. While this enables a ‘renewal holiday’ for a few years, the network continues to age
and the renewal demand restores to almost the same level as it was prior to adopting the extended life approach.
At the same time, maintenance requirements increase as the road pavements age and the roads become rougher.
The reduced level of customer satisfaction is a reflection of this occurring.
The ability to defer renewal works has now run its course and there is an increase in road pavements and surfaces
at the end of their life. The overall maintenance demand is now higher than when the approach to extend pavement
and surface lives was adopted, and there is a need to increase the level of renewals as the assets can no longer be
cost effectively maintained in their current condition.
In conclusion, if the renewal rate remains at the current rate of 2km per year and is not increased to match the
ongoing failure rate (in the order of 3 km per year), a backlog of deferred pavement renewals will continue to grow
at approximately 1km per annum, or 10km over a 10‐year period. This is portrayed in Figure 1‐7.

Figure 1‐7: Anticipated backlog of renewals remains at average of 2km pa
Notes:
1. Annual need (blue) reduces 2006 to 2008 due to demand falling off.
2. Excluding pavements impacted by the 2008 drought, road pavement renewals average 2.1km per year from
2009 to 2017 in line with Council’s strategy to allow road pavements to reach poorer condition prior to renewal.
3. Actual renewal lengths (orange) shown 2006 to 2016 (does not include drought affected pavements in 2009)
A similar situation exists for road pavement surfaces (seals). As for the pavements, seal lives were extended to try
and reduce expenditure. As well is providing a durable surface for driving on, seals play a vital role in protecting
pavements from water infiltration and typically have a much shorter life than the pavements they protect. Failure
to maintain a waterproof seal ultimately leads to increased maintenance, compromised pavement life, and
premature pavement failure.
A preliminary assessment of Council’s current road seals has been completed and indicates there is an existing
backlog of approximately 146km as shown in Figure 1‐8, once the 2017/18 sealing programme has been completed.
Based on Council’s constrained budget in the proposed 2018 Long Term Plan budget (as at November 2017) this
remains in the order of 135km at the end of 2021/22. This shows that the current investment levels are not
sustainable long term.
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While there will be differences of opinion as to how long various road seals can last, there is no doubt that a
significant number of the seals in the Hauraki District have significantly passed their desirable age, and are at a point
where the integrity of the sealed pavement network is being compromised, especially given the nature of the
underlying foundations. Due to the ageing road pavements and pavement surfaces, maintenance demands within
the District are continuing to rise, and public satisfaction with the performance of the road network is declining.
Hauraki District Council
Budget Constrained Programme/Age Backlog Profile
Suggested Resurfacings Programme

Backlog

250

200
Length (km)

146 km

137 km

150

129 km

128 km

135 km

100

50

49 km

45 km

45 km

45 km

43 km

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

0

Year

Figure 1‐8: Budget constrained resurfacing programme
Source: McKay Consultants (as at 30 November 2017)
Council recognises that the previous approach of holding on to roading pavements and seals longer before renewing
them has run its course and is no longer sustainable. The 2018 AMP signals a change in renewal approach and it is
recognised that it will take time to implement this change.
The above scenario was modelled on a long‐term constrained budget provided by Council to Mackay Consultants
and includes the first year of the next funding cycle, 2021/22. Because the modelling shows that the constrained
budget does not bring the backlog down to a manageable level, the funding scenario depicted in Table 1.3: Ten year
Forward Works Programme Summary as in Council’s Long Term Plan (as at 27 June 2018) steps up in years 4, 5,
and 6, the next funding cycle, (starting 2021/22), before returning in year 7 to 45 km per year which is considered
to be sufficient to sustain the network.
An alternative scenario is shown in Figure 1‐9 where there is a higher level of investment in the earlier years (2018/19
and 2019/20) of the Long Term Plan than current budgets. This starts to reduce the backlog to a more sustainable
level. However, it is recognised that there needs further investigation / research and analysis to verify the backlog
in the next two years to inform the next Long Term Plan and Asset Management Plan. This has been identified as a
high priority asset management improvement project.
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Hauraki District Council
Alternative Scenario Programme/Age Backlog Profile
Suggested Resurfacings Programme
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Year

Figure 1‐9: Alternative resurfacing programme to address the backlog
Source: McKay Consultants (as at 30 November 2017)
1.4.5

ASSET INVESTMENT AND FUNDING

Council’s present funding levels are insufficient to maintain the level of service and the network as a whole is
deteriorating. The projected level of expenditure and level of funding available will maintain the status quo but will
not be able to meet customer expectations and protect the integrity of the assets in the long‐term. The situation
has arisen through Council seeking to being sensitive to the financial hardship of its community to make its
transportation investment go as far as possible. While a small percentage of under‐funding may not reveal
perceptible changes in a single year, if persisted with, it can lead to a significant backlog of maintenance and renewals
work as shown in Figure 1‐8, and the inability for Council to meet the level of service without significant investment.
The forward works programme for the next ten years is shown in Table 1.3. Renewal programmes have been set in
keeping with the funding limitations determined by Council (as per the proposed 2018 Long Term Plan). The
programmed dollars for renewal items will not address the backlog of reseals and pavement renewals as noted
above.
In order to enable Council to start to address the backlog should additional rates funds become available, further
renewal funds have been included in the funding proposal submitted to the New Zealand Transport Agency. This is
presented in Table 1.4 and applies to the Sealed Road Resurfacing and Pavement Rehabilitation Programmes only.
These can be declared surplus at a future date should additional funding from Council not become available. The
New Zealand Transport Agency has been made aware of the situation, and see this as a prudent approach.
In the event of national limitations leading to NZTA being unable to allocate the additional renewal funding, Council
has asked NZTA to register Council’s request with a view to increasing the allocation should the further investigations
noted in the improvement plan confirm the increased demand for renewals investment.
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Table 1.3: Ten year Forward Works Programme Summary as in Council’s Long Term Plan (as at 27 June 2018)
WC No.
Work Category Description
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
2
Studies and Strategies
3
Activity Management Plans
Road Safety Prog High Priority
Road Safety Prog Medium Priority
Sub‐Total
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
111
Sealed Pavement Maintenance
112
Unsealed Pavement Maintenance
113
Routine Drainage Maintenance
114
Structures Maintenance
121
Environmental Maintenance
122
Traffic Services Maintenance
123
Operational Traffic Management
141
Emergency Reinstatement
151
Network and Asset Management
Sub‐Total
RENEWALS OF ROADS
211
Unsealed Road Metalling
212
Sealed Road Resurfacing
213
Drainage Renewals
214
Pavement Rehabilitation
215
Structures Component Replacements
222
Traffic Services Renewals
Sub‐Total
IMPROVEMENT OF ROADS
341
Minor Improvements
Sub‐Total
TOTAL SUBSIDISED
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
New DustSeals
New Footpaths
New Kerb and Channel
New Underpasses
Footpath Renewals
Sub‐Total
OPERATING EXPENDITURE
Non‐Subsidised Street Cleaning
Footpath Maintenance
Sub‐Total
TOTAL NON‐SUBSIDISED
TOTAL SUBSIDISED + NON‐SUBSIDISED

2018‐19

2019‐20

2020‐21

2021‐22

2022‐23

2023‐24

2024‐25

2025‐26

2026‐27

2027‐28

80
0
30
5
115

82
0
31
5
118

83
0
31
5
119

85
0
32
5
122

87
0
33
5
125

89
0
33
5
127

91
0
34
5
130

94
0
35
5
134

96
0
35
5
136

99
0
36
5
140

980
168
310
283
450
474
8
150
670
3493

1002
172
317
289
460
484
8
153
669
3554

1024
175
324
296
470
495
8
157
757
3706

1047
180
331
302
481
506
9
160
700
3716

1072
184
339
310
492
519
9
164
716
3805

1098
188
347
317
504
531
9
168
812
3975

1125
193
356
325
517
544
9
172
752
3994

1155
198
365
333
530
559
9
177
771
4097

1186
203
375
342
545
574
10
182
876
4293

1219
209
386
352
560
590
10
187
814
4326

200
1234
140
910
112
135
2731

204
1261
143
940
114
138
2801

209
1289
146
971
117
141
2873

214
1234
150
1004
120
144
2866

219
1264
153
1029
123
148
2935

224
1294
157
1031
125
151
2983

230
1326
161
1057
129
155
3057

236
1361
165
1060
132
159
3113

242
1398
169
1186
136
163
3294

249
1437
174
1368
139
168
3535

786
786
7125

861
861
7335

908
908
7606

907
907
7611

951
951
7816

980
980
8065

1005
1005
8186

1031
1031
8375

1059
1059
8781

1088
1088
9089

20
84
100
15
20
239

0
111
112
15
20
259

21
108
115
16
21
280

0
123
118
16
21
278

0
137
120
16
22
295

22
140
123
17
22
325

0
144
126
17
23
310

0
147
130
18
24
318

24
151
133
18
24
351

0
155
137
19
25
336

30
82
112
351

31
84
115
374

31
86
117
397

32
88
120
398

33
90
123
418

34
92
126
450

34
94
129
439

35
97
132
450

36
99
136
487

37
102
139
475

7476

7709

8004

8009

8234

8515

8624

8826

9268

9565
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Table 1.4: Ten year surfacing and road pavement renewals as submitted to NZTA (as at 13 December 2017)
RENEWALS OF ROADS
WC No.
Work Category Description
212
Sealed Road Resurfacing
214
Pavement Rehabilitation
Sub‐Total

2018‐19
2100
1400
3500

2019‐20
2100
1400
3500

2020‐21
1234
1400
2634

2021‐22
1234
1400
2634

2022‐23
1234
1400
2634

2023‐24
1234
1400
2634

2024‐25
1234
1400
2634

2025‐26
1234
1400
2634

2026‐27
1234
1400
2634

2027‐28
1234
1400
2634
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1.4.6

SUMMARY OF KEY ISSUES

The key issues this Asset Management Plan seeks to address and the benefits addressing these are summarised in
Table 1.5. The full table, including the consequences of not addressing and the strategic outcomes being sought by
addressing these problems, are detailed in Section 2.4 Strategic Case.
Table 1.5 – Summary of key problems and benefits
Issue / Problem
1.

2.

3.

4.

Benefits


Optimal whole of life investment



More resilient network



Cost benefits of proactive maintenance



Increased customer satisfaction

Maintenance requirements on Council’s weak
pavements and ageing bridges is increasing as
productivity growth within the District and in
neighbouring authorities generates additional
heavy traffic. These same pavements are also
vulnerable to climate change impacts.



Weak pavements managed with a fit for purpose approach



More resilient network



Cost benefits of proactive maintenance



Less susceptible to inclement conditions or increased traffic



Increased customer satisfaction

Under‐width pavements, poor delineation
and inadequate signage in some locations are
leading to added maintenance expenditure and
are contributing to high levels of personal
safety risk.



Reduced maintenance



Reduced personal and collective risk



Safer and more resilient network

Lack of infrastructure to support mobility
alternatives and limited transport mode
options for the aged and transport
disadvantaged.



Improved passage for the aged and transport disadvantaged



Better urban design



Healthier society – higher quality of life



“Fit‐for‐purpose” footpaths and roading infrastructure



Extended independence for elderly citizens and ability to
contribute



Improved:

Pavement and surface failures are increasing
as a consequence of the deferral of renewals to
manage within flatlined budgets.



1.5

Road safety
Reliability of the network
Community connectivity and wellbeing
Resilience
Car, bicycle, vehicle and pedestrian separation

Support of technology usage

IMPROVEMENT PLAN AND MONITORING

Improvement opportunities have been identified through the development of this Asset Management Plan. The
most significant gaps were found in the asset data, lifecycle management planning, risk management and renewal
planning areas. The key improvement projects to be achieved in the next three years due to their priority and
importance for the land transport activity include:


Undertake further investigation / research and analysis to verify the backlog in the next two years to inform
the next Long Term Plan and Asset Management Plan as a high priority



Update the lifecycle management plans for the major road asset classes (ie bridges, road drainage,
streetlights, footpaths)



Undertake further investigation on roads of 5m to 5.5m width to ensure appropriate intervention at the
opportune time to reduce accidents



Improve the understanding the effect that the ageing bridging stock will have on maintenance and renewal
needs, using the shared service bridge inspection contract with Waitomo and Matamata Piako District
Councils as a key input.
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Progress on the implementation of the improvement plan will be monitored and reported on quarterly.

SECTION 2: INTRODUCTION
2.1

OVERVIEW

2.1.1

PURPOSE OF THE PLAN

This Asset Management Plan (AMP) provides an overview of the transport infrastructure assets, their current
condition, along with the financial and operation needs.
It has been prepared based on the Council’s understanding of customer expectations, asset condition, forecast
expenditure and future revenue projections. It also takes into consideration legislative requirements, future demand
and risk.
Along with an overview of assets, the AMP covers both District and local land transportation activities that the
Council provides, and those assets used to provide these services including carriageways, structures, drainage
features, signs, footpaths, cycle‐ways and other assets. It covers all forms of expenditure, including capital
investment and the operation, maintenance, renewal and disposal of assets.
The AMP forecasts the Council’s long‐term capital and operational funding needs, enabling the Council to plan for
adequate service provision. The plan provides a robust, 10‐year forward works programme.
The plan covers the period from 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2028, with a particular focus on the work programmes
planned for the next three to five years. It reflects Council’s focus on achieving an optimal balance between the key
elements of asset management, which are service levels, cost and risk. As a working document, the AMP also
describes the areas where we believe our asset management processes, systems and data can be improved.
This plan has been written to provide the information required for good asset management planning as set out in:


Local Government Act (LGA) 2002 Schedule 10 and amendments



Office of the Auditor General industry advice notes and reports and feedback on previous AMPs



International Infrastructure Management Manual (IIMM) 2015, published by New Zealand Asset
Management Support (NAMS)



New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) Business Case Approach Activity Management Planning guidelines.

2.1.2

ASSET DESCRIPTION

Hauraki District Council (Council) is responsible for the planning, provision, development, operations and
maintenance of the District’s land transportation network and facilities to ensure the safe and efficient movement
of people and goods around the District. Provision and maintenance of these facilities promotes a safer physical
and enhances quality of life in local communities. It enables economic activity and growth by allowing for the
efficient transport of goods and services and by promoting access into and across the Hauraki network.
Council has 631kms of roads (consists of 517km sealed and 114km unsealed), 145 bridges and major culverts,
114kms of footpaths, and other assets such as signage, drainage, and minor structures as shown in Figure 2‐1 against
the One Network Road Classification (ONRC) categories (a framework to standardise the performance of roads
throughout New Zealand and promote economic growth). A summary of key transport assets is summarised in
Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Key asset summary
Key transport asset class

Quantity

Urban sealed road pavement length

118km

Rural sealed road pavement length

399km

Urban unsealed road pavement length

5.3km

Rural unsealed road pavement length

109km

Footpaths

114km

Surface water channels

135km

Drainage

34km

Bridges and major culverts

145 (no.)

Street lights

1,519 (no.)

Source: RATA (November 2017)
Council roads are generally in good condition, but because of the underlying geology of a peat sub‐base that the
roads sit on, particularly in the Plains area, the impact of water, whether it is deluge or drought is a significant
challenge in the maintenance and construction of roads.
A change to levels of service for renewals for roads is required as the intended level of service to customers is not
being achieved. The current approach of reducing sealed road resurfacing work to test pavement and surfacing lives
has led to an increase in maintenance costs and a decrease in customer satisfaction (see section 3.5 for further
details). This AMP provides the renewal strategies to address this in the medium term.
The activity accounts for a significant proportion of Council’s annual budget and has a replacement value of $307
million (as at June 2017). Over the years Council has made significant investments in the maintenance and
improvement of the District’s transport network and will continue to do so in years to come.
2.1.3

SITUATION SUMMARY

At the turn of the century Council was renewing its road pavements at a rate deemed necessary to sustain them. In
2006 it became clear that Council had addressed the renewal need of the day as the demand had diminished and
the network was in very good condition relative to its peers. This meant that in 2009, following the drought of 2008
and at the onset of the global financial crisis, Council was in a position to ease the burden on its ratepayers by holding
its investment in the routine activities on its road network to an absolute minimum by extending the life of its road
pavements through allowing them to deteriorate further prior to renewal. This has been a highly successful strategy
with Hauraki District Council having the lowest rate of investment for vehicle use within the Waikato Region, while
at the same time still having a very high percentage of smooth roads to travel on. However, road pavements do not
last forever and there is now a need to gradually increase investment before deferred renewals compromise the
integrity of the network as a whole. Sections of this plan discuss this aspect in more detail.
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Figure 2‐1: Map showing Hauraki’s road network according to the ONRC
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2.1.4

PLAN LAYOUT

The Land Transport AMP has been structured as follows including the key elements of Council’s asset management
practice.
Section 1 ‐ Executive Summary
•High level summary at the strategic
level
•Targeted for the key stakeholders
and decision makers

Section 4 ‐ Future Demand
• Growth implications for asset
management

Section 7 – Financial Summary
•Investment prioritisiation within
financial constraints
•Investment prioritisiation to address
backlog

Section 2 – Introduction
•Description of current assets and
service activities
•Strategic context
•Describes the Strategic Case

Section 5 – Lifecycle Management
Plan
•Recommended renewals,
maintenance and operations
investment
•Key issues

Section 8 – Monitoring and
Improvement
•Prioritised AM Improvement
Programme

Section 3 – Levels of Service
•Understanding the needs of users
and stakeholders
•Road safety trends and programmes
•Road renewal programme to address
the backlog
•One Network Road Classification and
levels of service

Section 6 – Risk Management Plan
•Risk management framework

Section 9 – Appendices
•Asset description
•AM assessment results
•Work categories
•Full levels of service table
•ONRC performance measures
•Supporting information
•Key issues evidence
•Risk register
•Asset class Lifecycle Management
Plans (LCMP)

Figure 2‐2: AMP sections and key elements

2.2

STRATEGIC LINKAGES

2.2.1

OUR MISSION

It is the Council’s mission to:


actively provide leadership to and advocate for the community



provide good quality infrastructure, services and regulatory functions



foster open‐minded and two‐way communication with the community



ensure the sustainable use and management of resources

…for the benefit of all who live in, work in and visit the Hauraki District.
The mission is supported by six Community Outcomes as follows:


Prepared Hauraki



Progress Hauraki



Kotahitangi Hauraki



Interactive Hauraki



Lifestyle Hauraki



Sustainable Hauraki.
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These six Community Outcomes are considered by Council as part its decision‐making processes. Prepared Hauraki
is the most relevant for infrastructure. The relationship of the AMPs with Council’s mission and Community
Outcomes is shown in Figure 2‐3.

Figure 2‐3: Strategic planning framework
The Long Term Plan (LTP) and Annual Plan set the funding and expenditure priorities to support Council’s mission.
The AMP is a central document that is linked to the other strategic documents both internally at Council and
externally with its key stakeholders. Asset management is a key business function for Council. This AMP forms the
basis for providing inputs into the LTP as required by the LGA 2002.

2.3

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF ASSET OWNERSHIP

Legislation requires Council to identify the need for a land transport network. Council has recently internalised the
provision of professional services as part of the Section 17A Service Review of the land transport activity in 2015.
Council provides the services itself and maintains an overview of sub‐contracted work provided by others.
In respect of meeting the land transport needs of the community, the Council’s land transport strategic goals are:


To operate the land transport activity in a manner that is sensitive to the natural environment



To provide land transport infrastructure and services at a fit for purpose level of service at optimal whole
of life costs



To encourage and promote road safety.

The objectives of this AMP are:


To demonstrate that our asset management strategies are the right strategies for our network and are
carried out at an appropriate level for the Hauraki community



To outline how Council will meet its legal and regulatory obligations both as a District Council and as the
Road Controlling Authority (RCA)



To ensure that land transport demands are managed in a cost‐effective and sustainable manner



To ensure and demonstrate that the Council has applied a long‐term view in respect of environmental and
financial sustainability
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To provide substantiated financial forecasts and projections demonstrating financial stewardship of the
land transport assets that Hauraki District Council manages on behalf of the community



To promote and carry out a continuous improvement process that identifies both needs and opportunities
for improvements in the management and operation of the land transport activity.

This plan summarises the Council’s strategic and management approach for these services.

2.4

STRATEGIC CASE

The following outlines the strategic case for investment in Council’s land transport programme.
2.4.1

STRATEGIC CONTEXT

Over the last two years the District has experienced higher population growth than previously projected or planned
for. In 2013 the resident population was 18,600 and is now estimated that it will reach 20,650 by June 2018, 22,300
by 2028 and 23,695 by 2048. This actual and projected population growth is a significant change from the 2015
Infrastructure Strategy, which was based on a stable or slightly declining population, that was aging and already
much older than the national average. This population growth will have a significant impact on the District’s
infrastructure.
A brief summary of expected trends, as they may impact on the provision of infrastructure, is summarised as follows
and discussed further in Section 4.
Table 2.2: Summary of demand trends
Demand trends

Impact on transport network

An increasing population after a period of stable population
growth.

Increase in vehicle numbers.

An ageing population ‐ it is estimated that by 2018 24% of the
population will be aged 65+, with this increasing to 38% by
2048. (See section 4.1.1 Population, for more detailed
information on the population forecasts and demographic
trends.)

The high proportion of the population over 65 years of age
will mean a higher number will have income from
superannuation and means tested benefits which will impact
on the average household income for the District. Therefore,
rates levels are likely to be a key area of concern for the
community.

District continues to experience higher levels of deprivation
compared to other parts of the country, with Waihi and
Paeroa assessed individually as being the most deprived 10%
of areas in New Zealand, and Kerepehi also assessed as a 9,
ten being the most deprived.

Similar to above, rates levels are likely to be a key area of
concern for the community.

A community with an average household income of $66,838
in 2015 which is significantly lower than the national average
of $91,198.

The District is potentially at risk from a number of natural hazards: earthquake, tsunami, volcanic ash (from
Auckland, Rotorua or Taupo eruptions), climate change and flooding, the latter being the most regularly
experienced.
The District is most well‐known for its farming, mining and a growing tourism industry. These industries place
demands on infrastructure capacity, including the road network, from economic activity.
Although Hauraki’s local road network is considered to be in good condition by national standards, the peat soil in
many areas creates challenges with the level of expansion and contraction that can occur as a result of high and low
rainfall. The expected increase in intensity of storms as a result of climate change may see a higher level of flooding,
with associated road damage. Droughts may accelerate cracking and differential settlement (uneven movement) of
the road surface. Sea level rise may impact coastal roads and structures.
In recent years there has been an increased focus on walking and cycling, with a strategy of subsidised investment
in walking and cycling infrastructure being implemented over a 10 year period. This involves new footpath work,
pram crossings, barriers, refuges and signs.
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2.4.2

KEY ISSUES FOR COUNCIL’S LAND TRANSPORT NETWORK

This AMP seeks to address the following key issues:
1.

Pavement and surface failures are increasing as a consequence of the deferral of renewals to manage
within flatlined budgets having now consumed the available remaining asset life.

2.

Maintenance requirements on Council’s weak pavements and ageing bridges is increasing as productivity
growth within the district and in neighbouring authorities generates additional heavy traffic. These same
pavements are also vulnerable to climate change impacts.

3.

Under‐width pavements, poor delineation and inadequate signage in some locations are leading to
added maintenance expenditure and are contributing to high levels of personal safety risk.

4.

Lack of infrastructure to support mobility alternatives and limited transport mode options for the aged
and transport disadvantaged, along with reduced ability to pay for desired changes, as population ages.

Much of the road network is low lying and on weak sub‐grades, and any increase in heavy vehicle volumes as a result
of land use change or vehicle choice, could become an issue on the thin pavement roads. Monitoring of traffic
volumes, especially heavy vehicles, will continue to be an important input into the asset management system. Most
roads in the Plains area are built on peat, which fissures during dry conditions, leaving the pavement very vulnerable
to rapid failure once moisture returns.
Figure 2‐4 shows the total daily count of heavy
vehicles on all of Council’s roads where the heavy
vehicle count is greater than 150 vehicles per day.
After a decline in heavy vehicle traffic following the
global financial crisis, heavy vehicle counts on
Council’s busier roads have steadily increased. These
figures relate to the number of heavy vehicles rather
than the load they are carrying. As these figures
include larger vehicles which have come onto the
network in recent years, the total load being
transported across the network is likely to be
significantly more than it was a decade ago.
Figure 2‐4: Total heavy vehicles on roads with Heavy
vehicle counts of over 150 per day
Source: RATA (January 2018)
Peat roads inherently cost more to maintain than roads on most of the other subgrades experienced in New Zealand.
This propensity to fail quickly also helps explain why Hauraki has a higher smooth travel exposure than most of its
peers, yet also a higher percentage of pavements experiencing peak roughness. Figure 2‐5 shows the rapid falloff
in condition of Hauraki road pavements once failure commences.

Figure 2‐5: Comparison of Performance to Percentage Life of a Hauraki road pavement to a typical New Zealand
pavement
Source: AMSAAM Ltd (November 2017)
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The impact of the 2008 drought on the weak subgrades is shown in Figure 2‐6.

Figure 2‐6: Rural road pavement construction date by year
Source: RATA (2017)
In 2009, due to its roads being in very good condition, Council determined to keep its funding for roads at a minimal
level without causing a significant reduction in level of service by extending pavement and surface lives as far as
possible. The December 2014 NZTA Investment Audit Report supported the approach council had adopted while at
the same time recommending Council Review current monitoring regime and demonstrate there is the added rigour
required for operation of a network in a managed decline. A trade‐off for extending asset service lives is that as time
passes, maintenance requirements increase as the pavements age and the pavements will become rougher. The
reduced level of customer satisfaction reflects that this has occurred (refer to Figure 3‐1) signalling that the ability
to defer renewal works has run its course. There is now an increase in pavements and surfaces at the end of their
life. The overall maintenance demand is higher than when the approach to extend pavement and surface lives was
adopted, and there is a need to gradually increase the level of renewals as it becomes increasingly difficult to cost
effectively maintain the roading pavements in their current condition.
The following high level analysis summarises the backlog situation as shown in Figure 2‐7.
It shows the response to reduced demand in 2006 and then the adoption of the strategy in 2009 allowing pavement
lives to extend by about 5 years. When the extended pavement lives allowed for by adopting this strategy have
worked their way through the network, the typical annual demand, identified to be in the order of 3km per annum
becomes re‐established. In the past 10 years, if we exclude the road pavement renewals specifically initiated by the
2008 drought, we have averaged approximately 2km per year on pavement renewals. This falls 3km below the
average annual failure rate of about 5km. Based on these figures, if the renewal rate is not restored to match the
ongoing failure rate, the backlog will continue to grow at 3km per annum, or 30 km over a 10‐year period.

Figure 2‐7: Anticipated backlog with current rural road pavement renewal approach
Source: AMSAAM Ltd model (November 2017)
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Notes:
1. Annual need (blue) reduces between 2006 to 2008 while pavements are allowed to reach poorer condition
prior to renewal
2. Actual renewal lengths (orange) shown between 2006 and 2016 (does not include drought affected
pavements in 2009).
Refer to Section 3.6.3 for further discussion occurs on the renewal backlog.
Figure 2‐ shows the cost per kilometre by vehicle kilometres travelled for the district councils within the Waikato
Region.
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Figure 2‐8: Cost per kilometre by vehicle kilometres travelled for Waikato district councils
Source: RATA benchmarking analysis (as at November 2017)
Figure 2‐ shows Hauraki to be the lowest cost per kilometre in the Waikato Region. There are a number of reasons
why this may be the case
1.

The network is effectively and efficiently managed

2.

Parts of the network are relatively new and require little attention

3.

The network has been over provided for historically

4.

The network enjoys resilient and robust conditions, and is naturally low‐cost to manage

5.

Insufficient investment is being made in the network

6.

Any combination of the above.

As previously noted, the foundation materials within the District are generally challenging for the provision of roads.
While large tracts of the network are composed of flat and generally straight roads, the underlying ground conditions
would be expected to drive provision costs up. Based on the information available, the low‐cost outcome is
considered to be a combination of a number of the above reasons, with previous high levels of service and the
reduced need for renewal investment in recent years being likely to be the significant contributing factors to current
low‐costs.
It is estimated that there are 137 bridges (including large culverts) in the network and most were constructed
between 1935 and 1965. More than half the bridges are over 50 years old. Bridge maintenance is expected to
increase as these continue to age. A significant increase in bridge replacements is anticipated over the next 30 to
50 years.
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Council’s footpath network of 114km, serving mainly urban areas, is generally in good condition and has adequate
capacity where it is provided. Not all urban streets have a footpath down both sides. Along with the strategy for
investment in walking and cycling infrastructure, an ongoing programme to renew and extend the network is subject
to annual approval by ward committees and Council. Footpath quality will become more important with the aging
population and the increased use of mobility scooters.
The ONRC is a framework to standardise the performance of roads throughout New Zealand, and is a collaboration
between Local Government New Zealand and NZTA. With respect to safety outcomes, the ONRC reporting tool,
using accident records over the last ten years, identifies that personal and collective risk on Council’s secondary
collector roads is at a medium level, and at a high level for both access and low volume roads. Figure 3‐2 presents
Council’s safety trends in number of serious injuries and fatalities by the ONRC road network categories.
Furthermore, while the 10‐year total indicates secondary collectors are in the low risk bracket, an increase of serious
and fatal accidents on these roads in recent years would suggest the current risk level on these roads is higher than
the 10‐year total suggests.
A previous assessment (prior to 2015) suggested that around 63km of the Council’s roads are under‐width by more
than one metre. These have implications both for road safety and durability (increased edge break). A recent analysis
has identified that accidents per km travelled are higher on pavements between 5 and 5.5 m than any other width.
Council will look further into this issue and take into account the extenuating factors when considering renewals and
maintenance activities on these particular roads. This is discussed further in Section 3.6.
Results from Council’s annual survey to assess customer satisfaction with the quality of the roads, show a declining
level of satisfaction over the last four years. Potholes and uneven surfaces appear to be the biggest driver for
dissatisfaction with over half (56%) stating this as a reason. Of the survey participants, 27% felt the roads were in
poor condition, while 26% felt they required repairs or maintenance.
2.4.3

BENEFITS, CONSEQUENCES, AND OUTCOMES BEING SOUGHT

The benefits of addressing, consequences of not addressing and how this relates to the strategic outcomes are
summarised in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Summary on benefits, consequences and outcomes sought
Issue/Problem

Benefits

1.



Optimal whole
investment




Pavement
and
surface failures are
increasing
as
a
consequence of the
deferral of renewals
to manage within
flatlined
budgets
having
now
consumed
the
available remaining
asset life.



Consequences

Strategic Outcomes



Fragility of the network
increases

More resilient network



Cost benefits of proactive
maintenance

Reactive rather than
proactive maintenance



Optimal
long‐term
investment
not
achieved

Prepared Hauraki
We provide ongoing

safe,
well‐managed
and maintained core
infrastructure



Continuing decline in
customer satisfaction.

Increased
satisfaction.

of

life

customer



We are organised and
prepared to deal with
natural hazards

Progress Hauraki
infrastructure
 Our
services and facilities
are
planned
and
developed to meet
future demand.
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Issue/Problem

Benefits

Consequences

Strategic Outcomes

2.



Weak pavements managed
in fit for purpose approach





More resilient network

Fragility
of
weak
pavements in the
network remains



Cost benefits of proactive
maintenance



Reactive rather than
proactive maintenance

Prepared Hauraki
We provide ongoing

safe,
well‐managed
and maintained core
infrastructure



Less
susceptible
to
inclement conditions or
increased traffic



Loss of productivity in
inclement conditions





Increased
satisfaction.

Continuing decline in
customer satisfaction



Higher whole of life
costs.



Continuing
maintenance
to
address edge break.



Unsafe roads and
unacceptable personal
and collective risk



Urban
design
opportunity missed



Compromises of:

3.

4.

Maintenance
requirements
on
Council’s
weak
pavements
and
ageing bridges is
increasing
as
productivity growth
within the district and
in
neighbouring
authorities generates
additional
heavy
traffic. These same
pavements are also
vulnerable to climate
change impacts.
Under‐width
pavements, poor
delineation and
inadequate signage
in some locations are
leading to added
maintenance
expenditure and are
contributing to high
levels of personal
safety risk.
Lack of infrastructure
to support mobility
alternatives
and
limited
transport
mode options for the
aged and transport
disadvantaged, along
with reduced ability
to pay for desired
changes,
as
population ages.

customer



Reduced maintenance.



Reduced personal
collective risk



Safer and more resilient
network.



Improved passage for the
aged
and
transport
disadvantaged



Better urban design



Healthier society – Higher
quality of life



and

- Road safety
- Car, bicycle, and
pedestrian
separation

“Fit‐for‐purpose”
footpaths and roading
infrastructure



Extended independence
for elderly citizens and
ability to contribute



Improved

- Reliability of the



Specialised
infrastructure
for
increasingly common
specific needs not
available
to
community such as
charging points for e‐
vehicles
(including
bikes)



Community severance



Greater dependence of
elderly
on
other
community services

- Road safety
- Reliability of the
network

- Community
connectivity and
wellbeing

- Resilience
- Car, bicycle, vehicle


and pedestrian
separation
Support of technology
usage

road network
Limited
community
connectivity



We are organised and
prepared to deal with
natural hazards

Progress Hauraki
Our
infrastructure

services and facilities
are
planned
and
developed to meet
future demand.
Prepared Hauraki
We provide ongoing

safe,
well‐managed
and maintained core
infrastructure.

Prepared Hauraki
We provide ongoing

safe,
well‐managed
and maintained core
infrastructure.
Lifestyle Hauraki
Our
unique

communities
are
protected
while
balancing the needs of
alternative lifestyles.

As well as the strategic outcomes contributing to Council’s Community Outcomes identified above, addressing the
stated problems enables Council to fulfil its statutory obligations outlined in the purpose of LGA; that is:
To meet the current and future needs of communities for good‐quality local infrastructure, local public
services and performance of regulatory functions in a way that is most cost‐effective for households and
businesses.
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2.4.4

EVIDENCE

Evidence supporting the issues to be addressed is provided in Section 9.5.
2.4.5

LINKAGES TO NATIONAL AND REGIONAL STRATEGIC GOALS

The linkages between national and regional strategic goals are summarised in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4: Summary of national and regional strategic goals
Central Government
Government
Statement

National

Policy ONRC
Outcomes

Regional

Hauraki District

Customer Regional
Land Community Outcome
Transport Policy

Economic growth and Reliability:

productivity
The consistency of travel
Support economic times that road users can

growth
and expect.
productivity
Resilience:
through provision
The
availability
and
of better access to
restoration of each road
markets,
when there is a weather or
employment and
emergency event, whether
business areas.
there is an alternative

Enable access to route available and the
social
and road user information 
economic
provided.
opportunities,
Accessibility:
particularly
for
people
with The ease with which
limited access to a people are able to reach
key destinations and the
private vehicle.
transport
networks

Improved
available
to
them,
network
including land use access
resilience
and
and network connectivity.
reliability at the
most
critical Amenity:
The level of travel comfort
points.
experienced by the road
user and the aesthetic
aspects of the road
environment
(e.g.
cleanliness,
comfort
/convenience,
security)
that impact on the travel
experience of road users in
the road corridor.

A transport
system that
provides
strategic
corridors and
network
connectivity
that supports
economic
activity and
productivity.

Transport
Infrastructure
Objectives

Prepared Hauraki:




Council’s
We provide ongoing safe, roading network
well‐managed
and allows its users
travel
maintained
core to
efficiently
to
infrastructure.
their
desired
We are organised and destinations.
prepared to deal with natural
hazards.

Progress Hauraki:


A transport
system that
provides
appropriate
transport

choices.

We have a positive climate
that encourages balanced
and sustained economic
growth
throughout
our
District
Our infrastructure services
and facilities are planned and
developed to meet future
demand.



We actively encourage new
opportunities
while
continuing
to
support
existing ventures and service
providers.



We
encourage
further
development of tourism
opportunities and facilities
focusing on our heritage and
eco‐tourism.

Sustainable Hauraki


We have shared respect for
both economic growth and
environmental protection.
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Central Government
Government
Statement

Policy ONRC
Outcomes

Road safety




National

Regional

Hauraki District

Customer Regional
Land Community Outcome
Transport Policy

Safety:

Reduction
in How road users experience
deaths
and the safety of the road.
serious injuries at Optimal Speeds:
reasonable cost.
Indicates the optimal
Increased
safe speed for each road. The
cycling
though optimal speed is the speed
extension of the that is appropriate for road
cycle networks.
function
(classification),
design (including safety)
and use. Optimal speeds
support both safety and
economic productivity.

Transport
Infrastructure
Objectives



A transport Prepared Hauraki:
system that is 
We provide a range of
safe.
services and facilities to meet
(Waikato Regional
our District’s needs and
Road Safety
expectations for a safe
Strategy has been
environment.
developed for

We provide ongoing safe,
2017 to 2021)
well‐managed
and
maintained
infrastructure.



core

Provide a safe
and reliable
transport
system in
keeping with the
objectives of the
Waikato
Regional Road
Safety Strategy.

We are organised and
prepared to deal with natural
hazards.

Progress Hauraki:


Value for money

Effectiveness:



Value for money and
whole of life cost will be
optimised in the delivery of
affordable customer levels
of service.

Delivery of the
right
infrastructure and
services to the
right level at the
best cost.



Improved returns
from
road
maintenance.



Improved returns
from
public
transport.



On‐road
enforcement of
the road user
charges regime at
reasonable cost.



Understand the
costs associated
with
environmental
mitigation.



Our infrastructure services
and facilities are planned and
developed to meet future
demand.

Sustainable Hauraki:
Manage
demand and 
We plan for the wise use and
transport
management of all land and
choices.
resources for the continued
benefit of our district


Provide sound
total
asset
management
planning
targeting
optimal whole of
We have shared respect for life investment.
both economic growth and
Apply effective
environmental protection.
procurement
practices.

The linkages between the Council’s problem statements and the Government Policy Statement, ONRC Customer
Outcomes, and Regional Land Transport Policy are summarised in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5: Problem statement linkages to GPS, ONRC, and RLTP
Issue/Problem

Government Policy
Statement

ONRC Customer Outcomes

1.

Value for money

Amenity:



Optimal Speeds:

2.

3.

Pavement and surface
failures are increasing as
a consequence of the
deferral of renewals to
manage within flatlined
budgets having now
consumed the available
remaining asset life.
Maintenance
requirements
on
Council’s
weak
pavements and ageing
bridges is increasing as
productivity
growth
within the district and in
neighbouring
authorities generates
additional heavy traffic.
These same pavements
are also vulnerable to
climate change impacts.
Under‐width, poor
delineation and
inadequate signage in
some locations
pavements are leading
to added maintenance
expenditure and are
contributing to high
levels of personal safety
risk.



Delivery of the right
infrastructure
and
services to the right
level at the best cost.



A transport system
that provides
appropriate transport
choices.



Manage demand and
transport choices.



A transport system that
is safe.



Manage demand and
transport choices.



A transport system that
is safe.



Waikato Regional Road
Safety Strategy; 2017 to
2021



A transport system that
is safe.



Manage demand and
transport choices.

Effectiveness:

Improved returns from
road maintenance.

Economic growth and
productivity


Regional Land Transport
Policy

Improved
network
resilience and reliability
at the most critical
points.

Resilience:
Accessibility:
Effectiveness:

Value for money


Delivery of the right
infrastructure
and
services to the right
level at the best cost.



Improved returns from
road maintenance.

Economic growth and
productivity


Safety:

Improved
network
resilience and reliability
at the most critical
points.

Road safety


Reduction in deaths
and serious injuries at
reasonable cost.

Value for money

4.

Lack of infrastructure to
support
mobility
alternatives and limited
transport mode options
for the aged and
transport
disadvantaged,
along
with reduced ability to
pay for desired changes,
as population ages.

Improved returns from
road maintenance.

Economic growth and
productivity


Enable access to social
and
economic
opportunities,
particularly for people
with limited access to a
private vehicle.

Accessibility:
Safety:

Road safety


Increased safe cycling
though extension of the
cycle networks.
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SECTION 3: LEVELS OF SERVICE
3.1

INTRODUCTION

Council aims to manage the transport assets to deliver the levels of service (LOS) in a sustainable manner over the
long term. This section defines the LOS or the qualities of the service that the Council intends to deliver, and the
measures used for monitoring. The adopted LOS supports the Council’s strategic goals and is based on user
expectations and statutory requirements as well as integration with national and regional strategies.

3.2

CUSTOMERS AND STAKEHOLDERS

Good knowledge of stakeholder values and drivers is essential for an effective, efficient, and safe land transport
activity. Table 3.1 shows the key customers and main stakeholders involved in the land transport activity and their
specific areas of interest.
Table 3.1: Key customers and stakeholders
Segment

Area of interest

Customers
The community ‐ citizens and ratepayers

Interested in safe and sustainable transport network. They are interested in
access to properties and businesses from the road corridor.

Resident ratepayers

These customers and are focused on retaining current levels of service and
where possible to make savings to minimise rating impacts. They are
interested in access to their property from the road corridor.

Industry and commercial

The District has a number of industrial zones mainly around Kerepehi that
support the local economy. Interested in network efficiency and reliability,
and access to properties.

Transport network users (including
pedestrians, motorists, cyclist, tourists, and
emergency services)

Network performance and safety.

Freight operators

Network efficiency and reliability, and access to properties.

External stakeholders
NZTA

Planning for land transport needs, network performance and safety
outcomes, network standards, subsidy funding levels, deliver government
policy statement outcomes, and provide value for money.

RATA (Road Asset Technical Accord)

Understanding Council’s road asset management requirements (including
regional benchmarking, and traffic counting and roughness surveys), and
support for the implementation of the ONRC Programme.

Neighbouring Councils

Network services alignment, standards and protocols, shared services
opportunities.

Government agencies (Office of the
Auditor General, Audit New Zealand,
Ministry of Local Government, Department
of Internal Affairs, Ministry of Civil Defence
and Emergency Management (CDEM)

Interested in the prudent management of the activity.

Internal stakeholders
Mayor and Councillors
Executive management

Strategic outcomes and rates impact, LTP budget, service levels, and KPIs for
monitoring service delivery, and customer satisfaction.
Long term financial sustainability of Council’s largest infrastructural asset
Implementation of Council’s strategic direction through the delivery of
programme and services
Customer satisfaction

Other Council departments

Interested in the coordination of the capital programmes in the road corridor
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3.3

LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK

The key legislation affecting the levels of service provided by the land transport activity are summarised in Table 3.2.
Council has a legal obligation to form and maintain roads (with the exception of State Highways) within the District.
The legislative context in which we operate has a bearing on the services we provide. We have some influence over
the level of service at which roads are maintained however there are certain activities we must do in order to fulfil
our statutory obligations.
Table 3.2: Legislative requirements
Legislation

Requirement

Local Government Act (LGA)
2002

This Act requires local authorities to:



describe the activities of the local authority



provide a long‐term focus for the decisions and activities



prepare a LTP, at least every three years.

A key purpose of the LGA is the role of local authorities in meeting the current and future
needs of communities for good‐quality local infrastructure, local public services, and
performance of regulatory functions in a way that is most cost‐effective for households and
businesses.
AMPs are the main method of demonstrating Schedule 10 requirements.
The 30‐year Infrastructure Strategy is a requirement of section 101B of the LGA. This strategy
requires Council to take a long term look at the delivery of its services to assess where there
are hidden investment gaps or affordability issues beyond the ten‐year horizon. This strategy
provides the strategic direction and context for the AMP. The AMP informs the Infrastructure
Strategy of the asset issues and provides the technical information and evidence for the long‐
term investment programmes.
Section 17A requires that Councils review the cost effectiveness of the way they deliver their
services to ensure they meet the needs of communities. This service delivery review looks at
the governance, funding and delivery of infrastructure, services or regulatory functions, and
requires consideration of alternative delivery models including (but not limited to) in‐house
by council, by another local authority, by a council‐controlled organisation, or by another
person or agency. These reviews are an ongoing requirement and must be undertaken at least
every six years.
Council completed a Section 17A review of the land transport activity in 2015 and the
preferred option was to deliver more professional services in house through Council’s
Technical Services Business Unit. The transfer from term consultancy will allow Council to
have direct control over the management of its assets, and to strengthen its understanding of
the underlying asset data, and the network more generally. Refer to Section 8.2 on building
internal asset management capability through Technical Services Business Unit.
The Land Transport
Management Act 2003 (and
LTMA Amendment Act 2008)

The purpose of this Act is to contribute to the national aim of achieving an integrated, safe,
responsive and sustainable land transport system, an approach reflected in the New Zealand
Transport Strategy (NZTS). The strategy’s objectives are to:



Assist economic development



Assist safety and personal security



Improve access and mobility



Protect and promote public health



Ensure environmental sustainability.

The funding framework was previously biased towards roads and now the Act expands the
focus to land transport as a whole, including some water‐based surface transport. This Act
requires an integrated approach to land transport planning, management and funding with
the intention of improving social and environmental responsibility and to allocate land
transport funding in an effective and efficient manner.
Civil Defence Emergency
Management Act 2002 (CDEM)

The CDEM requires lifeline utilities to function at their fullest possible extent during and
after an emergency and to have plans for such functioning (business continuity plans).
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Legislation

Requirement

Health and Safety at Work Act
2015

The Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 (HSWA) is New Zealand’s workplace health and safety
law. The Act sets out the principles, duties and rights in relation to workplace health and
safety.
Under HSWA, a person conducting a business or undertaking (PCBU) must look after the
health and safety of its workers and any other workers it influences or directs. The business
or undertaking is also responsible for the health and safety of other people at risk from its
work including customers, visitors, or the general public. This is called the ‘primary duty of
care’.
The new legislation impacts Council’s roading contracts in particular.

Resource Management Act
(RMA) 1991

This Act establishes the planning framework for activities that affect the environment. It
covers the process by which land is designated and the provision of resource consents. The
RMA Simplification and Streamlining Amendment 2010 has simplified and streamlined the
consent application and appeal processes.

Public Works Act 1981

This Act enables compulsory land purchases – it defines the procedural and informational
requirements.

Utilities Access Act

The Utilities Access Act 2010 requires utility operators and corridor managers to comply with
a national code of practice that regulates access to transport corridors.

3.4

RELEVANT STRATEGIES AND PLANS

The primary documents that guide the service standards for the land transport activity are summarised in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Key transport strategies and plans
Strategy / Standard / Guideline

Description

New Zealand Transport Strategy

The New Zealand Transport Strategy (NZTS) provides a national policy framework to
promote sustainable transport. The vision is that New Zealand will have a transport system
that is affordable, integrated, safe, responsive, and sustainable.

Government Policy Statement

The Government Policy Statement (GPS) will ensure that funding and planning for land
transport contribute to the strategic objectives set out in the New Zealand Transport
Strategy 2008.
The GPS details the Government’s desired outcomes and funding priorities for the use of
the National Land Transport Fund to support activities in the land transport sector. The
GPS plays a strong strategic role because regional land transport programmes must be
consistent with it and the national land transport programme must give effect to it.

Safer Journeys Strategy

Safer Journeys is a strategy to guide improvements in road safety over the period 2010–
2020. The long‐term goal for road safety in New Zealand is set out in its vision:
“A safe road system increasingly free of death and serious injury”
The strategy aims to reduce road casualties to no more than 300 deaths and 4,500
hospitalisations a year through engineering, education and enforcement actions.

Regional Policy Statements

Under the RMA, Regional Policy Statements (RPSs) play a key strategic role in land
transport planning. As regional and district plans are required to ‘give effect ‘ to RPSs (refer
ss67(3) and 75(3) RMA), their specific high‐level objectives and policies will have a much
stronger influence on the policy framework within these plans.

Regional Land Transport Strategy

The Waikato Regional Land Transport Strategy (RLTS) is part of an integrated planning
framework that recognises the strong connections between land use planning, transport
planning and investment. The RLTS is guided by the proposed RPS, which has the
responsibility of strategic integration of land use and infrastructure (including transport).
Hauraki District Council’s Land Transport Programme has to be not inconsistent with the
Waikato RLTS.

New Zealand Policy Framework
on Walking and Cycling

New Zealand Policy Framework on Walking and Cycling ‐ In 2005 the Ministry of Transport
launched “Getting There – On Foot, By Cycle”. Its purpose is to provide a policy framework
to make walking and cycling more accessible, safe and popular.
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Strategy / Standard / Guideline

Description

Asset Management Policy 2017

This policy gives guidance and direction on the development AMPs and sets the
appropriate level of asset management Maturity Index for each asset or activity. The
policy sets out seven objectives for AM planning and practices, and has assessed the
transport asset / activity as having an intermediate Asset Maturity Index.

Hauraki District Council
Engineering Manual 2010

The Engineering Manual sets out the required standards for any engineering work
undertaken within the Hauraki District Council area. This manual is to be read in
conjunction with the Hamilton City Development Manual Volumes 1, 2, 3 and 4 (August
2010).

3.5

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION TRENDS

Figure 3‐1 shows customer satisfaction with the quality of roads (excluding state highways) was just above 70 per
cent but is now in the mid 60% range. The target is to exceed 75 per cent from 2021.

Figure 3‐1: Customer satisfaction with quality of the roads
The Hauraki District 2016 Triennial Satisfaction Survey noted the following:
62% of residents were satisfied with the quality of the roads in the district, this is a decrease from 2015’s results and
appears to be driven by an increase in somewhat dissatisfied ratings. Rural residents were more likely to be somewhat
dissatisfied with the quality of the roads in the district. Potholes and uneven surfaces were the biggest contributing
reasons to dissatisfied ratings, with over half (56% overall, 65% Rural) of dissatisfied residents citing this as a reason
behind their rating. (See also section 9.5.1)
Satisfaction with the quality of roads overall closely matches satisfaction with the surface of sealed roads. It is likely
that customer satisfaction has declined in the last few years due to the historic road renewal programme based on
deliberately living with failing road pavements longer before renewing them as well as the under delivery of the
planned capital programme. The trend in customer satisfaction will need to be closely monitored over time with
the proposed increased reseal and renewal investment programmes.

3.6
3.6.1

ROAD SAFETY
ROAD SAFETY TRENDS

Figure 3‐2 shows the road safety trends in the number of serious injuries and fatalities for Council by ONRC road
network categories. Hauraki District Council is compared with councils from the rural and provincial centres peer
group, the Waikato Region and nationally. This shows that Council’s current road safety performance is reasonable
compared to its peer group for the arterial, primary and secondary collector road categories. However, Council’s
current accident records are higher than its peer group and the Waikato Region for the access and low volume road
categories.
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Figure 3‐2: Serious injuries and fatalities per 100 million vehicles km by ONRC category
Source: ONRC Performance Measure Reporting Tool, NZTA (2017)
In its 2015 Long‐Term Infrastructure Strategy, Council noted that narrow road pavements were contributing to a
number of accidents. Further investigation using the latest available figures has been completed as part of the 2018
AMP development. Figure 3‐3 shows that there is a spike in accidents per km travelled for roads with seal widths
between 5 and 5.5 m wide. It suggests that roads of this width may be generating a false sense of security resulting
in motorists driving at speeds higher than the road geometry is suited for.
Rural Sealed Road Width Analysis
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Figure 3‐3: Rural sealed road width analysis
Source: RATA (November 2017)
Along with further assessment of accident trends within the District, Council will carry out further investigation on
roads between 5 and 5.5m width with a view to ensuring appropriate intervention at the opportune time such as
when renewals or specific road maintenance is occurring. This has been identified as a future improvement action
(refer to Section 8.3).
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3.6.2

ROAD SAFETY PROGRAMMES

Council plays an essential role in improving road safety in the Waikato Region and supports the Government’s Safer
Journeys Strategy (2010) and the Waikato Regional Road Safety Strategy: 2017 to 2021. It is committed to making
a step change to road safety as well as achieving the road safety goals.
Council supports improvements in road safety with an integrated approach through its road maintenance and
renewal programmes as well as its road safety action programmes, as follows:


Road maintenance and renewal programmes:
As noted above, Council has identified there are safety issues associated with roads of widths between 5
and 5.5 m. Council will incorporate appropriate safety mitigation works when carrying out maintenance
and renewals activities on these roads.
The specific programmes to address the safety gaps are discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.



Road safety programmes:
Council works collaboratively with its Eastern Waikato Councils, Matamata‐Piako and Thames‐Coromandel
District Councils, on a shared Road Safety Action Plan Programme. The programme has been in place for
many years with a joint Eastern Waikato Road Safety Coordinator based at Thames‐Coromandel District
Council. The programme is aligned to the eight Safer Journey Themes of the Safer Journeys Strategy.
NZTA’s Speed Management Guide (November 2016) is one of the actions of the Safer Journey’s Safer Speed
Programme. Council plans to consider applying this guide in the following two areas in relation to road
safety:
o

Problematic sites

o

Across the road network for any potential future speed changes.

These two actions are identified as future improvement projects (refer to the AM Improvement
Programme in Section 8.3).
3.6.3

ROAD MAINTENANCE AND RENEWAL PROGRAMMES

As noted in the Strategic Case; in response to its network being in relatively good condition, Council sought to keep
its funding for roads at a minimal level by extending pavement and surface lives as far as possible without causing a
significant reduction in level of service. The concept is to hold onto road pavements and seals longer before
renewing them, and in Figure 3‐4 depicting typical asset component performance, equates to allowing the pavement
to extend from being in poor condition, to very poor condition prior to renewal. Typically, this is an extension of
pavement life of about 5 to 8%.

Figure 3‐4: Typical asset deterioration curve
While this enables a ‘renewal holiday’ for a few years, the network continues to age and the renewal demand
restores to almost the same level as it was prior to adopting the extended life approach.
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Another impact from adopting this approach is that maintenance requirements increase as the road pavements age
and the pavements will become rougher. The reduced level of customer satisfaction is a reflection of the network
having reached this point. The ability to defer renewal works has now run its course and there is an increase in road
pavements and surfaces at the end of their life. The overall maintenance demand is now higher than when the
approach to extend pavement and surface lives was adopted, and there is a need to increase the level of renewals
as available leeway for deferral has been consumed.
The approach can be summarised as follows:
1.

Our rural pavements were being renewed at a rate of about 3 km a year when they were about 50 to 60
years old.

2.

In 2006, the ongoing demand for pavement renewals had ceased and the programme was reduced.

3.

In 2009, given the good relative condition of the Hauraki District Council road network, Council adopted a
strategy to allow pavements to deteriorate further before replacing them. This extended their life in the
order of 5 years, and over this 5 year period, very little pavement renewal work was only carried out as
required.

4.

After the initial 5 years had passed, the annual number of pavements requiring renewal was in a similar
order to the annual demand that was occurring prior to adopting the strategy to allow pavements to
deteriorate to a poorer condition before renewal, with the added issue of them being older and requiring
more maintenance.

5.

In the meantime, Council has continued to renew pavements (with the exception of pavements severely
impacted by the drought), at an average rate of about 2km per year.

6.

As a consequence, about 1 km of pavements more than what are currently renewing reach the condition
where ideally, they should be renewed.

In conclusion, if the renewal rate is not restored to match the ongoing failure rate, a backlog of deferred pavement
renewals will continue to grow at approximately 1km per annum, or 10km over a 10‐year period. The above
approach is portrayed in Figure 3‐5.

Figure 3‐5: Anticipated backlog of renewals remains at average of 2km pa
Notes:
1. Annual need (blue) reduces 2006 to 2008 in response to demand falling off. While pavements are allowed to
reach poorer condition prior to renewal
2. Actual renewal lengths (orange) shown 2006 to 2016 (does not include drought affected pavements in 2009)
A similar situation exists for road pavement surfaces (seals). As for the pavements, seal lives were extended to try
and reduce expenditure. As well is providing a durable surface for driving on, seals play a vital role in protecting
pavements from water infiltration and typically have a much shorter life than the pavements they protect. Failure
to maintain a waterproof seal ultimately leads to increased maintenance, compromised pavement life, and
premature pavement failure.
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A preliminary assessment of Council’s current seals has been completed, and suggest there is an existing backlog of
approximately 146km as shown in Figure 3‐6 if the 2017/18 is delivered as programmed. Based on Council’s
constrained 2018 LTP budget (as at November 2017) the backlog is projected to remain in the order of 135 km. This
shows that the current investment levels are not sustainable long term.
The December 2014 NZTA Investment Audit Report supported Council’s approach to extend pavement and surface
lives while at the same providing the following caution:
This approach comes at a risk of increased maintenance, reinstatement and emergency works costs. Poor execution
of this managed decline could result in excessive asset deterioration and increased (rather than reduced) costs. How
these risks are to be monitored and mitigated should be addressed. Mitigation could be by way of added rigour in
network monitoring and include:
• increased frequency of network inspections or condition rating surveys
• provision for additional network supporting activities such as drainage
• adopt improved collection techniques, such as High Speed Data capture.
While there will be differences of opinion as to just how long various seals can last, there is no doubt that a significant
number of the seals in the Hauraki District are beyond their desirable age, and at a point where the integrity of the
sealed pavement network is being compromised, especially given the nature of the subgrade materials most of the
pavements are built upon. Due to the ageing pavements and pavement surfaces, maintenance demands within the
District are continuing to rise, and public satisfaction with the performance of the network is declining.
Hauraki District Council
Budget Constrained Programme/Age Backlog Profile
Suggested Resurfacings Programme
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Figure 3‐6: Budget constrained resurfacing programme
Source: McKay Consultants (as at 30 November 2017)
Council recognises that the previous sweating of the asset approach is not acceptable or sustainable. The 2018 AMP
signals a change in renewal approach and it is recognised that it will take time to develop a robust programme to
implement the change in approach.
An alternative scenario is shown in Figure 3‐7 where there is higher investment in the earlier years (2018/19 and
2019/20) than the current budgets. This starts to reduce the backlog to a more sustainable level. However, it is
recognised that there needs further investigation / research and analysis to verify the backlog in the next two years
to inform the next LTP and AMP.
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Hauraki District Council
Alternative Scenario Programme/Age Backlog Profile
Suggested Resurfacings Programme
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Figure 3‐7: Alternative resurfacing programme to address the backlog
Source: McKay Consultants (as at 30 November 2017)

3.7

ONRC PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Council reports its service levels for the transport activity against two frameworks, ONRC and AMP (for LTP
purposes).
ONRC is a framework to standardise the performance of roads throughout New Zealand and promote economic
growth. It consists of performance measures aligned to the following customer outcomes:


Safety



Resilience



Amenity



Accessibility



Travel time reliability



Cost efficiency.

Refer to Section 9.3.1 for the full measures, performance results and targets and supporting technical output
performance measures.

3.8

SERVICE LEVEL SUMMARY

The land transport LOS have been developed based on:


statutory requirements



strategic and corporate goals



user service expectations.

The performance measures will be achieved through the delivery of our capital and operational works programmes.
The LOS and performance measures for the land transport activity are summarised in Table 3.4. A full description
of LOS targets, measures and metadata over the next ten years is included in Appendix 9.3.
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Table 3.4: Land transport service level summary

Community Outcomes

Key service
attribute

Prepared Hauraki:

Safety





We provide a range of
services and facilities to
meet our District’s needs
and expectations for a
safe environment
We provide ongoing safe,
well‐managed
and
maintained
core
infrastructure

Level of service

How we will measure our performance

Performance
measure type

Baseline
(current
performance
for 2016/17)

Current Year
2017/8
2018/19 Target
Target

Provide a safe transport The change from the previous financial year in Mandatory
network for users and the the number of fatalities and serious injury
community
crashes on the local road network, expressed as
a number

1 fatal & 3 Reduce
Reduce fatalities
serious;
fatalities and and serious injury
Not achieved serious injury crashes to 0
crashes to 0

Footpath assets are fit for Percentage of residents satisfied with the quality Customer
purpose
of footpaths

New measure

The Council delivers a Damaged, missing or leaning signs are remedied Customer
roading network that on District roads within specified timeframes:
addresses safety and
Percentage of regulatory/ permanent/ warning
amenity issues
signs within 7 days

NA

>75%

96%;
100%
Not measured
(see note 2)

100%

Percentage of safety connected signs within 2
days

75%;
100%
Not measured
(see note 2)

100%

Percentage of all other signs within 6 weeks

96%;
100%
Not measured
(see note 2)

100%

Percentage potholes repaired within 5 days for >
100 vehicles per day (vpd) roads

94%;
85%
Not measured
(see note 3)

85%

Percentage potholes repaired within 14 days for
< 100 vpd roads

92%;
85%
Not measured
(see note 3)

85%

Reported potholes are repaired on District roads Customers
within specified timeframes:
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Community Outcomes

Key service
attribute
Amenity

Level of service

How we will measure our performance

Performance
measure type

Provide an effective and Percentage of bridge assets in satisfactory Technical
good quality transport condition (condition grades 1,2 or 3)
network
Percentage of road drainage assets in Technical
satisfactory condition (condition grades 1,2,3)
The percentage of footpaths within the district Mandatory
that fall within the level of service or service
standard for the condition of footpaths that is set
out in the Council’s relevant documents

The pavement life of The average quality of ride on a sealed local road Mandatory
sealed roads is preserved network, measured by smooth travel exposure
That the road pavement is in good condition

Technical

Baseline
(current
performance
for 2016/17)

Current Year
2017/8
2018/19 Target
Target

NA

New measure >85%

New measure

New measure >80%

Cannot report 100%
result
footpaths
(see note 8)
with defect
rating > 5 are
isolated for
safety
and
remedied
within 7 days;
(note 6)

100% footpaths
with defect rating
> 5 are isolated
for safety and
remedied within
7
days;
(note 6)

97%;
Achieved

96%

96%

Sealed
Less than or Less than
Pavement
equal to 7
equal to 7
Condition
Index
5.2;
Achieved

or

Percentage of the sealed local road network that Mandatory
is resurfaced

7% of network
(36km
completed);
Achieved

Between 5% ‐
10% of the
sealed
District road
network
is
resurfaced
annually

Based on forward
works
programme:
2018/19:
3%
resurfaced

Percentage of the sealed local road network with Technical
identified condition grade 5 resurfaced within 24
months

New measure

NA

90%

Percentage of customers satisfied with the Customer
quality of roads in the District (excluding State
Highways)

64%

70%

70%
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Community Outcomes

Key service
attribute
Resilience

Responsiveness

Level of service

Baseline
(current
performance
for 2016/17)

Current Year
2017/8
2018/19 Target
Target

Percentage of arterial and collector roads open
within 24 hours

Achieved

100%

100%

Percentage of all other roads within 72 hours

Not achieved 100%
(see note 5)

100%

The percentage of customer service requests Mandatory
relating to roads and footpaths to which Council
responds within the timeframe specified in the
LTP

98% of service
requests were
responded to
within
10
working
days;Not
Achieved(see
note 7)

100%
of
all
reported issues
are
forwarded
within
one
working day

Issues reported to the Council regarding State Customer
Highways are forwarded to the New Zealand
Transport Agency within one working day

85% of state 95%
highway issues
recorded were
forwarded
within
1
working day;
Not Achieved

How we will measure our performance

Performance
measure type

Access is provided to the Time for road access to be restored to Technical
network of local roads
communities following a 1 in 10 year climatic
event:

That customer service
requests are dealt with
promptly
and
appropriately

100% of all
reported
issues
are
forwarded
within
one
working day

95%
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SECTION 4: FUTURE DEMAND
The Councils asset base continues to grow every year. With every improvement project completed new assets are
added; maybe a new culvert, footpath or sign installed where none existed previously. For every new asset that is
added or created the incurred operational and maintenance expenditure required increases. As the asset base grows
so does the cost to maintain those assets and HDC needs to be careful that they are not creating infrastructure that
cannot be afforded. Much of this asset growth is driven by Level of Service improvements being constructed within
the communities.
Demand is also influenced by factors such as oil prices, economic trends, population and demographic shifts, and
climate change. These affect future demographics, growth trends and current backlogs and network pressure points.
All of these issues influence the work of the council when there is insufficient capacity to accommodate the growth
in traffic without further intervention.
4.1.1

POPULATION

Based on statistics, the Hauraki District’s resident population is projected to remain reasonably static. It is expected
that some areas may experience resident population growth, while others may experience population decline. For
the purpose of forecasting it has been assumed that there will be negligible change to the district population, and
will remain stable for the life of this AMP.
Table 4.1 summarises the forecasts for the District’s population, dwellings, household size, rating units and
demographics in the District. In conjunction with a growing population, the District is also predicted to experience
a decrease in household size and a rise in the number of dwellings. Household size is projected to drop from 2.29
persons in 2018 to 2.05 persons by 2048, while the number of dwellings in the District is projected to increase from
10,320 in 2018 to 13,024 by 2048.
Forecasts demonstrate that the District will have an increasingly aging population with 30 per cent of the population
aged over 65 by 2028. The changing age profile of the District’s population is understood to be a contributor to the
decline in the average household size.
Table 4.1: District growth forecasts
Variable

2018

2028

2048

Usually resident population

20,650

22,300

23,695

Total dwellings

10,320

11,457

13,024

Total rating units

11,452

12,576

14,492

Household size

2.29

2.24

2.05

Population age 65+ (%)

24

30

38

Source: Rationale Report (May 2017)
An increasingly ageing population in the medium term will result in shifts in lifestyle and demands for facilities and
services. Retirees with limited mobility will likely increase the demand for centralised and close services. People
choosing to move to the area for lifestyle reasons result in high expectations around maintaining attractive areas
and access to facilities.
4.1.2

LAND USE

Over the next 10 years, there is expected to be an annual 0.4% growth in the number of rateable units within the
Hauraki District. In general, rating growth is driven by changes in the economy, population growth, changes in
demographics, and lifestyle patterns. As stated above the Council has assumed no changes to population in the
network for the life of this Management Plan. However, the other factors are all subject to change and are outside
the control of the Council. These factors will be monitored and estimated changes in Land Use will be updated
accordingly.
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4.1.3

COMMERCIAL GROWTH

Forestry, aquaculture, farming and quarrying contribute significantly to the district’s economy. These industries use
heavy commercial vehicles to transport their produce. The biggest industry currently in the Hauraki district is
farming, however vehicles from the forestry and agricultural industries rely on the Hauraki network to commute to
and from the Coromandel, and between Auckland and Tauranga. As the industries grow it becomes more cost
effective to transport goods using heavier and more powerful vehicles which increases the wear on the road
network.
Tourism within the Waikato Region is increasing, with travel by rental cars and camper vans being popular. Most of
the traffic is carried by state highways; however, their use of a number of Hauraki District roads is increasing,
particularly with those providing access to the Coromandel Peninsula. Overseas travellers are guided through the
District via the Pacific Coast Highway. The Hauraki District is centrally located between the popular tourist areas of
Auckland, Tauranga/Bay of Plenty and the Coromandel Peninsula, and provides a common route south for visitors
arriving at Auckland International Airport. The only road access to the Coromandel Peninsula is via the Hauraki
District. The increasing tourism related traffic has repercussions not only for the road surface, but also the level of
directional and informational signage required, and for the provision of rest areas.
Tourism is a particular area of growth within the New Zealand economy. The Ministry of Tourism have forecast that
visitor numbers to the Coromandel are expected to grow at 0.5% p.a. in total. The growth of tourism in the region
will have an increasing impact on the Hauraki road network. This is being managed and planned for by forecasting
traffic growth and using this information within our financial forecasting model.
4.1.4

VEHICLE TYPES AND USAGE

Increases to vehicle size and weight will cause additional damage on steep grades and at intersections where vehicles
change gear, accelerate and decelerate. Changes to geometrics (namely wider roads), intersections and surface
types will need to be undertaken to accommodate the turning circles and stresses associated with larger vehicles.
4.1.5

CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS

Customer expectations are increasing as standards and conditions improve as does their awareness of the availability
of funding to address safety defects. Routine maintenance, annual resurfacing and construction projects will be
driven by:


Increasing lane and shoulder widths



Improving the ride quality and reducing ongoing maintenance costs of unsealed roads



Reducing crashes by completing intersection improvements and improving skid resistance



Improving destination and associated signage



Improving driver education and awareness.

4.1.6

POLICY

Policy and/or management changes are governed by National policies introduced by government agencies such as
the NZTA and by Council introducing strategies such as Council’s Economic Development Strategy.
4.1.7

DEMAND FORECASTS

Demand forecasts are used to help plan for the future to ensure that the Council is able to make changes to the
network or the services they provide in advance of there being a need. This information is used to help prioritise
improvement programmes and capital expenditure. Analysis of population growth projections and forecast changes
in land use, economic development and traffic patterns indicates that the network has sufficient capacity to cater
for current and future traffic volumes and usage.
Over the next ten years, changes in demand are expected to be driven by some negligible growth, decreasing
household sizes, aging population, and cost fluctuations associated with labour, plant, material and fuel increases.
Commercial traffic predominately uses the state highway network although some Council roads such as Awaiti Road
and Hauraki Road are used as alternative routes.
Demand for items such as new footpaths, cycle‐ways, traction seals, and seal widening will continue to remain high
and is driven more by the desire to improve the levels of service rather than a need to address issues associated
with lack of capacity.
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4.1.8

DEMAND IMPACT ON ASSETS

The network has sufficient capacity to accommodate current traffic volumes now and into the future. Seasonable
functions due to tourism and the holiday season places some strain on network capacity during peak periods
however this only occurs over short periods of time, generally a few days or weeks. For the remainder of the year
the transportation network provides a high level of service in terms of good travel times and no delays.
Heavy commercial vehicles used in the forestry, aquaculture, farming and quarrying industries have the most impact
on the deterioration of our road pavements. However most of the commercial vehicles transporting produce from
source to market use the State Highway Network and spend very little time on local roads. While economic growth
in these sectors is forecast to increase it is not anticipated that there will be a significant impact on the network.
Demand for new footpaths, traction seals, minor safety improvement etc. will continue to increase the size of our
asset base. As new assets are created and added to the network there is an associated cost to maintain these assets
going forward. Maintenance and renewal expenditure are forecast to increase as a result of this.
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SECTION 5: LIFE CYCLE MANGEMENT PLAN
5.1

INTRODUCTION

This section of the AMP outlines the work planned to keep the assets operating at the desired levels of service while
optimising lifecycle costs. The overall objective of the Life Cycle Management Plan is to ensure the assets are fit for
purpose with respect to their end use, being renewed or replaced at the most economically beneficial time, and in
the process, protecting the integrity of the District’s transportation assets and keeping overall costs to a minimum.
Lifecyle management plans have been prepared for the major asset classes and are detailed in Section 9. It is
recognised that these need updating and have been identified as an improvement action.
The Lifecycle Management Plan discusses works for the following elements of the Land Transport activity:


Sealed Pavement Maintenance – WC 111



Network and Asset Management – WC 151



Unsealed Pavement Maintenance – WC 112



Unsealed Road Metalling – WC 211



Routine Drainage Maintenance – WC 113



Sealed Road Resurfacing – WC 212



Structures Maintenance – WC 114



Drainage Renewals – WC 213



Environmental Maintenance – WC 121



Pavement Rehabilitation – WC 214



Traffic Services Maintenance – WC 122



Structures Component Replacements – WC 215



Operational Traffic Management – WC 123



Traffic Services Renewals – WC 222



Emergency Reinstatement – WC 141



Minor Improvements – WC 341

Within each element, Description, Importance and Programme are addressed.
Pavement maintenance activities are delivered through the Maintenance Contract. Supervision of the maintenance
contract is provided by Council’s Technical Services Business Unit.
In preparing the Life Cycle Management Plans it has become evident that gaps exist in the base data. Improving
these records will allow an increasingly accurate assessment of the impacts of growth and demands placed on this
network to be made.
The 10 year financial forecasts for maintenance and renewals are presented in Table 7.1 and Ten year Forward
Works Programme Summary as in Council’s Long Term Plan (as at 27 June 2018)
WC
Work
Category
No.
Description
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
2
Studies and Strategies
3
Activity
Management
Plans
Road Safety Prog High
Priority
Road Safety Prog Medium
Priority
Sub‐Total
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
111
Sealed
Pavement
Maintenance
112
Unsealed
Pavement
Maintenance
113
Routine
Drainage
Maintenance
114
Structures Maintenance
121
Environmental
Maintenance
122
Traffic
Services
Maintenance
123
Operational
Traffic
Management
141
Emergency
Reinstatement

2018‐
19

2019‐
20

2020‐
21

2021‐
22

2022‐
23

2023‐
24

2024‐
25

2025‐
26

2026‐
27

2027‐
28

80

82

83

85

87

89

91

94

96

99

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

30

31

31

32

33

33

34

35

35

36

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

115

118

119

122

125

127

130

134

136

140

980

1002

1024

1047

1072

1098

1125

1155

1186

1219

168

172

175

180

184

188

193

198

203

209

310
283

317
289

324
296

331
302

339
310

347
317

356
325

365
333

375
342

386
352

450

460

470

481

492

504

517

530

545

560

474

484

495

506

519

531

544

559

574

590

8

8

8

9

9

9

9

9

10

10

150

153

157

160

164

168

172

177

182

187
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151

Network
and
Asset
Management
Sub‐Total
RENEWALS OF ROADS
211
Unsealed Road Metalling
212
Sealed Road Resurfacing
213
Drainage Renewals
214
Pavement Rehabilitation
215
Structures
Component
Replacements
222
Traffic Services Renewals
Sub‐Total
IMPROVEMENT OF ROADS
341
Minor Improvements
Sub‐Total
TOTAL SUBSIDISED
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
New DustSeals
New Footpaths
New Kerb and Channel
New Underpasses
Footpath Renewals
Sub‐Total
OPERATING EXPENDITURE
Non‐Subsidised
Street
Cleaning
Footpath Maintenance
Sub‐Total
TOTAL NON‐SUBSIDISED
TOTAL SUBSIDISED
NON‐SUBSIDISED

670
3493

669
3554

757
3706

700
3716

716
3805

812
3975

752
3994

771
4097

876
4293

814
4326

200
1234
140
910

204
1261
143
940

209
1289
146
971

214
1234
150
1004

219
1264
153
1029

224
1294
157
1031

230
1326
161
1057

236
1361
165
1060

242
1398
169
1186

249
1437
174
1368

112
135
2731

114
138
2801

117
141
2873

120
144
2866

123
148
2935

125
151
2983

129
155
3057

132
159
3113

136
163
3294

139
168
3535

786
786
7125

861
861
7335

908
908
7606

907
907
7611

951
951
7816

980
980
8065

1005
1005
8186

1031
1031
8375

1059
1059
8781

1088
1088
9089

20
84
100
15
20
239

0
111
112
15
20
259

21
108
115
16
21
280

0
123
118
16
21
278

0
137
120
16
22
295

22
140
123
17
22
325

0
144
126
17
23
310

0
147
130
18
24
318

24
151
133
18
24
351

0
155
137
19
25
336

30
82
112
351

31
84
115
374

31
86
117
397

32
88
120
398

33
90
123
418

34
92
126
450

34
94
129
439

35
97
132
450

36
99
136
487

37
102
139
475

7476

7709

8004

8009

8234

8515

8624

8826

9268

9565

+

Table 7.2, Section 7: Financial Summary.
5.1.1

THE NZ TRANSPORT AGENCY WORK CATEGORIES

Transportation funding differs from the majority of other Council activities in that most of it is co‐funded or
subsidised by NZTA working as partners under NZTA’s Financial Assistance Rate (FAR) framework. Activities relating
to operations and maintenance and renewal of roads and associated assets, are subsidised by NZTA, non‐subsidised
items relate to programmes that are based on improving customer experience but are not critical to the roading
network (e.g. new footpaths, dust sealing of unsealed roads, underpasses, etc.).
The Work Categories (WC) contribute to the customer outcomes of the ONRC as follows.
Table 5.1: Work category linkages to ONRC customer outcomes
WC

Description

111

Sealed Pavement Maintenance

112

Access &
Resilience

Travel Time
Reliability

Safety

Amenity







Unsealed Pavement Maintenance







113

Routine Drainage Maintenance









114

Structures Maintenance







121

Environmental Maintenance









122

Traffic Services Maintenance









123

Operational Traffic Management

141

Emergency Reinstatement









151

Network and Asset Management









211

Unsealed Road Metalling









212

Sealed Road Resurfacing
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WC

Description

Access &
Resilience

Travel Time
Reliability

Safety

Amenity

213

Drainage Renewals



214

Pavement Rehabilitation









215

Structures Component Replacements







222

Traffic Services Renewals

341

Minor (Low Cost Low Risk) Improvements













NZTA funding is based around work categories which are applied nationally and have defined parameters.
Forecasted requirements from Road Controlling Authorities (RCAs) across the country make up the Regional (RLTP)
and National Land Transport Programme (NLTP). Implementation of the NLTP gives effect to the Government Policy
Statement on Land Transport (GPS).
5.1.2

SUBSIDISED AND NON – SUBSIDISED WORK ACTIVITIES

Work categories that qualify for NZTA financial assistance and are applicable to Council are listed in Table 9.6 in
Section 9: Appendices. NZTA categories where no funding allocation is currently provided to Council have been
excluded from the table.
Ten‐year forecasted programmes have been developed for each of the tabled categories. Council and NZTA funding
approval is required for their respective shares.
Work activities that are funded and completed solely by Council without any NZTA assistance are listed Table 9.7,
Section 9, as non‐subsidised activities.
5.1.3

FORWARD WORK PROGRAMMING

A 10‐year Forward Works Programme (FWP) has been in place for a number of years now and is based principally
on visual inspections of the entire network by experienced roading engineers supported by historical records, recent
work practices and analysis tools such as the Treatment Selection Algorithm (TSA) and dTIMs (pavement
performance modelling). The programme incorporates road sections requiring Area Wide Pavement Treatment
(AWPT), resealing, metaling of unsealed roads and drainage requirements one year in advance of the reseal
programme.
5.1.4

HISTORICAL DATA

Historical data is used to make an assessment of past performance, and to identify future trends which can be
applied. These trends can help indicate if the condition of the network is deteriorating or improving. Current
deterioration models, used to predict the future condition of an asset beyond the 3 year visual programme, are
based on this historical data.
5.1.5

COMPILING THE 2018/28 10-YEAR LAND TRANSPORT PROGRAMME

The development of the 2018/28 10‐year Land Transport Programme coincides with the introduction of the Business
Case Approach, restructuring of the Hauraki District Council network management approach, and the second year
of a new maintenance contract.
The restructuring of councils network management resources has had an impact on the consistency of expenditure
over 2015/18 expenditure period. With new resources becoming available, and a new contract in place, Council is
taking the opportunity to reassess its budgets and progressively improve its implementation of the Business Case
Approach. As a consequence, some of the budget allocations for the 2018/28 10‐year programme vary significantly
from the 2015/18 allocations.
5.1.6

ASSET VALUATIONS

A full asset valuation is undertaken every year in order to assess the value of the network, the depreciated value and
the annual depreciation. Details on Asset Valuation and Depreciation are held in Table 9.3, Section 9 Appendices.
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5.2

KEY ISSUES

Section 2.4.2 listed 4 issues that HDC deem to be key for this AMP period. These are discussed in more detail below,
providing the strategic case for the Operation & Maintenance and Renewals programmes where the business cases
are presented with relevant tables and graphs in Section 9: Appendices.
Restated; the key issues for this plan are:
1.

Pavement and surface failures are increasing as a consequence of the deferral of renewals to manage
within flatlined budgets having now consumed the available remaining asset life.

2.

Maintenance requirements on Council’s weak pavements and ageing bridges is increasing as productivity
growth within the district and in neighbouring authorities generates additional heavy traffic. These same
pavements are also vulnerable to climate change impacts.

3.

Under‐width pavements are leading to added maintenance expenditure and are contributing to high levels
of personal safety risk.

4.

Lack of infrastructure to support mobility alternatives and limited transport mode options for the aged and
transport disadvantaged, along with reduced ability to pay for desired changes, as population ages.

Dealing with each of these in turn.
5.2.1

PAVEMENT AND SURFACE FAILURES ARE INCREASING

As outlined in Section 3.6.3 Council’s strategy to minimise its expenditure in the road network by flatlining its
investment in Pavement and Surface Renewals has now reached the point where, on an annual basis, more
pavements and surfaces are failing than are being renewed. Unless intervention occurs soon, the demand will
continue to grow and the future investment required will be extremely difficult for ratepayers to meet. For this
reason, it is proposed that investment in renewals be increased to a level that gradually reduces the backlog of
renewals now evident, and at the same time reduces the increasing maintenance requirements attributed to the
backlog of ageing pavements and surfaces.
5.2.2

MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS ON COUNCIL’S WEAK PAVEMENTS AND AGEING BRIDGES IS INCREASING

As detailed in Section 2.4 Hauraki District currently enjoys the lowest cost per vehicle kilometres travelled of the
rural councils in the Waikato region. This is portrayed in Figure 2‐ through the RATA regional benchmarking. It is
considered that the main reason for this low‐cost is the reduced renewal programme Hauraki District adopted some
years ago. There is a balance between renewals and routine maintenance expenditure. Renewals are expensive.
However, if not carried out maintenance costs increase. Eventually the long‐term cost of the maintenance becomes
greater than the long‐term cost of the renewal. This may not be immediately evident on an annual expenditure
comparison but at some point, the expenditure must increase or the level of service will decrease, eventually to an
unacceptable level.
In the Hauraki District the road network is generally constructed of low‐grade pavements over moisture sensitive
clay and ash sub‐grades. The Plains area is uncommon in terms of much of New Zealand, in that most of the roads
are built on peat. The peat is subject to constant wetting and drying, leading to large tracts of settlement during
extreme seasonal conditions; and, as the pavement and subgrade are moisture sensitive any lack of water proofing
results in rapid deterioration.
The susceptibility of peat subgrades to the impact of water, either increased or decreased, is a key challenge facing
the HDC network and a specific problem statement identified in the Strategic Case. 51% of Council’s network is built
on peat subgrades. The majority of these are on the Hauraki Plains which is a swamp that has been systematically
drained to allow agriculture. During drought conditions water in the pavements reduces causing the subgrade to
contract with fissures occurring. Once the drought breaks, the water being introduced back into the subgrades turns
the area back into a swamp, but has an added impact of road pavement performance due to additional water having
entered through the fissures.
Drought conditions are difficult to predict or plan for, however, keeping water out of the pavements through
maintaining waterproofing of surfaces and drainage are activities that can be planned. Not maintaining
waterproofing of road pavements over peat subgrades will reduce their performance leading to increased
maintenance and shortened pavement lives. Extended resurfacing lives on the lowest classification areas of the
network may not be achievable where peat subgrades exist as the risk and consequence of not maintaining
waterproofing far outweighs the benefit of increasing seal lives. It is expected that the increase in maintenance and
pavement costs would be greater than the savings or benefit gained.
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Sealed Road Resurfacing is a critical in achieving well managed core infrastructure and optimising the whole of life
pavement maintenance and renewal expenditure. Maintaining drainage is a key in achieving well managed core
infrastructure and the balance in expenditure between maintenance and renewals.
Specific links to ONRC outcomes, are:


Failure to maintain surfacing has a major impact on costs, pavement condition, network accessibility and
safety



Customer expectations with respect to the smoothness of the journey in reflecting the ONRC classification
of the road ‐ amenity



Customer expectations in urban areas for drainage, e.g. channel clearing (such as litter and leaf fall) –
amenity.

The targeted LoS are deemed to be adequate. However, Council’s customer satisfaction survey is showing
decreasing satisfaction with the level of service being delivered.
As well as ageing pavements, councils bridging stock is also ageing with more than half the bridges over 50 years old.
While there is no immediate demand for bridge replacements, a significant increase is anticipated over the next 30
to 50 years. In the meantime, bridge structures maintenance is expected to increase as the bridging stock continues
to age.
Structures maintenance is a key in achieving well managed core infrastructure and the balance in expenditure
between maintenance and renewals, with the primary intent of the structures maintenance investment being to
prolong the life of the existing structures in order to achieve the lowest whole of life cost by deferring the high cost
renewal investment as long as possible.
Specific links to ONRC outcomes, are;


Failure to maintain structures has a direct impact on costs, condition, network resilience and accessibility
and safety.



Climate Change impacts on duration/intensity/frequency of storm events‐ resilience/safety.



Customer expectations – cleaning, painting, stream clearing, amenity.

The customer LoS that have performance measures related to the condition of the pavement are:


1 ‐ Road Safety and Amenity

The ONRC measures that affected are:


Amenity,



Safety,



Cost Efficiency,



Resilience,



Accessibility.

The LoS are deemed to be adequate. No available evidence to suggest change to LoS is required. A gradual increase
in structures maintenance to retain the LoS is anticipated as the bridge stock continues to age.
5.2.3

UNDER WIDTH PAVEMENTS LEADING TO HIGH LEVELS OF PERSONAL SAFETY RISK

As outlined in Section 3.6, the ONRC Performance Measures Reporting Tool has identified a high level of personal
risk on Council’s Access and Low Volume roads. A recent analysis has identified a disproportionate number of
accidents are occurring on roads that have a width between 5 and 5.5 m, as shown in Figure 3‐3. It suggests that
roads of this width may be generating a false sense of security resulting in motorists driving at speeds higher than
the road geometry is suited for.
Council will carry out further investigation on roads this width with a view to ensuring appropriate intervention at
the opportune time such as when renewals or specific road maintenance is occurring.
The customer LoS that have performance measures related to the condition of the pavement are:


1 ‐ Road Safety and Amenity,



7 ‐ Customer Satisfaction.

The ONRC measures that affected are:
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Safety,



Cost Efficiency.

Further investigation of the pavement widths is required to determine the appropriate level of service (LoS).
5.2.4

AGING POPULATION, ACCESSIBILITY, AND ABILITY TO PAY

The Hauraki District comprises of a community with an average household income of $66,838 in 2015 which is
significantly lower than the national average of $91,198. It is estimated that by 2018, 24% of the population will be
aged 65+, with this increasing to 38% by 2048.
The high proportion of the population over 65 years of age will mean a higher number will have income from
superannuation and means tested benefits which will impact on the average household income for the District. The
District continues to experience higher levels of deprivation compared to other parts of the country, with Waihi and
Paeroa assessed individually as in the most deprived 10% of areas in New Zealand, and Kerepehi also assessed as a
9 (one is least to ten as most deprived).
As our population ages, safe walking and mobility scooter space along with alternative modes of transport become
increasingly important to a number of our residents, and the community as a whole. Investment in infrastructure
that enables the ageing population to maintain a quality of life is becoming increasingly important.
The 2014 Accessibility Strategy provides the direction for extending and upgrading of the footpath network and this
AMP manages these new assets once built. It has been identified that this linkage needs to be strengthened as well
as investigating the opportunity of NZTA funding for improving accessibility in the District.
Specific links to ONRC outcomes, are:


Failure to provide adequate infrastructure has a direct impact on accessibility and safety.



Customer expectations – amenity and ability to participate in the community.

The customer LoS that has performance measures related to the condition of the pavement is:


1 ‐ Road Safety and Amenity.

The ONRC measures that affected are:


Amenity,



Safety,



Accessibility.

The LoS require ongoing verification. Council’s current approach is to extend its footpath network as required.

5.3

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

Maintenance activities are a series of physical activities designed to:


Maintain desired performance expectations (including safety standards),



Achieve optimal asset lives,



Provide a balance between reactive spending and programmed investment (renewals).

Maintenance activities, by nature, are critical to achieving Council’s LTP objective of ‘Prepared Hauraki’ which is to
‘provide ongoing safe, well managed and maintained core infrastructure’. Achievement of Customer LoS and ONRC
measures are directly related to maintenance programmes being robust and providing the right type of intervention,
at the right time, for the right cost.
Maintenance programme development is based on understanding historical levels of investment and the
performance or outcome that this level of investment has achieved. Outputs from the ONRC measurement tool
provide a standardised method of providing performance results. Comparison with information from other
comparable RCAs provides a cross check of performance.
Economic justification of maintenance activities is reliant upon implementation of appropriate levels and timely
maintenance interventions that reduce the likelihood of more expensive activities such as large scale non‐routine
maintenance and/or renewals.
Maintenance and renewal programmes involve identifying appropriate options for maintenance; as depicted below.
Other maintenance options require more specific dialogue and these are found within the relative section.
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5.3.1

SEALED PAVEMENT MAINTENANCE - WC111

Work category 111 involves routine maintenance of carriageways to address maintenance defects and includes the
following activities; filling of potholes, digouts / stabilising, surface levelling, edge break repair, crack sealing and
water cutting.
Pavement maintenance is critical in achieving a well maintained network and achieving a balance between
maintenance and renewal investment which in turn provides the best value for money long term for the network.
Maintaining condition of carriageways directly influences meeting customer and safety objectives.
The quantity of Pavement and Resurfacing renewals has a direct effect on Pavement maintenance spending. The
short term 111 forecast is based on historic expenditure (status quo). A reduction from 2021/22 onwards is
considered feasible if an increased investment in Pavement and Resurfacing (WC 212 & 214) renewals was to occur
in years 1‐3. Council has determined the increased renewal programme is unaffordable at this time.
The various maintenance options that were considered are discussed below.
1) Keeping the Status quo ‐ $980,000
a)

With targeted maintenance spend on pre seal repairs, it is expected that the existing budget will be enough
to ensure pre‐seal repairs are completed. But there is some risk that reactive maintenance repairs are
pushed for longer, this could result in certain LoS not being met in the short term.

b) Ongoing maintenance budget at this level will result in a short term squeeze, but in the long term slightly
excessive. It is expected once the back log of required renewals are cleared that the sealed pavement
maintenance costs long term will be lower.
c)

It is expected that the customer satisfaction will continue to decline.

d) The deterioration in surface condition will continue to impact negatively on safety of the road user and
therefore the associated safety LoS, until the renewals back log is addressed.
2) Increase Budget to dTims model recommendation (when increasing the renewal quantities) ‐ $1,036,000
a)

Based on the model outputs, and funding level scenarios tested as part of the optimisation process within
dTims, with an increase in renewal funding that the sealed pavement maintenance budget need is modelled
at $1,036,000.

b) At this increased budget level, pre seal maintenance still needs focus over reactive repairs but there is less
risk of repairs being pushed out for longer. It is expected that the customer satisfaction will increase
towards target LoS.
c)

In the long term, once renewals have caught up on the back log, this budget is viewed as slightly excessive
and could be tapered down.

d) Increased budget should result in more pre seal and reactive maintenance repair which would impact
positively on the safety of the road user and therefore the associated safety LoS.
3) Decrease Budget ‐ $900,000
a)

Even with targeted maintenance spend it is likely that there is more risk all pre seal repairs cannot be
completed, therefore compromising the new surfacing layer and reducing its overall life, this reduces the
cost efficiency and negatively impacts the whole of life cost. Reactive maintenance repairs would have to
be kept to a minimum and pushed longer than ideal resulting in not meeting the majority of LoS

b) It is expected that the customer satisfaction would continue to decrease or at least remain below the LoS.
c)

With a reduced budget level, and therefore less reactive or slower response repairs it is expected that is
would impact negatively on safety of the road user and therefore the associated safety LoS.

4) Status quo in the short term, decrease once renewal quantities have “taken effect” ‐ $980,000 originally,
tapering down to $800,000 long term
a)

With targeted maintenance spend on pre seal repairs, it is expected that the existing budget will be enough
to ensure pre seal repairs are completed. But there is some risk that reactive maintenance repairs are
pushed for longer, this could result in certain LoS not being met in the short term.

b) Once the back log of required renewals are cleared the required sealed pavement maintenance long term
will be lower, allowing the budget to decrease over time.
c)

It is expected that the customer satisfaction will plateau then increase to around target LoS.
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d) In the short term, the deterioration in surface condition will impact negatively on safety of the road user
and therefore the associated safety LoS, until the renewals back log is completed.
e)

This option is contingent on the renewals programmes being increased.

The Preferred Option is number 4; Status quo in the short term, then decrease once renewal quantities have “taken
effect” ‐ $980,000 originally, tapering down to $800,000 long term. Unfortunately, Council’s funding constraints
mean the full funding for potential renewals that have been identified is currently not available, and Option 1
Keeping the Status quo is included in Council’s LTP.
This option has been adopted for the following reasons:


This option is affordable.



Maintenance contract is in place.



Contract supervision to ensure right time, right place, right cost as well as enforcing programming and
completion of the pre seal repair programme. Ongoing analysis through TSA, FWP and dTIMS to ensure
projected quantities continue to meet network LoS.

The submission for funding to NZTA includes an increased renewal programme in line with Option 4 to allow for
Council to expand the renewal programme should any savings be achieved elsewhere.
5.3.2

UNSEALED PAVEMENT MAINTENANCE - WC 112

Routine maintenance of unsealed carriageways to maintain serviceability and address maintenance defects,
including; filling of potholes, grading, restoration of camber and maintenance of the running course (top layer of
material that traffic is running on).
Unsealed maintenance is essential in ensuring customer expectations are met for the 116km length of unsealed
roads within the network. Maintaining condition of unsealed carriageways roads has a direct impact on costs,
condition, network resilience and accessibility and safety.
The forecast for 112 is based around historical expenditure which has proven to be sufficient to meet customer
expectations and LoS. A slight reduction is shown in the forecast outside of the first three years, this reflects a
planned reduction in the unsealed network length due to ongoing dust seals and potentially traction seals which will
need to be justified (maintenance saving is greater than the cost of the traction seal). Reduction may not be
achievable if the dust sealing is not completed or the planned level of investment in Unsealed Road Metalling
renewals (WC211) is not achieved.
Routine Maintenance Operations and Renewals options:
1.

Keep the Status Quo
a.

2.

Increase Maintenance
a.

3.

A decrease from Years 4 to Year 10 is allowing for the expected unsealed network length to reduce
due to seal extension, traction seal and others (based on historical rate of ~2%).
Increased maintenance will improve condition but may not be the most effective way of investing.
A balance must be struck between further maintenance investment or increasing renewals to
address the reducing level of service.

Reduce Maintenance
a.

Reduced maintenance investment will result in LoS not being achieved even though it may initially
improve cost efficiency comparisons.

The preferred option for routine maintenance operations and renewals (including asset, economic, financial,
commercial and management elements) is Option 1, Status Quo for years 1‐3, thereafter decrease by 2% per year
in line with historical quantities.
The Status Quo is preferred for the following reasons:


This option has a direct link to management of whole of life costs (WOLC) through balanced reactive /
proactive programme.



Pavement maintenance is prioritised in accordance with regular inspections (monthly).



Funding is in line with current maintenance contract rates.



Maintenance contract is in place with response times and audits
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Contract supervision activities target right treatment, right time, right cost.

The following maintenance regimes are presented:
5.3.3

ROUTINE DRAINAGE MAINTENANCE - WC113

This is routine maintenance of drainage facilities to maintain their function, including; cleaning of kerbed water
channels, sumps and cesspits in urban areas (partially subsidised item), maintenance, repair and reinstatement of
surface water channels and sub‐soil drains, maintaining of water courses through culverts and removal of berms
impeding drainage.
Maintenance of urban water reticulation systems and of land drains that have no relevance to road drainage are
excluded from this funding category and not the responsibility of the Road Maintenance contract.
Maintaining drainage is a key in achieving well managed core infrastructure and the balance in expenditure between
maintenance and renewals. Failure to maintain drainage has a direct impact on costs, pavement condition, network
resilience and accessibility and safety. The link between performance of pavement and drainage condition is well
understood. The management of drainage to ensure there is no negative impact on more expensive Resurfacing (WC
212) and Pavement (WC 214) renewal is essential.
Channel clearing (such as litter and leaf fall) in urban areas is a key customer amenity expectation that requires
focus.
The forecast for 113 is based around historical expenditure which has proven to be sufficient to meet customer
expectations and LoS. A level of investment consistent with current activities is forecast for the entire 10yr period.
The impact of climate change on duration, intensity and frequency of storm events needs to be monitored. Climatic
variations can impact on the resilience and/or safety of the network. Forecasted quantities may require adjustment
as the impact of climate change, if any, is better understood.
Improve understanding of the impact that climate change may have on drainage assets has been identified an
improvement project.
5.3.4

STRUCTURES MAINTENANCE WC114

Work category 114 involves routine maintenance to maintain function, structural integrity and appearance of
structures, including; bridges, retaining walls, guard rails and underpasses. Activities that qualify for subsidised
funding under this category include; repairs to guard rails, minor components and handrails on structures, cleaning
and painting and debris removal to maintain waterways.
Replacement of entire structures or components of are a renewal and are not funded under maintenance.
Failure to maintain structures has a direct impact on costs (increased renewal costs), condition, network resilience
and the safe use of a structure by road users. Council have identified an aging bridging stock as a problem that
requires addressing as detailed in the Strategic Case (Section 2.4). Undertaking routine maintenance is critical in
maintaining the functionality of structures while understanding of the aging stock is improved and a planned
response implemented. Routine maintenance will also assist with achieving optimal life form the aging structures
and manage customer expectations.
The effect that the aging bridging stock will have on routine structures maintenance requires further investigation.
It is currently assumed that routine activities will continue at a reasonably consistent rate and that increased
investment, when required, will be in renewals. However, as bridges age, it is normally more effective to increased
maintenance and prolong the bridge life rather than renew. If the assumption that maintenance at its current rate
will maintain the bridging stock, proves incorrect, longer term forecasts will require adjustment.
Expenditure in this category has been inconsistent within the current three‐year allocation period as the
management approach and resources have been restructured.
The current forecast for 114 is based upon historical expenditure which, in the past, has managed to meet customer
expectations and LoS. A level of investment consistent with current activities is forecast for the entire 10 year period.
Council is seeking to improve understanding of the bridge stock and develop a strategy to address any issues that
arise.
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5.3.5

ENVIRONMENTAL MAINTENANCE - WC121

Environmental maintenance of the road corridor is to maintain safety, aesthetic and environmental standards.
Activities include; mowing, detritus removal, chemical control of vegetation, plant pest control to regional council
requirements, litter removal from rural roads, dumpsite clearance, graffiti removal, incident callouts, minor events
below threshold and control of vegetation‐free road envelope.
Maintaining vegetation, detritus and environmental aspects is a key in achieving well managed core infrastructure,
one of the key aspects of achieving ‘Prepared Hauraki’. Failure to maintain environmental aspects has a direct impact
on network safety (sightlines, detritus on surfacing, etc) and accessibility (clearing of incidents, maintaining
vegetation envelope for large vehicles). Customer expectations relating to amenity (litter, detritus, graffiti, etc) are
managed through Environmental Maintenance activities.
The forecast for 121 is based around historical expenditure which has proven to be sufficient to meet customer
expectations and LoS. A level of investment consistent with current activities is forecast for the entire 10yr period.
Current practice is linked to customer expectations and historic practices. As a result, there is limited differentiation
across the various road classifications on the network. Implementation of the ONRC promotes differentiating levels
of service by classification, this presents an opportunity to review practice and identify potential savings.
Understanding the impact of the ONRC is constantly evolving, a number of the measures are not yet applicable as
the input data is not currently being collected.
Improve understanding of the opportunities to differentiate by classification has been identified an improvement
project.
Undertake ONRC measures data collection to understand current performance and utilise ONRC reporting
functionality and benchmarking with peer networks.
5.3.6

TRAFFIC SERVICES MAINTENANCE - WC122

Work category 122 involves routine maintenance of road furniture (signs, lights, barriers, etc), markings and lighting
(carriageway and pedestrian crossing). Activities include; maintenance of traffic signs and marker posts, pavement
marking, sight rail maintenance and the operation and power costs of carriageway lighting and belisha beacons at
pedestrian crossings.
Amenity lighting not directly related to the operation of the road (e.g. lighting of buildings, property or reserves and
specific festive lighting) is excluded from this work category.
Maintaining Traffic Services is critical in managing safety and amenity on the network which are key contributors to
meeting customer expectations. Providing a safe environment for road users is a paramount objective of all RCAs.
Network resilience and accessibility can also be compromised by failing to maintain traffic services as can the balance
in expenditure between maintenance and renewals.
The forecast for 122 is based around historical expenditure which has proven to be sufficient to meet customer
expectations and LoS. A level of investment consistent with current activities is forecast for the entire 10yr period.
Historical expenditure relating to markings and signs is well understood and is expected to be a good indicator of
future need. Power supply costs are out of the control of Council and could potentially lead to increased future
expenditure.
Council’s has prepared a business case for the implementation of LED for its streetlight network. The business case
is currently with NZTA for consideration. The associated cost savings from the new technology have been allowed
for in the business case. It is proposed that the Council share of any savings realised, be transferred to support the
Sealed Road Resurfacing programme (WC 212)
5.3.7

OPERATIONAL TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT - WC 123

This is for the operation, maintenance and power costs of traffic signals and other traffic management equipment
and facilities. The rural nature of the network means there is little need for operational traffic management in HDC.
The exception to this are the traffic signals on the Piako River Bridge which links Kaihere Rd and Ferry Rd. These
signals are the basis for the forecasted expenditure.
The forecast for 123 is based around historical expenditure which has proven to be sufficient to meet customer
expectations and LoS. A level of investment consistent with current activities is forecast for the entire 10 year period.
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5.3.8

MINOR EVENTS - WC140

Work category 140 provides for the response to a defined, major, short‐duration natural event that has reduced or
will reduce customer levels of transport service significantly below those that existed prior to the event. These type
of events result in unforeseen, significant expenditure and NZTA funding is available when the total cost of
reinstatement works is less than $100,000 per event. Activities include; response required for public safety or to
provide vital access and the reinstatement of customer levels of transport service.
Forecasted expenditure is an indicative allowance based on historical needs. Actual need will be directly related to
the scale of an event that occurs. For the 2015‐18 NLTP no funding was allocated by council and this caused some
difficulty in that local share from other activities needed to be reallocated to provide for storm events over the past
3 years.
Delivery of Minor Events reinstatement works will be at the discretion of Council in line with the procurement policy.
5.3.9

EMERGENCY REINSTATEMENT - WC141

Work category 141 provides for the response to a defined, major, short‐duration natural events where the
reinstatement costs are greater than $100,000 per event. Application to NZTA for qualifying events is on an as
needs basis and provided council has local share, NZTA funding is available over and above councils approved
allocation.
Delivery of emergency reinstatement works will be at the discretion of Council in line with the procurement policy.
5.3.10

NETWORK AND ASSET MANAGEMENT - WC151

This is to undertake the general management and control of the road network and management of road assets.
Activities include; management of the road network, implementation and operation of asset management systems,
condition surveys, traffic counting and network inspections.
Network and asset management is an important management function without which network performance,
condition and costs would not be understood. Failure to manage the network appropriately will make monitoring
and achievement of strategic objectives, LoS, desired outcomes (such as safety and resilience) and customer
satisfaction unachievable.
Network management activities are the responsibility of Council’s Technical Services Business Unit.
The forecast for 151 is based upon historical expenditure and Council intends to review this item once its year‐end
figures for 2017/18 become available.
Changes in the role of technology in network management and changing customer dynamics and expectations will
potentially alter required expenditure in the longer term. As part of the RATA Accord, Council is currently considering
different mechanisms for data collection. There will be a better understanding of what is involved and what the
likely impacts are once the improvement plan for this AMP has been developed. However, these are currently
unknowns which cannot be quantified hence they have not been allowed for in forecasted expenditure.

5.4

RENEWALS

Renewal activities are the planned periodic replacement of assets that have reached the end of their useful life. End
of life is generally the point where an asset is no longer functional and the ongoing maintenance investment required
to achieve desired levels of performance would cost more than the cost of a replacement asset.
Renewal activities are critical to achieving Council’s LTP objective of ‘Prepared Hauraki’ which is to ‘provide ongoing
safe, well managed and maintained core infrastructure’. Achievement of customer LoS and ONRC measures are
directly related to maintenance and renewal programmes being balanced to provide cost effective delivery of
customer and stakeholder expectations.
Renewal programme development is based on forecasted renewal quantities (through forward work programmes
(FWP)), analysis of asset condition and knowledge of historical rates of renewal.
Economic justification of renewal activities is reliant upon renewal intervention being more cost effective than
continuing with ongoing maintenance of an existing asset.
5.4.1

UNSEALED ROAD METALLING - WC211

Work category 211 provides for the planned periodic renewal of pavement layers, including top surface metal, on
unsealed roads. Activities include replacing wearing course aggregate and restoring pavement strength.
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Balanced unsealed metalling and unsealed pavement maintenance (WC112) is essential in ensuring customer
expectations are met for the 116km length of unsealed roads within the network. Maintaining condition of unsealed
carriageways roads has a direct impact on costs, condition, network resilience and accessibility and safety.
A step change is forecast for 211 based on an increasing need to re‐sheet the unsealed road network to meet
customer expectations and LoS. As for the sealed road network, Council has sought to extend its unsealed road
pavement lives by applying minimal metal. There are signs that the integrity of the unsealed pavements is now being
compromised and current on‐site assessments indicate extra investment is required. This has been supported in
Council’s initial budget allowances. Should the investment need diminish due to traction and dust seals being
constructed, Council will seek a transfer of the allocation to sealed pavement renewals to address the back log that
has developed for this activity.
5.4.2

SEALED ROAD RESURFACING - WC212

Work category 212 provides for the planned periodic resurfacing of sealed roads. Activities include; maintenance
chip reseals (various types), second coat seals and asphaltic surfacing not exceeding 40 mm average depth.
Associated tasks such as raising service covers and reinstatement of pavement markings are included in the
resurfacing activities.
First coat seals are considered part of the pavement renewal and excluded from this category.
Sealed Road Resurfacing is the most critical work category in managing customer expectations, road safety and the
balance of costs between maintenance and renewal activities. Network condition measures and LoS are directly
linked to carriageway condition. The balance between pavement maintenance, resurfacing renewal and pavement
renewals is the key to achieving desired LoS and optimal whole of life costs. Resurfacing provides protection, through
water proofing, for the highest value asset (Pavements) which if maintained and waterproofed correctly provides
the best value for money long term for the network. Failure to renew sealed road resurfacing will increase pavement
maintenance and pavement renewal costs, reduce safety of the network and result in deteriorating condition.
Peat subgrades and their susceptibility to the impact of water has been identified is a problem that requires
addressing as detailed in the Strategic Case (Section 2.4.2) and Levels of Service (Section 3.6.3). Resurfacing renewal
as a method of keeping pavements waterproof and is a critical factor in managing the risk related to the ‘Weak
Pavement’ problem statement. In the rural network, Council has a significant length of small chip seals (void fills)
that are well past the appropriate life expectancy for this type of seal, leaving the integrity of the pavement very
vulnerable to ingress of water, and potential rapid failure.
Identification of renewal sites is the responsibility of HDC Technical Services. Delivery of the physical works is through
specific surfacing contracts generally tendered on an Annual basis as a 1‐year contract. Supervision of the contract
is provided by Council’s Technical Services Business Unit.
The 10 year forecast is an increase on what has been delivered from 2012/13 to 2016/17. Nevertheless, at
$1,234,000 for the first three years it is still less than the HDC TSA report & Forward Works Programme (FWP)
recommendation of $1,665,000 (53km of surfacing) for the first 3 years then tapering down to $1,275,000 (40km)
eventually. To compensate for this, increased investment has been allowed for in years 4, 5, and 6. This level of
investment is expected to restore the network to an acceptable condition within LoS and will be at a level in line
with historic surfacing quantities prior to the 12/13 reduction. The reduction in investment created a short term
saving but has resulted in a deterioration in network condition leading to increased maintenance costs (pre reseal
repair quantities have increased from on average 5% of the area of a resurfacing site to 15%) and a decrease in
customer satisfaction as shown in Council’s customer satisfaction survey. It is expected that the forecasted
investment will eventually return customer satisfaction to meet the target LoS (70%).
The quantity of resurfacing renewals has a direct effect on pavement renewals and pavement maintenance
investment. Assuming the forecasted resurfacing investment is made pavement maintenance (WC 111) is forecast
to reduce from 2021/22 onward. Forecasted reduction is not likely to be achievable if the forecasted level of
resurfacing renewals is not achieved. A reduction in resurfacing is expected to result in an increase of pavement
renewal need.
Council’s submission to NZTA allows for an increase programme in years 1 and 2 should funding become available.
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5.4.3

DRAINAGE RENEWALS - WC213

Work category 213 provides for the planned periodic renewal of drainage facilities that is not routine in nature, but
that will reduce future maintenance costs. Activities include; culvert renewals (up to 3.4m2 waterway area) and
replacement of kerb and channel.
Periodic renewal of drainage assets is critical in achieving well managed core infrastructure. Failure to renew
drainage has a direct impact on costs, pavement condition, network resilience and safety. Renewals are prioritised
to locations that benefit pavement condition and convey stormwater safely and efficiently.
The forecast for 213 is slightly reduced from previous allocations and is based on expenditure in the current 2015/18
programme period. A level of investment consistent with current activities is forecast for the entire 10yr period.
ONRC measures relating to journey disruption from flooding issues are not currently being monitored. Data
collection procedures are required to facilitate this, results of data collection will be utilised in future reviews of
drainage performance and renewal needs.
5.4.4

SEALED ROAD PAVEMENT REHABILITATION – WC214

Work category 214 provides for the for the replacement of, or restoration of strength to, sealed pavements where
other forms of maintenance and renewal are no longer economic. Activities include; granular overlay, rip and
remakes and pavement stabilisation.
Site specific economic analysis, using the NZTA Net Present Value (NPV) process, is required to justify investment in
pavement renewal.
Pavement renewal is a critical in achieving well managed core infrastructure and optimising the whole of life
pavement maintenance and renewal expenditure. Failure to keep up with renewal of pavements has a major impact
on reactive maintenance costs, pavement condition, network accessibility and safety. Customer expectations with
respect to smooth travel exposure and roughness are direct measures of pavement condition.
HDC have identified peat subgrades as a problem that requires addressing as detailed in the Strategic Case (section
2.4.2) and Levels of Service (section 3.6.3). Pavement renewal is a key activity in managing the risk related to the
‘Weak Pavement’ problem statement.
The forecast for 214 is based upon the 10yr pavement and surfacing FWP. The FWP was developed based upon a
comprehensive visual assessment of the entire road network by an experienced Roading practitioner. The
assessment identified treatment selection for the next 3 years and included identification of sites where the next
treatment required will be a pavement renewal (i.e. continuing with resurfacing is no longer the most economic
option). Identified pavement renewals have been prioritised and smoothed out over the 3‐8 yr term to produce a
10yr FWP. Quantities are on average 2.8km per year. Fluctuations in forecasts align with variation year on year of
need.
FWP quantities have been analysed against other methods of determining renewal needs as a cross check of the
FWP and as to assess justification of the quantities, including:


2005/06 ‐ 2016/17 investment level – 2.1km per yr excluding drought impacted pavements.



Historic renewal quantities – estimated to be about 4km per year.



Regional dTIMS modelling outputs – 3.2km per year recommendation.



Assumed renewal rates based on simple life analysis – 2.9km per yr.

Customer satisfaction has reduced in recent annual satisfaction surveys in relation to management of roading
meaning the LoS is no longer being met. A reduction of the resurfacing quantities between 2012/13 – 2014/15 has
resulted in a general deterioration of network condition which has led to an increase in customer service requests,
this is reflected in the decrease of satisfied customers. This makes the increase from 2015/16‐2016/17 levels a
justified response to meeting customer expectations and to address condition deterioration.
Sites used to establish forecasted quantities will only be treated if economic justification is achieved.
Understanding the link between ONRC measures being reported and how the results align with programming of
quantities and the level of investment required is limited. There is a need to develop a greater understanding of how
these aspects interact and to better understand the impact of the ONRC in general, and this has been identified as
a future improvement project.
The various renewal options that were considered are discussed below.
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1.

Status quo (current level of investment and LTP forecast – approximately 2km on average per annum, with
increased programme from year 4 onwards

2.

Programme renewal quantity identified in the FWP (2.86km)

3.

A progressive step change towards the FWP

4.

Align planned renewal with modelled quantities (3.2km per annum minimum from dTIMS)

5.

Set future renewal in line with historic renewal rates (3.8km)

6.

Set renewal rate in line with resurfacing renewal & valuation recommendations (5.19 – 8.67km)

While the Preferred Option is number 2; the FWP Council, has deemed an increase in investment to the full
programme identified is unaffordable for this long term plan and has therefore adopted Option 3, as step change to
progressively implement Option 2 by the 2021/24 planning round.
This has been adopted for the following reasons:


It is considered affordable at this time.



The anticipated shortfall in renewals is considered to be only slightly less than the demand.



More field validation is required to confirm actual renewal requirements.



Renewal quantities are used where need is greatest and NZTA NPV criteria is met.



Sufficient funding in line with renewal programme is made available.



Annual Pavement renewal programmes are tendered.



Procurement, design and construction supervision activities will need to be managed to ensure quality
expectations are met, and costs and customer impacts are minimised.

As for WC 212 an increase in investment has been submitted to NZTA to enable Council to respond if additional rates
funds become available.
5.4.5

STRUCTURES COMPONENT REPLACEMENTS - WC215

WC215 provides for the renewal of components of bridges, retaining structures and guard rails. Activities include
replacement of; deteriorated structural members, damaged components, bridge decks, handrails on structures,
guard rail components and retaining wall components (gabions, crib blocks, etc.).
Failure to keep structures functioning will impact condition, network resilience and the safe use of a structure by
road users. Council has identified an aging bridging stock as a problem that requires management. Component
replacement aligned with Structures Maintenance (WC114) is critical in maintaining the functionality of structures
while understanding of the aging stock is improved and a planned response implemented. Component replacement
is expected to defer replacement of the entire structure thus extending the useful life of existing assets.
Replacement of entire structures is not funded through component replacements and will either be part of minor
improvements or a standalone work project based on the value of the works.
The forecast for 2015 is consistent with current activities and is forecast for the entire 10 year period.
The effect that the aging bridging stock will have on maintenance and renewal needs is to an extent unknown. A
shared service bridge inspection contract with Waitomo and Matamata Piako District Councils is commencing in
2017/18, development of component replacement programmes will be part of this contract. It is expected that this
contract will assist in increasing understanding of bridge stock. Longer term forecasts will require review based on
increased understanding and this has been identified as a future improvement project.
5.4.6

TRAFFIC SERVICES RENEWALS - WC222

Work category 222 provides for the renewal of existing road furniture, lighting, signs and markings and traffic
management equipment and facilities. Activities include; renewal of traffic signs and marker posts, pavement
marking, sight rails, carriageway lighting and belisha beacons at pedestrian crossings.
Amenity lighting does not qualify for subsidised funding and is not the responsibility of Roading contracts and/or
personnel.
Functioning Traffic Services is critical in managing safety and amenity on the network which are key contributors to
meeting customer expectations. Providing a safe environment for road users is a paramount objective of all RCAs.
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Traffic services renewals are identified through the Maintenance Contract, the Streetlight Maintenance Contract
and network inspection activities. Approval to complete renewals as a variation to the maintenance contracts is at
the discretion of Council as part of their responsibility of supervision of the respective contracts.
The forecast for 222 is based upon historical expenditure which has proven to be sufficient to meet customer
expectations and LoS. A level of investment consistent with current activities is forecast for the entire 10 year period.
The streetlighting renewal programme will need to be revised on the completion of the LED programme (once
approved, refer to Section 5.3.6).
5.4.7

LOW-COST LOW RISK MINOR IMPROVEMENTS - WC341

Work category 341 provides for a range of low‐cost low‐risk works that can be carried out either as stand‐alone
projects or in conjunction with other routine expenditure activities to provide optimal benefit to road users through
efficient investment. Individual projects are limited to a maximum value of $1 million.
Works covered under this category in the Hauraki District
typically involve minor intersection or geometric
improvements, traffic calming measures, and walking and
cycling facility improvements. A level of investment consistent
with current activities is forecast at $8.4 million for the entire
10 year period. While a list of projects has been identified and
programmed, Council’s Technical Services team is still
familiarising itself with the detail of the individual projects, and
improvement of the scheduling and planning for these works is
a project included in the improvement plan. Currently, the
projects identified can be summarised as follows: Project Type
Minor geometric improvements

2018/19
$000

2019/20
$000

2020/21
$000

376

60

120

Signage / delineation / pavement marking

20

20

20

Walking improvements (incl. pedestrian, pram or Kea crossings;
pedestrian refuges; mid‐block crossing; new footpaths)

53

Other, as agreed with NZTA

343

747

732

Total

792

827

872
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SECTION 6: RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN
6.1

INTRODUCTION

The following outlines the Risk Management procedure within the overall management of the Hauraki District
Council Road Transportation Corridor. This procedure establishes the basic parameters within which all identified
risks must be managed and sets the scope for the rest of the risk management process.
The risk management process consists of a series of steps that, when undertaken in sequence, enable continual
improvement in decision‐making and minimise human and financial risk by setting realistic and meaningful levels of
service within the Councils available budget resources.

Figure 6‐1: Risk Management Framework & Process
This risk management section of the Asset Management Plan:


Discusses the context within which the risks must be evaluated



Identifies and prioritises potential risks to the water supply services and assets.



Analyses the consequences and likelihood of those risks occurring



Describes the treatments and controls used to mitigate those risks.

Residual risks remaining after the implementation of risk control strategies are also analysed and the effectiveness
of treatment options and control processes evaluated. Risks are categorised into:

6.2



Very high;



High,



Medium, or



Low.

ESTABLISH THE RISK CONTEXT EVERY 4 YEARS

Establish the objectives and scope of the risk management process, both external (e.g. government legislation) and
internal (e.g. HDC policies) and the risk management context in which the rest of the process will take place.
Establish the criteria against which risk will be evaluated. Define the structure of the analysis.
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6.2.1

IDENTIFY THE RISKS

Identify where, when, why and how events could prevent, minimise, delay or improve the achievement of the
objectives. Also identify risk events and critical assets.
6.2.2

EVALUATE THE RISKS

Identify and evaluate existing controls of identified risks. Determine the consequence of failure and probability of
failure to obtain the overall risk ranking.
Compare estimated levels of risk against pre‐established criteria and consider the balances between potential
benefits and adverse outcomes. This enables decisions to be made about the extent and nature of treatments
required and about priorities.
6.2.3

MANAGE THE RISKS

Develop and implement specific cost effective strategies and action plans to address the risks.
6.2.4

MONITOR AND REVIEW

It is necessary to monitor the effectiveness of all steps of the risk management process. This is important for
continuous improvement. Risks and the effectiveness of treatment measures need to be monitored to ensure
changing circumstances do not affect priorities.
Monitor and review the effectiveness of all steps of the risk management process to ensure continuous
improvement.

6.3

IDENTIFY THE RISKS

All possible risks affecting the asset activity need to be identified. Risks can include financial, environmental, social,
operational and health and safety considerations. Once identified, risks are entered into the risk register. The
register is used to record and summarise each risk and to outline current mitigation measures and potential future
management options. The risk register is a ‘living’ document and should be updated as risks are identified and
managed or removed. A formal review should be carried out annually.
The purpose of this AMP is to identify and mitigate risks in all four of the classifications detailed below.
In general, risks can be classified into the following types:
6.3.1

PROCESS FOR IDENTIFYING RISKS

Once risks are identified, they are recorded in the risk register. There would normally be rationalisation, moderation
and grouping of risks identified in the workshop to enable the structured formation as an asset register and a
structured approach to the risk assessment as the next phase.

6.4

RISK CRITERIA

Risk rating is a function of consequence and likelihood of an adverse event. Risk management procedures set out in
AS/NZS 4360:2004 provide a general framework for different organisations and activities. The Risk Criteria tables
below have been adopted by Council for the rating of the risks applicable to the management of their Road
Transportation Activities.
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6.4.1

LIKELIHOOD (L)

Table 6.1: Likelihood Scale
LIKELIHOOD SCALE (L)
Level

Descriptor

Description

Indicative
frequency

Probability of at least one
occurrence within 10 years

A

Probable

The threat is expected to occur frequently

> 1 year

>99.9%

B

Common

The threat will occur commonly

1 to 5 years

90% to 99.9%

C

Possible

The threat occurs occasionally

5 to 10 years

65% to 90%

D

Unlikely

The threat could occur infrequently

10 to 50 years

20% to 65%

E

Rare

The threat may
circumstances

>50 years

<20%

6.4.2

occur

in

exceptional

CONSEQUENCE (C)

Consequence levels are focused around a quantitative approach based on the following outcomes:


Health and safety



Image/reputation



Environment



Financial costs



Council obligations



Network condition



Accessibility/serviceability.
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Table 6.2: Consequence Scale
Consequence Scale (C)
Level

Descriptor

Health
Safety

I

Severe

Multiple
fatalities

II

Major

At least one
fatality

and

Image
Reputation

/

Environment

Annual Cost

Obligations

Network Condition

Serviceability

International
media cover

Permanent
widespread
ecological damage

>$10M

Central
government
takeover

Net reduction to asset
value > $10 million

Prolonged (> 1 Month) disruption to
major facility or large area

Sustained
national media
cover

Heavy
damage

$1M to $10M

Government
independent
commission
Inquiry

Net reduction to asset
value $2 to $10 million

Temporary (5 Days – 1 Month)
disruption to large area or prolonged
disruption to smaller area

ecological

or
of

III

Moderate

Serious injury

Regional media
cover or short
term
national
cover

Significant,
but
recoverable,
ecological damage

$100k to $1M

Abatement Notice,
RMA prosecution,
Audit tags

Net reduction to asset
value $0.5 to $2
million

Temporary disruption to small area
and significant reduction in Levels of
Service. Detour > 10 km

IV

Minor

Minor Injury

Local media cover

Limited,
term,
damage

$10k to $100k

Minor
claims,
excessive
rate
payer complaints.

Net reduction to asset
value $100 to $500
thousand

Moderate reduction in Levels of
Service. Significant traffic delay or
short detour in place for < 1 day.

V

Negligible

Slight Injury

Brief local media
cover

Short term damage

< $10k

Occasional
rate
payer complaints

Net reduction to asset
value < $100,000

Minor traffic delay (< 2 hours)

medium
ecological
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6.5

RISK RATING

The final outcome is a risk rating which distinguishes between significant risks and those that are of a lesser nature.
Comparative risk levels established for individual risks are used to rank the risks. Five risk likelihood categories and five
risk consequence categories are used in applying the matrix below (Table 6.3).
Table 6.3: Risk Assessment Matrix
Consequence
I

II

III

IV

V

SEVERE

MAJOR

MODERATE

MINOR

NEGLIGIBLE

Probable (A)

Very High

Very High

High

High

Medium

Common (B)

Very High

High

High

Medium

Medium

Possible (C)

High

High

Medium

Medium

Low

Unlikely (D)

High

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Rare (E)

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Likelihood

Five overall risk categories have been used being, Extreme, High, Serious, Moderate, and Low (see Table 6.4). The value
assigned to each comparative level of risk is shown in the first column of Table 6.4.
Table 6.4: Risk Rating Categories
Very High

Intolerable, requires urgent action and mitigation plan

High

Take reasonable actions to reduce risk to as low as possible, mitigation plan required

Medium

Tolerable, consider mitigation measures on case by case basis, reduce risk if justifiable

Low

Business as usual, monitor to ensure no escalation occurs

Risks in the Very High category are considered intolerable and immediate action to reduce the likelihood or consequence
is required so that the risk reduces to a lower category. Risk treatment options may not need to be justifiable on strictly
economic grounds. Safety, legal and social responsibility requirements may override financial considerations. As a
minimum there must be a specific risk treatment plan for each entry in the “very high risk” category.
High Risks are undesirable, but may be accepted if they cannot be reduced or avoided. All reasonable measures should
be undertaken to reduce these risks to as low a level as possible, regardless of cost, inconvenience or other factors. As
a minimum there must be a specific risk treatment plan for each entry in the “high risk” category.
Items in the Medium Risk category should be evaluated on a case by case basis. Action to reduce these risks will be
undertaken only when the potential benefits of the risk treatment outweigh the expected costs. Normal project
evaluation criteria can be used to assess potential risk treatment measures for medium risks.
Once the impact has been ranked according to the relative risk level it poses, it is then possible to target the treatment
of the risk exposure, by starting with the highest risks and identifying the potential mitigation measures as this provides
the best risk reduction to Council.

6.6

RISK ANALYSIS

Each risk in a comprehensive list developed as part of the risk management process is evaluated against these criteria.
The risks are listed in a risk register of the form shown in Section 9.7.
The Council’s Roading network safety deficiency database is maintained by the network consultant as HDC’s roading
risk register. This contains over 1000 safety deficiencies which are prioritised using the likelihood / consequence matrix.
Remediation of prioritised deficiencies is programmed through roading projects usually in the Minor Projects work
category.
An event which could negatively affect Council’s objectives is regarded as a Threat. The process of risk analysis can also
occasionally identify positive outcomes or Opportunities, and it is quite appropriate to record these in addition to the
more common approach of only recording the Threats.
The description should include additional information, such as: the source of the risk, what are the existing controls or
influences on the risk, what (specifically) are the consequences, is it dependent on other risks or conditions.
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6.7

MONITOR AND REVIEW

Management options listed in the risk tables are refined into actions for each risk listed. These are the actions that are
required to cost‐effectively reduce the net risk by increasing the Council’s ability to minimise the chances of the risk
event occurring, or minimising the consequences should it occur.
Actions should consider the overall management of the asset, not just the minimisation of risk. If possible, proposed
actions should align with other initiatives to:


Reduce capital investment costs.



Reduce operating and maintenance costs.



Reduce business risk exposure (BRE).



Increase effective asset life / value.



Increase level of service.

The resulting action plan for risk treatment needs to be practical and achievable such that the necessary resources and
time frames are realistically met. The actions also need to be able to be monitored and measured.
The actions listed will be reported, monitored and reviewed regularly.
As necessary, this review will need to revise timeframes, responsibility, and even the appropriateness of continuing with
the proposed action, or adding new actions.
The risk tables will need to be reviewed against these and updated to reflect these improvements.
Generally, the risks identified will be fairly consistent over time and reviews will occur within the context of these risks.
It will be important to recognise any new risk or change in an existing risk. In the latter case, a full re‐evaluation of the
risk is appropriate. Annual risk review and update is recommended.
Improvement actions include, progress monitoring and reporting and action tasks detailing timeframes for
achievement, and responsibility for these actions.
The Risk Register is found in Section 9.7 in the Appendix.
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SECTION 7: FINANCIAL SUMMARY
7.1

INTRODUCTION

The projected cost to provide transportation services outlined in this AMP over the 10 year planning period (2018‐
28) is $79.2 million (including subsidised and unsubsidised items and uninflated). Council’s present funding levels
are now insufficient to maintain the desirable level of service, and the network as a whole is starting to deteriorate.
The projected level of expenditure and level of funding available will maintain the status quo but will not be able to
meet customer expectations and protect the integrity of the assets in the long‐term.
The situation has arisen through Council, being sensitive to affordability issues and, due to the network being in very
good condition, being able to ease off in investment for a number of years. This process has now run its course and
maintenance and renewal needs on the network are starting to increase. While a small percentage of under‐funding
may not reveal perceptible changes in a single year, if persisted with, it can lead to a significant backlog of
maintenance and renewals work, and the inability for Council to meet a desired level of service. NZTA, in recognition
of the deprivation index of the Hauraki District community, has been gradually increasing the FAR for the Hauraki
District programme. If Council maintains the same rating funding level for financially assisted roads as the FAR
increases, the overall programme would increase between 2 and 2.5% for each percentage increase in FAR. Council
has not taken this approach and the total investment in the financially assisted roads has been gradually decreasing
as depicted in the Figure 7‐1 and Figure 7‐2.

Figure 7‐1: Total excluding emergency works
Source: NZTA year end expenditure statistics

Figure 7‐2: Total including emergency works

Figure 7‐3: Long‐Term Lifecycle Asset Expenditure
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Financial management in asset‐intensive organisations is characterised by high asset values relative to the total value
of the operation. The financial management principles important for this type of organisation are:


Consumption of asset service potential



Categorising expenditure appropriately



Allocating costs to appropriate assets



Targeting optimal whole of life investment



Preparing long‐term forecasts



Cost‐effective financing



Effective reporting of financial performance.

The figure below provides a representation of the accumulation of costs over the total lifecycle of an asset. It shows
how initial up‐front capital costs often dominate the decision‐making process when acquiring new assets. Recurring
and ongoing expenditure usually represent a high proportion of the total lifecycle costs of many assets (e.g.
depreciation, loan, interest, overheads etc.).
Financial and asset management need to support each other with all the interaction necessary between the
activities. Asset and financial management systems interface at the following areas:


Asset classification and asset hierarchies
o



Categories of asset expenditure and capitalisation rules
o





o

Replacement and carrying value (book value) of assets forms a significant proportion of the assets on
the balance sheet. Depreciation expenditure also forms a large part of the operational costs in
financial budgets. Similar unit rates, asset lives and depreciation methods are followed.

o

Asset lives used for depreciation purposes are estimates that are based upon actual performance, industry
standards and valuers and are considered reasonably accurate.

Costing levels of service
Service levels costs are robustly calculated and expenditure projections by asset managers are used
by financial staff to perform the calculations.

Deterioration modelling, Lifecycle costing and feasibility analysis
o

7.2

There should be agreement about the capitalisation and categories of expenditure in both the AMS
and FS systems.

Asset revaluations and depreciation charges

o


Asset management may require greater detail but the Asset Management System (AMS) hierarchy
will be the same or align with the fixed asset register Finance System (FS).

Deterioration modelling facilitates optimal whole of life investment for Lifecycle costs which are
considered as part of the benefit‐cost analysis when a new project or acquisition is evaluated.

LINKAGE BETWEEN THE FINANCIAL PLAN AND COMMUNITY OUTCOMES

The model below illustrates the links between community outcomes, levels of service, funding, lifecycle expenditure
and future or required levels of service and key performance indicators.
If a higher service level is provided to the consumer it should translate into improved customer satisfaction and
therefore will impact on community outcomes and well‐being. However, higher levels of service will usually require
additional capital or operational expenditure. Increased expenditure will likely flow through to a need recoup the
additional cost through higher charges to the consumer. For this reason, there is a balance to be struck between the
level of service provided, and the cost of the water supply service.
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Figure 7‐4‐ Levels of Service/Lifecycle/Expenditure Relationship

7.3

PROTECTING INVESTMENTS

The infrastructure assets that underpin the service we provide have some of the highest values of all Council’s assets,
over $307 million (asset replacement value as at June 2017). They represent a significant investment by past, present
and future generations. Our aim is to manage and maintain the transportation assets in a fair, equitable and
sustainable manner and ensure reasonable distribution of cost and service across all generations.

7.4

FINANCIAL OBJECTIVES

The revenue and expenditure cash flow projections are founded on:


Providing services that are appropriate, fit for purpose and represent value for money



Protecting the integrity of the asset



Continuing to maintain appropriate Levels of Service



Seeking to achieve the best investment on behalf of the citizens and general ratepayers.

7.5

HOW MUCH WILL IT COST

The summary of the different levels of expenditure for maintenance, renewal and new projects is;

7.6



Maintenance of the pavement, drainage, structures and emergency works totals $3.3m per annum



The renewals program for unsealed and sealed pavements and structures totals $2.0m per annum



Improvements to the LOS, planning, and non‐subsidised activities through footpaths, safety initiatives, kerb
and channel and other projects totals $1.3m per annum

HOW WILL IT BE FUNDED

Subsidies are applied to this activity as and when they are available. The balance is funded by district‐wide rates
recognising the widespread nature of the benefits of the roading network, which include charges by land value and
capital value which recognise affordability issues for some.
Operating expenditure will be funded from Uniform Annual General Charge (UAGC), general rates and targeted
rates.
Capital expenditure will be funded from development contributions, borrowings, UAGC, depreciation, general rates,
targeted rates, grants and subsidies.
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What the Council WILL DO
The Council plans to provide transport services for the following:


Operation, maintenance, renewal and upgrade of sealed and unsealed roads, bridges, kerb and channels,
footpaths, cycle ways, drainage structures, road markings, traffic control devices, and ancillary assets to
meet service levels set by the Council in the annual district wide budget.



Construction of new footpaths and kerb and channel in accordance with annual ward budgets allocations.

What the Council CANNOT DO
The Council does not have enough money to increase the levels of services or to provide new services other than
minor improvements. Works and services that cannot be provided under the present funding levels are:


Increasing the length of sealed network (seal extensions)



Increase of road users comfort through reducing road roughness.

7.7

REVENUE

7.7.1

REVENUE AND FINANCING POLICY

The Transportation Activity will be funded in accordance with Council’s Revenue and Financing Policy and Funding
Impact Statement (Rating). The Policy’s aim is to provide predictability and certainty to customers about the sources
and levels of funding needed. The Policy sets out the tools available to fund roading activities, and also how the
activity is funded and why. This policy will be reviewed every three years as part of the Ten Year Planning process.
Further information on the Council’s Revenue and Financing Policy can be found on our website.
7.7.2

FUNDING STRATEGY

The focus of this Asset Management Plan is to:


Provide fit for purpose, appropriate levels of service taking into account existing and ONRC criteria



Protect the integrity of assets and preserve the capital investment in infrastructure



Enhance the level of service through capital investment where minor improvement works are warranted

The first priority is to operate, maintain and protect the existing network. In the three years from 2018/19 – 2020/21
approximately 85% of expenditure will be spent on this task with the remaining 15% spent on improvements to
correct network deficiencies and provide additional capacity.
Funding for the management and maintenance of the roading network will be provided from the roading rate and
subsidies received from the National Land Transport Fund. Funding for improvements is provided from NZ Transport
Agency subsidies, financial contributions paid by developers and the roading rate. It is expected that the local share
of funding will be met, however, this is very much determined as part of the Community Plan (LTP) development
process and is not assured.
In determining the improvement projects to be undertaken the benefit/cost ratio will be governing criteria used,
with preference given to projects that can be shown to be economically justified and attract NZ Transport Agency
subsidy. The funding subsidy rate for maintenance, renewals and minor improvements (Structural, Corridor and
Professional Services) is currently 56%.

7.8

SOURCES OF FUNDING

Revenue to fund the activity will be derived from the following sources.
7.8.1

USER FEES AND CHARGES

Currently there are no specific User Fees and Charges that are applied to the transportation activity, for example
tolls, transport fees (bus tickets) and permits. No revenue will be sourced through User Fees and Charges.
7.8.2

GRANTS AND SUBSIDIES

Grants and subsidies are funds received from other agencies, usually for a specific purpose. As such, they are applied
for on a case by case basis and only used to fund that specific purposes.
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7.8.3

RATES

A large portion of the revenue to fund the transportation activity will be sourced through three different rates types:


General Rate



Uniform Annual General Charge (UAGC)



Targeted Rates

7.9

EXPENDITURE

7.9.1

FINANCIAL STRATEGY

The first priority is to maintain, operate and protect the existing network. In the three years from 2018/19 – 2020/21
approximately 85% of expenditure will be spent on this task with the remaining 15% spent on improvements to
correct network deficiencies and provide additional capacity.
Funding for the management and maintenance of the roading network will be provided from the roading rate and
subsidies received from the National Land Transport Fund. Funding for improvements is provided from NZ Transport
Agency subsidies, financial contributions paid by developers and the roading rate. It is expected that the local share
of funding will be met, however, this is very much determined as part of the Community Plan (LTP) development
process and is not assured.
In determining the improvement projects to be undertaken the benefit/cost ratio will be governing criteria used,
with preference given to projects that can be shown to be economically justified and attract NZTA subsidy. The
funding subsidy rate for maintenance, renewals and minor improvements (Structural, Corridor and Professional
Services) for 2015‐16 is 56% and is expected to increase by 1% each year to a target level of 60%.
7.9.2

TYPES OF EXPENDITURE

Expenditure on the transportation activity will generally be accounted for in two broad categories; operating
expenditure and capital expenditure.
7.9.3

OPERATING EXPENDITURE

Operating expenditure is used to fund the on‐going day‐to‐day activities and services of the Council, such as
maintenance.
7.9.4

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

Capital expenditure is money spent in acquiring, upgrading or renewing a physical asset such as buildings or bridges.
The Council has three categories of capital expenditure spread across its activities:


Renewals – Defined as capital expenditure that increases the life of an existing asset with no increase in
service level



Increased Level of Service (ILOS) – Defined as capital expenditure that increases the service level delivered
by the asset.



Additional Capacity (AC) – Defined as capital expenditure that is required to provide additional capacity in
whole or part under Council’s Development Contributions Policy necessary to accommodate growth.

7.9.5
7.9.5.1

EXPENDITURE FORECAST
Constrained budget

The forward works programme for the next ten years is shown in Table 7.1. Renewal programmes have been set in
keeping with the funding limitations determined by Council (as per the proposed 2018 LTP). These have been
quantified by site inspections, life cycle analysis, using pavement performance modelling, treatment selection and
economic analysis. The programmed dollars for renewal items will not address the backlog of reseals and pavement
renewals as noted above.
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Table 7.1: Ten year Forward Works Programme Summary as in Council’s Long Term Plan (as at 27 June 2018)
WC No.
Work Category Description
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
2
Studies and Strategies
3
Activity Management Plans
Road Safety Prog High Priority
Road Safety Prog Medium Priority
Sub‐Total
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
111
Sealed Pavement Maintenance
112
Unsealed Pavement Maintenance
113
Routine Drainage Maintenance
114
Structures Maintenance
121
Environmental Maintenance
122
Traffic Services Maintenance
123
Operational Traffic Management
141
Emergency Reinstatement
151
Network and Asset Management
Sub‐Total
RENEWALS OF ROADS
211
Unsealed Road Metalling
212
Sealed Road Resurfacing
213
Drainage Renewals
214
Pavement Rehabilitation
215
Structures Component Replacements
222
Traffic Services Renewals
Sub‐Total
IMPROVEMENT OF ROADS
341
Minor Improvements
Sub‐Total
TOTAL SUBSIDISED
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
New DustSeals
New Footpaths
New Kerb and Channel
New Underpasses
Footpath Renewals
Sub‐Total
OPERATING EXPENDITURE
Non‐Subsidised Street Cleaning
Footpath Maintenance
Sub‐Total
TOTAL NON‐SUBSIDISED
TOTAL SUBSIDISED + NON‐SUBSIDISED

2018‐19

2019‐20

2020‐21

2021‐22

2022‐23

2023‐24

2024‐25

2025‐26

2026‐27

2027‐28

80
0
30
5
115

82
0
31
5
118

83
0
31
5
119

85
0
32
5
122

87
0
33
5
125

89
0
33
5
127

91
0
34
5
130

94
0
35
5
134

96
0
35
5
136

99
0
36
5
140

980
168
310
283
450
474
8
150
670
3493

1002
172
317
289
460
484
8
153
669
3554

1024
175
324
296
470
495
8
157
757
3706

1047
180
331
302
481
506
9
160
700
3716

1072
184
339
310
492
519
9
164
716
3805

1098
188
347
317
504
531
9
168
812
3975

1125
193
356
325
517
544
9
172
752
3994

1155
198
365
333
530
559
9
177
771
4097

1186
203
375
342
545
574
10
182
876
4293

1219
209
386
352
560
590
10
187
814
4326

200
1234
140
910
112
135
2731

204
1261
143
940
114
138
2801

209
1289
146
971
117
141
2873

214
1234
150
1004
120
144
2866

219
1264
153
1029
123
148
2935

224
1294
157
1031
125
151
2983

230
1326
161
1057
129
155
3057

236
1361
165
1060
132
159
3113

242
1398
169
1186
136
163
3294

249
1437
174
1368
139
168
3535

786
786
7125

861
861
7335

908
908
7606

907
907
7611

951
951
7816

980
980
8065

1005
1005
8186

1031
1031
8375

1059
1059
8781

1088
1088
9089

20
84
100
15
20
239

0
111
112
15
20
259

21
108
115
16
21
280

0
123
118
16
21
278

0
137
120
16
22
295

22
140
123
17
22
325

0
144
126
17
23
310

0
147
130
18
24
318

24
151
133
18
24
351

0
155
137
19
25
336

30
82
112
351

31
84
115
374

31
86
117
397

32
88
120
398

33
90
123
418

34
92
126
450

34
94
129
439

35
97
132
450

36
99
136
487

37
102
139
475

7476

7709

8004

8009

8234

8515

8624

8826

9268

9565
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Table 7.2: Ten year Surfacing and road pavement renewals as submitted to NZTA (as at 13 December 2017)
RENEWALS OF ROADS
WC No.

Work Category Description

2018‐19

2019‐20

2020‐21

2021‐22

2022‐23

2023‐24

2024‐25

2025‐26

2026‐27

2027‐28

212

Sealed Road Resurfacing

2100

2100

1234

1234

1234

1234

1234

1234

1234

1234

214

Pavement Rehabilitation

1400

1400

1400

1400

1400

1400

1400

1400

1400

1400

Sub‐Total

3500

3500

2634

2634

2634

2634

2634

2634

2634

2634

7.10 OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
Operations and maintenance costs are forecast in this AMP. The programmed dollars are based on historical expenditure incurred to maintain the network to deliver a safe and
functional Level of Service under the current contracts, with recognition of the growth of the asset. There are currently no forecasts for interest, or overheads included.

7.11 RENEWALS
Renewals expenditure covers the upgrade, refurbishment and replacement works carried out on assets. Effective renewal funding arrangements must be made in order to
provide for the efficient operation of assets over their life.
Renewal programmes have been set in keeping with the funding limitations determined by Council. The programmed dollars for Renewal items will not address the back log of
reseals and pavement renewals. These have been quantified by site inspections, life cycle analysis, modelling using dTIMS, treatment selection and economic analysis. In order
to enable Council to start to address the backlog should additional rates funds become available, additional renewal funds have been included in the submitted NZTA funding
proposal. These can be declared surplus at a future date should the opportunity not arise. NZTA has been made aware of the situation, and see this as a prudent approach.
Figure 3‐6 and Figure 3‐7 shows the impact of the different funding levels on the resealing programme backlog.
In order to enable Council to start to address the backlog should additional rates funds become available, further renewal funds have been included in the funding proposal
submitted to the NZTA. This is presented in Ten year Forward Works Programme Summary as in Council’s Long Term Plan (as at 27 June 2018)
WC No.
Work Category Description
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
2
Studies and Strategies
3
Activity Management Plans
Road Safety Prog High Priority
Road Safety Prog Medium Priority
Sub‐Total
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
111
Sealed Pavement Maintenance
112
Unsealed Pavement Maintenance
113
Routine Drainage Maintenance
114
Structures Maintenance
121
Environmental Maintenance
122
Traffic Services Maintenance
123
Operational Traffic Management
141
Emergency Reinstatement
151
Network and Asset Management

2018‐19

2019‐20

2020‐21

2021‐22

2022‐23

2023‐24

2024‐25

2025‐26

2026‐27

2027‐28

80
0
30
5
115

82
0
31
5
118

83
0
31
5
119

85
0
32
5
122

87
0
33
5
125

89
0
33
5
127

91
0
34
5
130

94
0
35
5
134

96
0
35
5
136

99
0
36
5
140

980
168
310
283
450
474
8
150
670

1002
172
317
289
460
484
8
153
669

1024
175
324
296
470
495
8
157
757

1047
180
331
302
481
506
9
160
700

1072
184
339
310
492
519
9
164
716

1098
188
347
317
504
531
9
168
812

1125
193
356
325
517
544
9
172
752

1155
198
365
333
530
559
9
177
771

1186
203
375
342
545
574
10
182
876

1219
209
386
352
560
590
10
187
814
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Sub‐Total
RENEWALS OF ROADS
211
Unsealed Road Metalling
212
Sealed Road Resurfacing
213
Drainage Renewals
214
Pavement Rehabilitation
215
Structures Component Replacements
222
Traffic Services Renewals
Sub‐Total
IMPROVEMENT OF ROADS
341
Minor Improvements
Sub‐Total
TOTAL SUBSIDISED
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
New DustSeals
New Footpaths
New Kerb and Channel
New Underpasses
Footpath Renewals
Sub‐Total
OPERATING EXPENDITURE
Non‐Subsidised Street Cleaning
Footpath Maintenance
Sub‐Total
TOTAL NON‐SUBSIDISED
TOTAL SUBSIDISED + NON‐SUBSIDISED

3493

3554

3706

3716

3805

3975

3994

4097

4293

4326

200
1234
140
910
112
135
2731

204
1261
143
940
114
138
2801

209
1289
146
971
117
141
2873

214
1234
150
1004
120
144
2866

219
1264
153
1029
123
148
2935

224
1294
157
1031
125
151
2983

230
1326
161
1057
129
155
3057

236
1361
165
1060
132
159
3113

242
1398
169
1186
136
163
3294

249
1437
174
1368
139
168
3535

786
786
7125

861
861
7335

908
908
7606

907
907
7611

951
951
7816

980
980
8065

1005
1005
8186

1031
1031
8375

1059
1059
8781

1088
1088
9089

20
84
100
15
20
239

0
111
112
15
20
259

21
108
115
16
21
280

0
123
118
16
21
278

0
137
120
16
22
295

22
140
123
17
22
325

0
144
126
17
23
310

0
147
130
18
24
318

24
151
133
18
24
351

0
155
137
19
25
336

30
82
112
351

31
84
115
374

31
86
117
397

32
88
120
398

33
90
123
418

34
92
126
450

34
94
129
439

35
97
132
450

36
99
136
487

37
102
139
475

7476

7709

8004

8009

8234

8515

8624

8826

9268

9565

Table 7.2 and applies to the Sealed Road Resurfacing and Pavement Rehabilitation Programmes only. These can be declared surplus at a future date should additional funding
from Council not become available. The NZTA has been made aware of the situation, and see this as a prudent approach.

7.12 GROWTH – NEW DEVELOPMENT AND IMPROVEMENT IN SERVICE CAPABILITY
The Hauraki District Council roading network grows by approximately 0.25% ‐ 0.5% each year, as a result of subdivision and development works. Once new roads are vested to
Council, it then becomes Council responsibility to fund ongoing maintenance and renewals. The cost relating to this expansion needs to be allowed for in the annual maintenance
and renewal provisions. This will generally be funded by way of development contributions which are currently on hold.
The subsidised‐works which contribute to Level of Service improvements include NZTA’s Minor Improvement and Associated Improvement Work Categories. Non‐subsidised
Level of Service improvements includes expenditure on dust seals, new footpaths, new kerb and channel and contributions towards new cattle underpasses.

7.13 ANNUAL FORECAST
Each year the revenue forecast will be updated and reviewed in accordance with our Revenue Forecasting Process outlined in Processes section of the AMP.
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7.14 FORWARD WORKS PROGRAMME
The forward works program supporting the level of investment is based on the asset data updated in July 2018 and
detailed programmes for each of the elements of work across the network. This information is summarised in the
2018 to 2028 LTP

7.15 KEY ASSUMPTIONS
Key assumptions made in the financial forecasts are as follows:


NZTA will provide subsidised funding to Council for the road network under the current rates and criteria



Council will continue to fund at the levels in the proposed 2018 LTP and 10 year forecast stated in the
2017/18 Annual Plan



No account has been taken of the impacts related to the acceptance and implementation of the Risk
Management Plan



Revenue from financial contributions will be available as forecast



Forecasts are uninflated



Based on information available and provided by Council’s Roading Manager and RATA



Based on existing legislation and service levels.



Useful asset lives are based on estimates by actual performance, industry standards and valuers as recorded
in our AMPs. We are in the process of improving our level and accuracy of asset data for core infrastructure
recognising the current information could be improved. If an asset were to fail or wear out significantly
earlier than its estimated life, capital projects could be brought forward which would affect interest costs
and possibly depreciation expense.

The rate of deterioration of road pavements will remain relatively unchanged when compared to that currently being
experienced:


Assumptions made on asset lives for the 2017 Asset Valuation has been identified for review to better
reflect the actual performance of the peat subgrades



The asset data is considered to be reliable and fit for the purpose for developing the long term financial
forecasts



No allowance has been made for future extraordinary natural events which could create the need for
additional funding to restore the network to its pre‐event condition.

7.16 CURRENT CHALLENGES
Current challenges affecting financial forecasting for Council’s roading network include:


ONRC affecting the road classification



Addressing the renewal backlog



Level of Service alignment with ONRC standards



Structural changes in the NZTA subsidy for qualifying work



Cost escalation in an environment of fluctuating markets



Forecasts, assumptions, risks.
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SECTION 8: MONITORING & IMPROVEMENT
8.1

OVERVIEW

Council is committed to continue with good practice AM as a sustainable standard for its land transport activity. A key
feature in Council’s AM framework is to continue to improve practices, processes and tools. This is essential to ensure
the asset system and services are effectively managed.
Through the initiatives presented in this section, Council is committed to appropriate AM practices. This practice is
being developed in keeping with the NAMS practice as presented in their suite of AM publications including the 2015
IIMM. Council is committed to delivering the most appropriate levels of service balanced with affordability and good
industry practice.
8.1.1

AM POLICY

Council adopted its revised AM Policy in June 2017 for its network services and community facilities. Council will manage
the District’s assets and deliver associated activities in a cost effective, sustainable and well planned and coordinated
manner to provide agreed levels of service.
Council has committed through its AM Policy that it will provide intermediate AM status as defined in the IIMM for its
land transport activity. This is the most appropriate status for the scale, value and risk for this activity.
8.1.2

KEY IMPROVEMENTS

The improvement opportunities described in this section have been identified throughout the development of this AMP.
The most significant gaps were found in the asset data, lifecycle management, renewal planning and risk management
AM areas.
The main improvement objectives to be achieved in the next three years due to their priority and importance for
achieving intermediate for the land transport activity include:

8.2



Undertake further investigation / research and analysis to verify the backlog in the next two years to inform
the next LTP and AMP as a high priority



Update the lifecycle management plans for the major road asset classes (ie bridges, road drainage,
streetlights, footpaths)



Undertake further investigation on roads of 5m to 5.5m width to ensure appropriate intervention at the
opportune time to reduce accidents



Improve the understanding the effect that the aging bridging stock will have on maintenance and renewal
needs, using the shared service bridge inspection contract with Waitomo and Matamata Piako District
Councils as a key input.

ASSET MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY

Council is building its roading asset management capability by bringing its professional services in house through its
Technical Services Business Unit. This was part of the Section 17A service review completed in 2015 to allow Council to
strengthen its understanding of the road network.
Technical Services are responsible for the delivery of the maintenance and renewal programmes with contractors
working to a number of performance measures depending on the contract scope and type (refer to Section 8.5.4).

8.3

IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME

Key improvement programmes and associated projects have been developed through a review of the gaps identified
during the development of this draft AMP and the issues identified. The three year improvement programme is
summarised in Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1: Improvement plan summary
AM Improvement Project
Area
No.

Action

Asset Management 1
Practices
Asset Data

Lifecycle
management

Renewal planning

Indicative
Timeframe

Priority

Responsibility

Status

Comments

Complete a formal AM practices review of the 2019/20
transport activity.

High

Roading
Manager

To start (as new This will identify initiatives through a gap analysis
project added in) across the whole business.

2

Review the asset lives prior to the next asset 2019/20
valuation to better reflect the actual performance of
the peat subgrades.

High

Roading
Manager

To start (as new The 2017 Asset Valuation used asset lives of 110 to
project added in) 130 for basecourse.

3

Improve the bridge asset age data recorded in 2019/20
RAMM database through investigating past Bridge
Condition reports.

High

Roading
Manager

To start (as new Currently only 15 out of 160 bridge structures have
project added in) a bridge plate year recorded in RAMM.

4

Start recording pavement construction dates in the 2017/18
RAMM database from asbuilts as good practice, and
insert estimated construction dates where historic
data is not available.

High

Roading
Manager

To start (as new The pavement construction dates are important
project added in) for developing a robust renewal programme.

5

Update the lifecycle management plans for the 2017/18
major road asset classes (i.e. bridges, road drainage,
streetlights, footpaths).

High

Roading
Manager

To start (as new To build on existing lifecycle management plans
project added in)

6

Review expenditure in all work categories where 2017/18
budgets have been based on historical expenditure,
to ensure Business Case Approach principles are
being adhered to.

High

Roading
Manager

To start (as new To build on existing budgeting process.
project added in)

7

Improve understanding of the opportunities to 2019/20
differentiate by ONRC classification in relation to
environmental maintenance.

Medium

Roading
Manager

To start (as new Undertake ONRC measures data collection to
project added in) understand current performance and utilise ONRC
reporting functionality and benchmarking with
peer networks.

8

Strengthen the linkages between the 2014 2019/20
Accessibility Strategy and the footpath lifecycle
management plans.

Medium

Roading
Manager

To start (as new Addressing accessibility and impact on the
project added in) footpath network needs improvement in this AMP.

9

Develop a greater understanding of the link 2018/19
between the ONRC measures being reported and
how the results align with sealed road pavement
rehabilitation programming of quantities and the
level of investment required.

High

Roading
Manager

To start (as new The current linkage is limited.
project added in)
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AM Improvement Project
Area
No.

Risk management

Action

Indicative
Timeframe

Priority

Responsibility

Status

Comments

10

Improve the understanding the effect that the aging 2018/19
bridging stock will have on maintenance and
renewal needs, using the shared service bridge
inspection contract with Waitomo and Matamata
Piako District Councils as a key input.

High

Roading
Manager

To start (as new A shared service bridge inspection contract with
project added in) Waitomo and Matamata Piako District Councils is
commencing in 2017/18, development of
component replacement programmes will be part
of this contract.

11

Undertake further investigation / research and 2019/20
analysis to verify the backlog in the next two years
to inform the next LTP and AMP as a high priority.

Very high Roading
Manager

To start (as new A conservative approach was taken for assessing
project added in) the renewal backlog for the draft 2018 AMP.
Planned verification will include site visits to areas
of concern (such as seal age in 10 to 15‐year range
with grade 6 voids).

12

Determine the kerb and channel renewal 2018/19
programme requirements and align with the annual
reseal programme to improve efficiency and
disruption to the community.

High

Roading
Manager

To start (as new Kerb and channel renewal programme
project added in) requirements cover replacing old assets as well as
providing kerb and channel in some area such as
Waihi.

13

Improve the scheduling WC 341 Low‐Cost Low‐Risk 2018/19
improvements

High

Roading
Manager

To start (as new More specific detail needed as opposed to the
project added in) general nature of the information in this AMP.

14

Identify the problematic culverts and drainage 2018/19
deficiencies and align with the annual reseal
programme to improve efficiency.

High

Roading
Manager

To start (as new Need improved
project added in) programmes.

15

Assess Council’s road network in relation to applying
NZTA’s Speed Management Guide as follows:

15.1

Identify problematic sites where a change in speed 2018/19
would be beneficial.

High

Roading
Manager

To start (as new First priority area
project added in)

15.2

Identify at network level sites where a change in 2019/20
speed would be beneficial.

High

Roading
Manager

To start (as new
project added in)

16

Undertake assessment of accident trends including 2019/20
a further investigation on roads of 5m to 5.5m width
to ensure appropriate intervention at the opportune
time to reduce accidents.

High

Roading
Manager

To start (as new Time with renewals or specific road maintenance
project added in) is occurring. Set up the practice so becomes
business as usual activity.

17

Improve the understanding that climate change may 2020/21
have on the road drainage assets.

Medium

Roading
Manager

To start (as new As understanding develops the findings and
project added in) proposed mitigation will be reported to the Audit
and Risk Committee for consideration and
adoption

coordination

of

renewal
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AM Improvement Project
Area
No.

Financial
management

Action

Indicative
Timeframe

Priority

Responsibility

Status

Comments

18

Revise and update the risk register for the transport 2019/20
activity and report to the Audit and Risk Committee
for consideration and adoption of appropriate
mitigation proposals.

High

Roading
Manager

To start (as new Prior to the
project added in) development.

19

Investigate the opportunity of NZTA funding for 2019/20
improving accessibility with footpath network
extensions in the District.

Medium

Roading
Manager

To start (as new Addressing accessibility and impact on the
project added in) footpath network needs improvement in this AMP.

20

Review expenditure in WC151 once year‐end figures August 2018
for 2017/18 are available

High

Roading
Manager

To start (as new New operating structure and impact from change
project added in) of resources will be easier to analyse once the
financial year ends.

2021

Land

Transport
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AMP

8.4

IMPROVEMENT MONITORING

The AMP is a living document and needs to be kept current and relevant. It is recognised that prioritises will change
which makes review activities even more important to ensure this plan is a live document. The following review activities
will be undertaken:
Table 8.2: Monitoring and review summary
Frequency

Review Task

Action

KPI

Report Name

Audience

Three yearly

AMP
Development

Formal adoption of the plan by
Council

100%
Achievement

Council AMP
Report

Council, Audit
New Zealand
and NZTA

Annually

AMP Review
(internal)

Revise plan annually to incorporate
new knowledge from the AM
improvement programme

100%
Achievement

Internal
Report

Engineering
Services Group
Management

Three Yearly

AMP Peer
Review

The plan will be formally reviewed
three yearly to assess adequacy
and effectiveness.

100%
Achievement

External
Consultant
Report

Engineering
Services Group
Management,
LTP team, and
Audit New
Zealand

Annually

Monitoring and
Reporting

The KPIs identified in this table will
be monitored and reported on
annually through Business Plans.

100%
Achievement

Business Plan
Report

Engineering
Services Group
Management
and LTP team

Quarterly

Implementation
of the
Improvement
Programme

Tracking the progress of
implementing the improvement
programme quarterly particularly
of projects in the short term
improvement programme.

100%
Achievement

Quarterly
Reports

Engineering
Services Group
Management
and LTP team

8.5
8.5.1

PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
PLANNING

The timelines and processes for the planning of work is dependent on the activity.
Renewals and capital projects are developed during the Ten Year Planning cycle and updated annually. The Forward
Works Programme is the base document for the planning process and details of this process are provided in the Process
maps section of the AMP. This process is used to identify components of work and is moderated to smooth annual cash‐
flows.
Maintenance and operations delivery is planned between one and three months in advance depending on the priority
of the work and available funding. The professional services component of this activity is planned at the outset of new
contracts and typically the programme covers three years.
8.5.2

PRIORITISATION AND PLANNING

Prioritisation of activities and the subsequent plan for the timing of projects requires input from a number of different
processes and stakeholders. For all activities risk is one of the key inputs to the process and the details of how this guides
the process are detailed in the risk section of the plan.
The Renewals FWP is reviewed annually and projects are prioritised based on asset need in conjunction with efficiency
of delivery and community input. Condition rating of the assets is one of the key factors in developing priority as is risk.
Capital projects are delivered based on priority set by the community combined with the agreed Levels of Service.
Renewals of structures is generally life cycle based with some moderation based on community input and funding.
Safety related improvement projects are prioritised according to a risk matrix covering all projects across the district
combined with available funding.
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8.5.3

PROCUREMENT

Procurement for each of the work streams is tailored to that activity under the Councils procurement strategy which is
used as the guiding document.
For professional services and maintenance, term contracts are used to provide certainty and tenure for the providers
which potentially enable cost savings as well as consistency in delivery. These contracts are open tendered with a term
of three years and the option for council to extend up to an additional four years. (3+2+2)
Renewals are typically constructed under annual contracts as this is believed to deliver the program at ‘market rates’
each year. Contractors bid competitively in an open tender process for bundles of work. New infrastructure such as
bridging and footpaths is procured in an open tender process to designs provided by Council.
Tender review and recommendations with the exception of the professional services contract is carried out by the
professional services provider under the NZTA Procurement Manual 2009. This ensures that processes comply with the
requirements of NZTA who is a partner in the transportation activity.
8.5.4

DELIVERY

Delivery of the programme is through Technical Services. Annual contracts for the delivery of renewals and capital
projects are timeline and quality based with monitoring being carried out by the professional services provider. The
seasonal nature of construction work dictates that optimum outcomes are predicated on the work taking place during
summer and autumn.
Term contracts for the delivery of maintenance and operations are measure and value contracts with monthly cycles
monitored by Tech Services. Performance measures are used to determine compliance with the contract requirements
and these are assessed monthly and reported.
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SECTION 9: APPENDICES
9.1
9.1.1

SECTION 2: ASSET DESCRIPTION
LAND TRANSPORT ASSETS

Table 9.1: Summary of Sealed Roading Assets (February 2017)
Asset Component

ONRC Category

Total Length (km)

Sealed pavement urban

Arterial

1.13

Primary Collector

7.71

Secondary Collector

19.39

Access

39.22

Low Volume

51.60

Total
Sealed pavement rural

119.04
Arterial

17.76

Primary Collector

48.71

Secondary Collector

117.29

Access

184.28

Low Volume

30.99

Total

399.02

Grand Total

518.06

Table 9.2: Summary of Unsealed Roading Assets (February 2017)
Asset Component

ONRC Category

Area (m2)

Total Length (km)

Rural ‐ Unsealed

Access / Low Volume

375,624

110.1

Urban ‐ Unsealed

Low Volume

16,109

5.3

396,893

115.4

Total
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Table 9.3: Land Transport assets
Asset Type

Quantity

Optimised
Replacement Cost
(ORC)

Optimised Depreciated
Replacement Cost
(ODRC)

Annual
(AD)

Depreciation

Pavement Surface

3,217,734

$16,112,232

$7,077,429

$1,078,086

Pavement Structure

4,326,173

$116,209,533

$91,652,953

$589,852

Pavement Formation

5,916,106

$96,241,877

$96,241,877

$0

Footpaths

179,612

$16,253,088

$10,636,433

$365,674

Surface Water Channels

135,179

$8,282,474

$6,575,871

$112,305

Drainage

33,195

$18,178,784

$11,669,335

$242,384

$271,277,988

$223,853,896

$2,388,300

Road

Subtotal
Structure
Bridges and Major Culverts

144

$29,241,867

$11,986,248

$359,190

Retaining Walls

1,571

$740,014

$611,665

$8,706

$29,981,881

$12,597,913

$367,896

Subtotal
Traffic Facilities
Signs

3,247

$759,065

$222,041

$56,290

Railings

12,363

$1,777,140

$1,094,299

$45,133

Markings

484,412

$215,647

$107,824

$58,620

$2,751,853

$1,424,163

$160,044

Subtotal
Street Lights
Poles

859

$1,522,330

$760,959

$60,893

Brackets

1,488

$952,448

$439,004

$38,098

Lights

1,522

$886,198

$230,104

$35,448

Subtotal

$3,360,976

$1,430,066

$134,439

Total

$307,372,697

$239,306,038

$3,050,679

Source Beca Hauraki District Council Land Transport Asset Revaluation 2017 Report
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9.2

AM ASSESSMENT

Table 9.4: Level of Asset Management Factor Assessment Results
Criteria

Assessment

Commentary

Population

Core

The initial population risk screen for urban areas, all township populations, and
total district population showed that asset management practice should be
‘Core’.

District Wide Risks

Intermediate

Based on the identified district wide risk factors, the suggested level of
appropriate asset management practice for Hauraki District Council is ‘Core’
with some extension of practice around the risk management issues identified.

Costs and Benefits

Intermediate

The Land Transport budget is large and represent higher risks if AM practice is
not at an appropriate level. These budgets also allow more scope to develop
asset management practice as appropriate.

Legislative
Requirements

Core

Hauraki District Council policy is to meet minimum legislative requirements, or
exceed requirements, where deemed appropriate and cost effective through
Levels of Service Consultation. The asset management response to legislative
requirements is a compliance based approach.

Size,
Condition,
Complexity of Assets

Core

The size and complexity of assets is normal for a rural authority with small
towns. The assets are generally in good condition.

Risks Associated with
Failures

Intermediate

Failure of the land transport network would lead to a range of issues including
economic risk. This suggests a higher level of risk management practice for land
transport activity.
All activities are affected by funding risks, and any uncertainty around the
district economy and funding from third parties should be considered.

Organisational
and Resources

Skills

Core

Hauraki District Council is a small sized local authority. On a population basis,
approximately 30% of local council’s in New Zealand are smaller than Hauraki
District Council. Internal and external resources have been maintained as
required to deliver services. Operational knowledge has been retained by the
organization. Staff resourcing levels are stable, although there are longer term
issues around recruitment and retention of suitable resources. Elected
representatives knowledgeable and engaged in community decisions.
Identified resource gaps in technical expertise need to be managed.
Council considers its approach and ability to deliver asset management in terms
of its wider business approach. A regular self‐assessment of Council’s asset
management processes assists to ascertain focus and areas for improvement.
The organisational skills and resources applied to achieve the asset
management objectives are outlined through Councils LTP, AMPs, Human
Resources and Business Plans.

Customer Expectations

Core

Council has developed and maintained assets to a good standard. Maintenance
of current service levels is important to the community.
Overall customer expectations are judged to be typical of a rural and small
communities – that are stable but with high expectations of maintaining and /
or restoring service that have economic impacts on rural production and the
district economy.

Sustainability

Core

Hauraki District Council has a sustainability policy as outlined in the LTP that will
be applied to all assets and management.
Potential impacts of climate change and sea level rise require a long‐term risk
management approach.
Legislative changes currently being considered, and changes to regional and
national standards may impact the activity.

Final AM Level

Core
Intermediate – Risk

Analysis of factors suggests that asset management practice should be Core
with a more comprehensive approach of Intermediate to risk management.
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Further analysis of land transport practices and processes performed by Waugh Infrastructure Management Ltd and
council staff provided a more detailed framework for the identification and future management of appropriate asset
management levels. The practices and processes required for Land Transport to achieve the identified asset
management level are detailed in the table below:
Table 9.5: Level of Asset Management Practice Required
AM Attribute

Practices and Processes Required
Core

1. Levels of Service

3. Managing Growth

5. Lifecycle (Optimised)
Decision‐making

2. Description of Assets

4. Risk Management

6. Financial Forecasts

Intermediate



Reliable physical inventory:



Defined LOS or performance



Linkage to strategic/community outcomes



Links to other planning documents



Levels of consultation identified and agreed



Service life of network stated



Demand forecasts (30 year)



Demand management drivers documented



Demand
management
documented



Sustainability strategies



Lifecycle and asset management practice:



Service capacity gap analysis



Prioritisation of capital investment and
renewal decisions



Maintenance
outcomes,
strategies,
standards and plans documented



Process of development:



Adequate physical description of asset



Adequate financial description of asset



Remaining useful life



Ability to aggregate
information



Identify critical assets



Identify associated risks and risk
management strategies for critical assets



Identify significant negative effects

&

strategies

disaggregate



AM reflected in 10‐year Financial Plan –
maintenance, renewals, new capital (LoS and
demand).



30‐year new capital and renewals forecasts
for 30‐year infrastructure strategy.



Forecasts of the depreciation / decline in
service potential



Recognition & application of principles of
integrated risk management to assets
demonstrated



Apply standards & industry good practice
(e.g. NZS4360 and Local Government
Handbook)



Risk management integrated with other
corporate processes (Lifelines, Disasters
Recovery, Continuity Plans)



Integrate
with
maintenance
replacement strategies

and
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AM Attribute

Practices and Processes Required
Core

Intermediate



List significant assumptions and possible
effects



Confidence level on asset condition



Accuracy of asset inventory



Confidence level demand/growth forecasts



Confidence level on financial forecasts



Identify improvements to AM processes &
techniques



Identify weak areas & how they will be
addressed



Timeframes for improvements



Identify resources required (human &
financial)



Improvement programmes are monitored
against KPI’s



Compliance with LGA 2002 and subsequent
amendments



Corporate policy in place

10. Planning By Qualified
Persons



AM planning should be undertaken by a
suitably qualified person

11. Commitment



Asset Management Plan adopted by Council
including improvement programme



Asset Management Plan key tool to support
LTP



Asset Management Plant regularly updated
and should reflect progress on improvement
plan



Council has defined the Appropriate AM
practice



Purpose of the AMP



Indicates significant changes with previous
AMP



Clearly identifies issues associated with the
service



Indicates AM Programme for the service



Indicates AM practices

7. Planning Assumptions
and Confidence Levels

9. Outline Improvement
Programmes

8. Sustainability

12. AMP Format
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9.2.1

SUBSIDISED ITEMS

Table 9.6: Subsidised Work Categories
Activity

Maintenance & Operations

Renewals

Improvements

9.2.2

Work Category No.

Work Category Name

111

Sealed Pavement Maintenance

112

Unsealed Pavement Maintenance

113

Routine Drainage Maintenance

114

Structures Maintenance

121

Environmental Maintenance

122

Traffic Services Maintenance

123

Operational Traffic Management

141

Emergency Works

151

Network & Asset Management

211

Unsealed Road Metalling

212

Sealed Road Resurfacing

213

Drainage Renewals

214

Sealed Road Pavement Rehabilitation

215

Structures Component Replacements

222

Traffic Services Renewals

341

Minor Improvements

NON – SUBSIDISED ITEMS

Table 9.7: Non‐subsidised activities
Activity
New Dust Seals

Non‐subsidised Street Cleaning

New Footpaths

Footpath Maintenance

Footpath Renewals

New Underpasses

New Kerb & Channel

Public Transport
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9.3

LEVELS OF SERVICE

Table 9.8: AMP Levels of Service, Performance Indicators & Targets
Community Outcomes

Key
service
attribute

Level of service

How we will measure our performance

Performance
measure
type

Baseline
(current performance
for 2016/17)

Current Year
2017/8 Target

2018/19
Target

2019/20
Target

2020/21
Target

2021 to 2028
target

Measurement procedure

Prepared Hauraki:

Safety

Provide a safe
transport network for
users and the
community

The change from the previous financial
year in the number of fatalities and
serious injury crashes on the local road
network, expressed as a number

Mandatory

1 fatal & 3 serious;
Not achieved

Reduce
fatalities and
serious injury
crashes to 0

Reduce
fatalities and
serious injury
crashes to 0

Reduce
fatalities and
serious injury
crashes to 0

Reduce
fatalities and
serious injury
crashes to 0

Reduce
fatalities and
serious injury
crashes to 0

NZTA and Police reports

Footpath assets are fit
for purpose

Percentage of residents satisfied with
the quality of footpaths

Customer

New measure

NA

>75%

>75%

>75%

>80%

Annual customer satisfaction survey

The Council delivers a
roading network that
addresses safety and
amenity issues

Damaged, missing or leaning signs are
remedied on District roads within
specified timeframes:

Customer

Percentage of regulatory/ permanent/
warning signs within 7 days

96%;
Not measured
(see note 2)

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Percentage of safety connected signs
within 2 days

75%;
Not measured
(see note 2)

100%

Percentage of all other signs within 6
weeks

96%;
Not measured
(see note 2)

100%

Percentage potholes repaired within 5
days for > 100 vehicles per day (vpd)
roads

94%;
Not measured
(see note 3)

85%

85%

85%

85%

85%

Incidences recorded in Council’s HDC
Service system (CRM)

Percentage potholes repaired within 14
days for < 100 vpd roads

92%;
Not measured
(see note 3)

85%

85%

85%

85%

85%

Incidences recorded in Council’s HDC
Service system (CRM)





We provide a range
of
services
and
facilities to meet our
District’s needs and
expectations for a
safe environment
We provide ongoing
safe, well‐managed
and maintained core
infrastructure

Reported potholes are repaired on
District roads within specified
timeframes:

Amenity

Provide an effective
and good quality
transport network

HDC Tech Services BU
100%

100%

100%

100%
HDC Tech Services BU

100%

100%

100%

100%
HDC Tech Services BU

Customers

Percentage of bridge assets in
satisfactory condition (condition grades
1,2 or 3)

Technical

NA

New measure

>85%

>90%

>90%

>95%

IIMM condition grading where 1 is
very good and 5 is very poor

Percentage of road drainage assets in
satisfactory condition (condition grades
1,2,3)

Technical

New measure

New measure

>80%

>80%

>80%

>85%

IIMM condition grading where 1 is
very good and 5 is very poor

The percentage of footpaths within the
district that fall within the level of
service or service standard for the
condition of footpaths that is set out in
the Council’s relevant documents

Mandatory

Cannot report result
(see note 8)

100% footpaths
with defect
rating > 5 are
isolated for
safety and
remedied
within 7 days;
(note 6)

100%
footpaths
with defect
rating > 5 are
isolated for
safety and
remedied
within 7 days;
(note 6)

100%
footpaths with
defect rating
> 5 are
isolated for
safety and
remedied
within 7 days;
(note 6)

100%
footpaths
with defect
rating > 5 are
isolated for
safety and
remedied
within 7 days;
(note 6)

100%
footpaths
with defect
rating > 5 are
isolated for
safety and
remedied
within 7 days;
(note 6)

Council documents are the annual
plan, AMP, annual works program or
LTP
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Community Outcomes

Key
service
attribute

Resilience

Responsiveness

Level of service

How we will measure our performance

Performance
measure
type

Baseline
(current performance
for 2016/17)

Current Year
2017/8 Target

2018/19
Target

2019/20
Target

2020/21
Target

2021 to 2028
target

Measurement procedure

The pavement life of
sealed roads is
preserved

The average quality of ride on a sealed
local road network, measured by smooth
travel exposure

Mandatory

97%;
Achieved

96%

96%

96%

96%

> 96%

HDC contractor’s records

That the road pavement is in good
condition

Technical

Sealed Pavement
Condition Index 5.2;
Achieved

Less than or
equal to 7

Less than or
equal to 7

Less than or
equal to 7

Less than or
equal to 7

Less than or
equal to 7

NZTA Sealed Pavement Condition
Index

Percentage of the sealed local road
network that is resurfaced

Mandatory

7% of network (36km
completed);
Achieved

Between 5% ‐
10% of the
sealed District
road network is
resurfaced
annually

Based on
forward
works
programme:
2018/19: 3%
resurfaced

Based on
forward works
programme:
2019/20: 3%
resurfaced

Based on
forward
works
programme:
2020/21: 3%
resurfaced

Based on
forward works
programme:
2021 to 2028:
3% resurfaced
(to be reset)

Percentage of the sealed local road
network with identified condition grade
5 resurfaced within 24 months

Technical

New measure

NA

90%

90%

90%

95%

IIMM condition grading where 1 is
very good and 5 is very poor

Percentage of customers satisfied with
the quality of roads in the District
(excluding State Highways)

Customer

64%

70%

70%

73%

75%

>75%

Annual customer satisfaction survey

Time for road access to be restored to
communities following a 1 in 10 year
climatic event:

Technical

Access is provided to
the network of local
roads

That customer service
requests are dealt
with promptly and
appropriately

HDC Tech Services BU

HDC Tech Services BU

Percentage of arterial and collector
roads open within 24 hours

Achieved

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Percentage of all other roads within 72
hours

Not achieved
(see note 5)

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

The percentage of customer service
requests relating to roads and footpaths
to which Council responds within the
timeframe specified in the LTP

Mandatory

98% of service
requests were
responded to within
10 working days;Not
Achieved(see note 7)

100% of all
reported issues
are forwarded
within one
working day

100% of all
reported
issues are
forwarded
within one
working day

100% of all
reported
issues are
forwarded
within one
working day

100% of all
reported
issues are
forwarded
within one
working day

100% of all
reported
issues are
forwarded
within one
working day

Incidences recorded in Council’s HDC
Service system (CRM);HDC Service
response times from contractor’s
records

Issues reported to the Council regarding
State Highways are forwarded to the
New Zealand Transport Agency within
one working day

Customer

85% of state highway
issues recorded were
forwarded within 1
working day;
Not Achieved

95%

95%

95%

95%

100%

Incidences recorded in Council’s HDC
Service system (CRM);
HDC Service response times from
contractor’s records

Notes:
1. Although achieved, there were no safety barriers installed in 2016/17 and no maintenance was required.
2. 3. and 4. Not achieved as information was not available for the first quarter due to professional services contract moving in‐house and the necessary processes not being in place.
5

Torehape West Road (local road) was closed for several weeks due to a large and complex slip, but was serviced by a bypass during slip remediation works. Waharua Bridge (East Coast Road) was closed.

6

Defect rating 5 means “failed or failure imminent, dangerous and serious impact on asset performance. Health and safety hazards exist which present a possible risk to public safety. Major work or replacement required urgently ‐ within a month.
Potholes in path, dangerous vertical displacements, disintegrated or badly settled surface, missing sections of surfacing, wobbly slabs, sunken utility reinstatements, widespread cracking, obstruction of path with weeds.

7

Staff vacancies and three large storm events within fourth quarter affected normal maintenance activities.

8

The CSR system does not currently reflect whether a request is for trip hazards or not. On enquiry the team indicated that all trip hazards are fixed within 7 days and other footpath related queries are put on the forward works programme. RATA has
confirmed that the ratings were completed in May 2017, but has not yet been received.

9

Agreed to delete 2 existing performance measures (as business as usual activities not LOS).
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9.3.1

ONRC PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Table 9.9: Hauraki’s ONRC Performance Measures
#

Performance Measure

Method of Measurement

2016/17 actuals

The CAS system provides a file of crashes on
each network each year to RAMM. The
ONRC reporting tool will generate the
result.

6 for 2015/16 as complete
year;

2017/18 Target

SAFETY
AIM:
THE ROAD AND ROADSIDE ARE BECOMING SAFER FOR ROAD USERS.
CUSTOMER OUTCOME PERFORMANCE MEASURES
OM 1

The number of fatal and serious injuries on the network
Measure:
The total number of fatal and serious injuries each year on our network

The reporting tool provides calculation of a
five‐year trend.
OM 2

Collective risk (fatal and serious injury rate per kilometre)
Measure:
The total number of fatal and serious injuries per kilometre each year on
the network.

By keeping the CAS data up‐to‐date in the
RAMM database, the ONRC reporting tool
will generate the result. The reporting tool
calculates a risk rating for each
classification on the network.

3 for 2016/17 – noting there
is a lag in CAS crash data
recording

Arterial – 0.053
Primary – 0.019
Secondary – 0.014
Access – 0.006
Low Volume – 0.003

OM 3

Personal risk (fatal and serious injury rate by traffic volume)
Measure:
The total number of fatal and serious injuries by traffic volume each year
on the network

By keeping the CAS data up‐to‐date in the
RAMM database, the ONRC reporting tool
will generate the result. The reporting tool
calculates a risk rating for each
classification on the network.

Arterial – 4.893 per 100M
VKT
Primary – 5.171 per 100M
VKT
Secondary – 7.313 per 100M
VKT
Access – 11.852 per 100M
VKT
Low Volume – 16.800 per
100M VKT
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#

Performance Measure

Method of Measurement

2016/17 actuals

2017/18 Target

TECHNICAL OUTPUT PERFORMANCE MEASURES
TM 1

Permanent hazards

Not assessed

Aim:
Permanent hazards are marked consistently across New Zealand.
Measure:
The number of permanent hazards that are not marked in accordance with
national standards RTS‐5 and MOTSAM.

Input the number of faults and the length
inspected per classification into the ONRC
reporting tool; the ONRC reporting tool will
generate the result.

Inspect at least a 10% sample of each classification and record the number
of non‐compliances per ten kilometres for rural roads; per one kilometre
for urban roads.
This audit is against the standards, not the condition the contractor is
maintaining the hazard marking to.
TM 2

Temporary hazards

Not assessed

Aim:
Workers and people participating in events on roads are kept safe.
Measure:
The number of sites inspected and the number of audits compliant with
COPTTM. Audit temporary traffic management at work sites, event sites
and temporary hazards.
TM 3

Input the number of faults and the length
inspected per classification into the ONRC
reporting tool; the ONRC reporting tool will
generate the result.

Sight distances

Not assessed

Aim:
Drivers are able to navigate safely because they can see hazards, warning
signs or delineation in time to respond.
Measure:
The number of locations where sight distance or signs are obstructed by
vegetation, unauthorised signs or other items placed within the road
reserve.

Input the number of faults and the length
inspected per classification into the ONRC
reporting tool; the ONRC reporting tool will
generate the result.

Inspect at least a 10% sample of each classification and record the number
of instances per ten kilometres for rural roads; per one kilometre for urban
roads.
The Road Maintenance Visual Guide provides examples of complying and
non‐complying situations.
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#

Performance Measure

TM 4

Loss of control on wet roads

Method of Measurement

Measure:
The number of fatal and serious injuries attributable to loss of driver control
(including on wet roads), each year on your network
TM 5

By keeping the CAS data up‐to‐date in the
RAMM database, the ONRC reporting tool
will generate the result. The reporting tool
calculates a five year trend.

Loss of driver control at night

Measure:
The number of fatal and serious injuries which occur in crashes at night,
each year on your network.
TM 6

By keeping the CAS data up‐to‐date in the
RAMM database, the ONRC reporting tool
will generate the result. The reporting tool
calculates a five year trend.

Intersections

Measure:
Capture the number of fatal and serious injuries at intersections each year
on the network
TM 7

0 for 2016/17 ‐ noting due to
lag in CAS recording of
crashes data for 2016/17
may not be complete
1 for 2015/16 recorded
which is complete data;

Aim:
Reduce the number of fatal and serious injuries at intersections.

0 for 2016/17 ‐ noting due to
lag in CAS recording of
crashes data for 2016/17
may not be complete

0 for 2015/16 recorded
which is complete data;

Aim:
Reduce the number of fatal and serious injuries in night time crashes.

2017/18 Target

1 for 2015/16 recorded
which is complete data;

Aim:
Reduce the number of fatal and serious injuries through loss of driver
control.

2016/17 actuals

By keeping the CAS data up‐to‐date in the
RAMM database, the ONRC reporting tool
will generate the result. The reporting tool
calculates a five year trend.

Hazardous faults

0 for 2016/17 ‐ noting due to
lag in CAS recording of
crashes data for 2016/17
may not be complete
Not assessed

Aim:
Reduce the number of maintenance related hazards (e.g. detritus, ponding
water, pot holes,) on roads requiring evasive action by road users.
Measure:
The number of hazardous faults which require evasive action by road users.
Inspect at least a 10% sample of each classification and record the number
of faults per ten kilometres for rural roads; per one kilometre for urban
roads.

Input the number of faults and the length
inspected per classification into the ONRC
reporting tool; the ONRC reporting tool will
generate the result.
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#

Performance Measure

TM 8

Cycle path faults

Method of Measurement

2016/17 actuals

2017/18 Target

Not assessed

Aim:
Reduce the number of maintenance related hazards (e.g. detritus, ponding
water, pot holes, broken glass) on cycle paths requiring evasive action by
cyclists.
Measure:

Input the number of faults and the length
inspected per classification into the ONRC
reporting tool; the ONRC reporting tool will
generate the result.

The number of cycle path hazards requiring evasive action by cyclists.
Inspect at least a 10% sample of each classification and record the number
of instances per ten kilometres for rural roads; per one kilometre for urban
roads.
TM 9

Vulnerable users

1 for 2015/16 recorded
which is complete data;

Aim:
Reduce the number of fatal and serious injuries involving vulnerable users.
Measure:
The number of fatal and serious injuries involving vulnerable users on your
network
TM 10

By keeping the CAS data up‐to‐date in the
RAMM database, the ONRC reporting tool
will generate the result. The reporting tool
calculates a five year trend.

Roadside obstructions

1 for 2016/17 ‐ noting due to
lag in CAS recording of
crashes data for 2016/17
may not be complete
Not assessed

Aim:
Roadside areas are maintained free from unauthorised obstructions and
new hazards are prevented from developing.
Measure:
The number of locations where there are unauthorised items placed within
the road reserve.

Input the number of faults and the length
inspected per classification into the ONRC
reporting tool; the ONRC reporting tool will
generate the result.

Inspect at least a 10% sample of each classification and record the number
of instances per ten kilometres for rural roads; per one kilometre for urban
roads.
The Road Maintenance Visual Guide provides examples of complying and
non‐complying situations.
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#

Performance Measure

Method of Measurement

2016/17 actuals

2017/18 Target

RESILIENCE
CUSTOMER OUTCOME PERFORMANCE MEASURES
OM 1

The number of journeys impacted by unplanned events

Not assessed

Aim:
The impact of unplanned events on journeys is minimised.
Measure:
The number of unplanned road closures and the number of vehicles
affected by closures annually.

Enter the number of closures, and the
calculated total number of journeys
impacted, into the ONRC reporting tool.

Record the number of unplanned road closures and calculate the total
number of vehicles affected annually by classification.
OM 2

The number of instances where road access is lost

Not assessed

Aim:
Access to properties is available whenever practicable.
Measure:
The number of unplanned road closures and the number of vehicles
affected by closures where there was no viable detour.

Enter the number of closures, and the
calculated total number of journeys
impacted, into the ONRC reporting tool.

Record the number of unplanned road closures where there was no viable
detour and calculate the total number of vehicles affected annually by
classification.
AMENITY
CUSTOMER OUTCOME PERFORMANCE MEASURES
OM 1

Smooth Travel Exposure (STE) – Roughness of the road (% of travel on
sealed roads which are smoother than a defined threshold)

Arterial – 98.6%
Primary – 98.3%

Aim:

Secondary – 95.2%

The smoothness of the journey reflects the ONRC classification of the road.
Measure:
The percentage of travel on roads smoother than the specified threshold
for each classification.
Measure the roughness of roads on your network and input this data into
RAMM.

The ONRC reporting tool will generate the
result for the percentage of journeys which
are on roads smoother than the threshold,
by ONRC classification.

Access – 96.6%
Low Volume – 97.7%
Total – 97.1%
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#

Performance Measure

OM 2

Peak roughness

Method of Measurement

85%

Aim:
The smoothness of the journey reflects the ONRC classification of the road.
Measure:
The 85th and 95th percentile roughness of your roads.
Measure the roughness of roads on the network and input this data into
RAMM.

2016/17 actuals

The ONRC reporting tool will generate a
report identifying the 85th and 95th
percentile roughness for each classification,
as well as the five year trend.

2017/18 Target
95%

Arterial

90.0

109.0

Primary

99.0

119.0

Secondary

113.7

137.0

Access

119.0

144.0

Low vol

121.0

142.0

Media
n

Avera
ge

TECHNICAL OUTPUT PERFORMANCE MEASURES
TM 1

Roughness of the road (median and average)
Aim:
The smoothness of the journey reflects the ONRC classification of the road.
Measure:
The median and average roughness of your roads. Measure the roughness
of roads on your network and input this data into RAMM.

TM 2

The ONRC reporting tool will generate a
report identifying the median and average
roughness for each classification.

Aesthetic faults

Arterial

65

70

Primary

99.0

119.0

Secondary

113.7

137.0

Access

119.0

144.0

Low vol

121.0

142.0

Not assessed

Aim:
Manage the number of faults that detract from the customer experience
(e.g. litter, graffiti, damaged or non‐functioning furniture).
Measure:
The number of aesthetic faults that detract from the customer experience.
Inspect at least a 10% sample of each classification and record the number
of instances of litter, graffiti etc. per ten kilometres for rural roads; per one
kilometre for urban roads.

Input the length inspected and the number
of faults into the ONRC reporting tool; the
ONRC reporting tool will generate the
result.

The Road Maintenance Visual Guide provides examples of complying and
non‐complying situations.
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#

Performance Measure

Method of Measurement

2016/17 actuals

2017/18 Target

ACCESSIBILITY
CUSTOMER OUTCOME PERFORMANCE MEASURES
OM 1

Not assessed

Proportion of network not available to:
Class 1 heavy vehicles
50MAX vehicles
Aim:
The trucks that need to use roads with restrictions can do so.
Measure:
The proportion of each road classification that is not accessible to Class 1
Heavy Vehicles and 50MAX vehicles.
Identify the restrictions for Class 1 Heavy Vehicles on the network. Consider
if there are any alternative routes for the restrictions, and if so are these an
economically practicable alternative.

Input the length of inaccessible network, by
ONRC classification, into the ONRC
reporting tool for both classes of vehicle;
the ONRC reporting tool will generate the
result.

Measure the length of each road classification that is not accessible to Class
1 Heavy Vehicles.
Repeat this process for 50MAX vehicles.
TECHNICAL OUTPUT PERFORMANCE MEASURES
TM 1

Accessibility

Not assessed

Aim:
Signage is fit for purpose in providing direction and guidance to road users.
Measure:
The number of instances where the road is not marked in accordance with
national standards RTS‐2 and MOTSAM and the Traffic Control Devices
manual.

Input the length inspected and the number
of faults into the ONRC reporting tool; the
ONRC reporting tool will generate the
result.

Inspect at least a 10% sample of each classification and record the number
of instances where signs and markings do not comply per ten kilometres for
rural roads; per one kilometre for urban roads.
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#

Performance Measure

Method of Measurement

2016/17 actuals

2017/18 Target

TRAVEL TIME RELIABILITY
CUSTOMER OUTCOME PERFORMANCE MEASURES
OM 1

Not in ONRC PMRT

Throughput at indicator sites
Aim:
That traffic throughput is maximised on arterials and higher classifications
in metropolitan areas to best satisfy demand.
Measure:
The hourly traffic volume during the peak morning hour and peak
afternoon/evening hour.

Input the throughput of the network, by
ONRC classification, into the ONRC
reporting tool for both. The ONRC reporting
tool will generate the results.

Measure the vehicle throughput over an hour of the AM or PM peak for
each key indicator site on each key route, or on each major leg of a key
intersection
COST EFFICIENCY
COST EFFICIENCY PERFORMANCE MEASURES
CE 1

Pavement rehabilitation



Length (lane km)



Area (m2)



Cost ($)

Not in ONRC PMRT

Average life achieved
Aim:
Demonstrate that pavement rehabilitation on the network is timed to
minimise whole‐of‐life cost while delivering the required customer
outcomes.
Measure:

Input the quantities (lane km and m2) and
cost into RAMM by classification. The ONRC
reporting tool will generate reports by
ONRC classification.

The total quantity and cost of pavement rehabilitation that has been
undertaken over the previous year as renewal work (lane km and m2), by
classification, and the average lives achieved for these pavements.
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#
CE 2

Performance Measure

Method of Measurement

2017/18 Target

Chipseal resurfacing



Length (lane km)



Area (m2)



Cost ($)

Length (lane km) – 71.006
Area (m2) – 241,804
Cost ($) ‐ $804,281.88

Average life achieved
Aim:
Demonstrate that chipseal resurfacing on the network is timed to minimise
whole‐of‐life cost while delivering the required customer outcomes.

Measure:
The total quantity and cost of sealed road chipseal resurfacing undertaken
over the previous year (lane km and m²), and the average lives achieved for
these surfaces.
CE 3

2016/17 actuals

Input the chipseal resurfacing quantities
and cost into RAMM. The ONRC reporting
tool will generate reports by ONRC
classification.

Average life achieved (years)
– 11.4

First or second cost seals should also be
reported where they create significant
variances.

Asphalt resurfacing



Length (lane km)



Area (m2)



Cost ($)

Length (lane km) – 0.470
Area (m2) – 2,935
Cost ($) ‐ $239,626.27

Average Life Achieved
Aim:
Demonstrate that asphalt resurfacing on the network is timed to minimise
whole‐of‐life cost while delivering the required customer outcomes.
Measure:

Input the asphalt resurfacing quantities and
costs into RAMM. The ONRC reporting tool
will generate the report by ONRC
classification.

Average life achieved (years)
– 13.5

The total quantity and cost of asphaltic sealed road resurfacing that has
been undertaken over the previous year (lane km and m2), and the average
lives achieved for these surfaces.
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#
CE 4

Performance Measure

Method of Measurement

Unsealed road metalling



Length (lane km)



Area (m2)



Cost ($)

2016/17 actuals

2017/18 Target

Not assessed

Average Life Achieved
Aim:
Demonstrate that metalling on unsealed parts of the network is timed to
minimise whole‐of‐life cost while delivering the required customer
outcomes.
Measure:

Input the quantities (lane km and m2) and
cost into RAMM. The ONRC reporting tool
will generate the reports by ONRC
classification.

The total quantity and cost of metalling that has been undertaken over the
previous year as renewal work (lane km and m3), and the average lives
achieved for these surfaces.
CE 5

From TIO

Overall network cost, and cost by work category



$/lane km



$/vkt

Aim:
That service levels and costs become consistent nationally across like
classifications, with reasonable variation for local factors.
Measure:
The overall cost per km and vkt of routine maintenance activities, and cost
by work category on each road network for the financial year.

The cost per km and vkt for each work
category, and overall maintenance and
renewal cost for each network will be
provided by the New Zealand Transport
Agency.
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9.4

SECTION 5: LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT

Table 9.10: Current Physical Works Contracts
Contract No.
HDC 438

Contract Name

Length (Years)

Responsibilities

Contractor

3+1+1

Sealed pavement maintenance

Downer NZ

(with subsequent extensions to June 2016)

Unsealed pavement maintenance
Traffic services maintenance
Drainage maintenance
Unsealed AWPT
Pavement marking

HDC 4279

1

All resurfacing (chip seals)

HEB

HDC 441

3+1+1

All lighting maintenance

Mackay

(with subsequent extensions to June 2016)

Table 9.11: Summary of Sealed Roading Assets (October 2017)
Asset Component

ONRC Category

Total Length (km)

Sealed pavement urban

Arterial

1.13

Primary Collector

7.71

Secondary Collector

19.39

Access

39.22

Low Volume

51.60

Total
Sealed pavement rural

119.04
Arterial

17.76

Primary Collector

48.71

Secondary Collector

117.29

Access

184.28

Low Volume

30.99

Total

399.02

Grand Total

518.06
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Table 9.12: Rural road widths – (RAMM March 2017)
Length of Road Under Width by (km)
Road Group

Network Length (Km)

Target Width (M)

% Under
< 0.4m

0.5 – 1.0m

> 1.0m

Total

T1 (<100 v/d)

132.3

5

16.1

4.3

8.8

29.2

22%

T2 (100‐500 v/d)

164.3

6

65.9

12.1

12.6

90.6

55%

T3 (500‐2000 v/d)

82.3

6.5

19.1

8.8

0.1

28.0

34%

T4 (2000‐4000 v/d)

20.1

7.5

9.8

0.1

2.7

12.6

63%

T5 (>4000 v/d)

0.0

10

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

‐

Total

399.0

110.9

25.3

24.2

160.4

40%

Table 9.13: Urban road widths – (RAMM March 2017)
Road Group

Network Length (km)

Target Width (M)

T1 (<100 v/d)

35.8

T2 (100‐500 v/d)

Length of Road Under Width by (km)

% Under

< 0.4m

0.5 – 1.0m

> 1.0m

Total

6

5.7

4.4

6.5

16.6

46%

52.1

8

5.0

3.8

26.0

34.8

67%

T3 (500‐2000 v/d)

28.1

8

2.4

3.7

5.5

11.6

41%

T4 (2000‐4000 v/d)

2.9

11

0.0

0.8

0.8

1.6

55%

T5 (>4000 v/d)

0.2

11

0.0

0.05

0.05

0.1

50%

Total

119.1

13.1

12.75

38.85

64.7

54%
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9.5

KEY ISSUES – EVIDENCE

9.5.1




PAVEMENTS WITH PEAT SUBGRADES
Historic customer satisfaction:
o

Decreasing in customer satisfaction in relation
to condition of pavements

o

Customer satisfaction with the quality of roads
has decreased below the HDC LoS (greater than
or equal to 70%) in the latest customer survey.

o

The 2016 Triennial Satisfaction Survey
identified that Potholes and uneven surfaces
were the biggest contributing reasons to
dissatisfied ratings, with over half (56% overall, 65% Rural) of dissatisfied residents citing this as a reason
behind their rating.

Pavement and surface modelling ‐ dTims (note: “Current Budget” title in the below dTims graphs relates to a
previous higher pavement maintenance budget of $1,152,000)
o

The model suggests with 30% higher renewal quantities the maintenance cost can come down 10% to
$1,036,000 from the “current” of $1,152,000, the current is actually $980,000.

o

At dTims recommended budget levels the model is suggesting the network will exceed certain LoS in the
long term:

o

HDC LoS Sealed pavement condition index level <=7, exceeding the LoS in the short and long term even
at the dTims recommended increase in budget:

o

ONRC LoS Amenity – Peak Roughness, exceeding acceptable levels in the long term (at the dTims
recommended budget increase).
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Sealed pavement maintenance records – RAMM data (indicative of what was actaully spent not what the
budget was)

Sealed Pavement Maintenance
$3,500,000.00

$3,186,609.69

$3,000,000.00
$2,500,000.00
$2,000,000.00
$1,500,000.00

$1,181,948.06

$1,000,000.00 $761,561.34
$602,667.54

$600,051.15

$1,152,083.93
$1,021,867.68
$900,948.20
$888,535.14
$877,820.54
$663,075.45

$500,000.00
$‐
2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16



o

The sealed pavement maintenance cost trend is fairly even, the maintenance contractor’s pro‐activeness
has been raised as a factor that could be effecting the latter years maintenance costs, in that less has
been completed than should have been done and what is required.

o

It has been indicated that the recommended pre‐seal repairs quantities have tripled in recent years due
to surfacing’s being pushed out for too long. This is negatively effecting the cost efficiency and whole of
life cost.

ONRC LoS
o

Rural Peak Roughness vs neighbours

o

Urban peak roughness vs neighbours
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Network performance report and FWP
o

The resurfacing achievement over the last 10 years has been steadily decreasing from an average 10% to
only 3% of the total sealed network. This has contributed significantly to the backlog a resurfacing work,
and due to the larger quantity of resurfacing work it is expected that more pre seal maintenance repairs
are required.

o

Due to the majority of the surfacing being overdue, they require more pre seal maintenance repairs per
site to correct any issues where a lack of water proofing has had a negative effect on the pavement and
or surfacing. It was noted during the FWP drive over and mark up of pre seal repairs, that the required
pre seal maintenance repairs have increased on average from 5% per resurfacing site to 15% per site.
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9.6

REG SMART BUYER SELF ASSESSMENT

Smart Buyer Self Assessment
This assessment is based on the Smart Buyer Principles identified in the Road Maintenance Task Force Report. Score the
following by ticking the appropriate box ‐ (1) Disagree to (5) Strongly Agree.
Whenever you score yourself “4 or 5” think of an example you can use to justify your score to an independent auditor
or the other attendees at this workshop.
Assessment statement
Our Organisation
1.

Fully understands the different contracting models available.

2.

Holds meetings that update the contracting industry on the forward works programme and any
changes in approach, and proactively engages with the contracting industry to ensure it gains
optimal value from any changes being implemented.

3.

Has sufficient robust data (or is in the process of gathering robust data) on our networks to
enable optimal integrated decision‐making.

4.

Has access to expertise that fully enables best use of the data available.

5.

Is open to alternative solutions to those proposed in the contract documents.

6.

Understands risk and how to allocate and manage it.

Score
1

2

3

4

5

$
$

$
$
$
$

7.

Has a Council that is prepared to pay more now to achieve a lower whole of life cost.

8.

Actively pursues value for money & does not always award contracts to the lowest price.

$

9.

Is able to manage supplier relationships/contracts to ensure optimal expenditure, which
sustains infrastructural assets at appropriate levels of service.

10.

Supports ongoing skill and competency training and development for staff.

11.

Actively shares and gains knowledge within the sector.

12.

Is effective in keeping up with best practice in procurement, including best practice
RFP/contract documentation.

$

13.

Regularly seeks and receives candid feedback from suppliers on its own performance as a client
and consistently looks to improve its performance.

$

14.

Explores opportunities for collaboration by either sharing in‐house resources with neighbours,
or by procuring together or tendering together. That exploration could be through an LGA s17A
evaluation of transport function delivery options.

$
$
$
$

$

Number of ticks in each column

5

6

3

Multiplying factor

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

Total Score in Column

0

0

15

24

15

Total Score

Score:

54

Interpretation

65 to 70:
55 to 64:
45 to 54:
30 to 44:
0 to 29:

Our organisation is a Smart Buyer ‐ people love working for us and with us!
Our organisation has embraced Smart Buyer principles but can still improve.
Our organisation gets by but has opportunities for improvement.
Our organisation is not rocking the boat when it comes to pursuing value for money.
Our organisation is a bit of a basket case!

If you were to repeat this assessment in one or two years’ time, how do you expect it will have changed? which questions
will show the greatest change (up or down)? and what action/inaction will have been the driver of that change?
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The need for ‘smarter buyers’ (pages 36 and 37 of the RMTF report)
A theme that underpins a number of the conclusions of this review is that RCAs must be both efficient and effective
managers of their road assets and smart buyers of the services they require. These issues strongly relate to the concept
of ‘smart procurement’ with a balanced focus across ‘the three Es’:
1.

economy – through securing (or supporting) the provision of products, materials and expertise at the quality,
in the volumes and at the times and locations required, at the lowest price

2.

efficiency – through the processes used, including standard documentation and contracting forms selected
for achieving best cost / quality and outcomes; and knowledge of the product / materials and supplier market
applied

3.

effectiveness – taking opportunities for changing from traditional products and materials by maintaining
support for innovation in the nature and characteristics of products and materials, and for a strong supplier
market

The impact of raising the capability of RCAs would include reduced supplier selection process costs, better management
of risk and more objective assessment of performance for use in future supplier selection processes.
The contracting industry has provided the following useful analysis of the characteristics of a smart buyer: Some RCAs
are smart buyers but this is believed to be the exception.
Smart buyers have:


An improved understanding of costs that better inform their decision making process



An understanding of the impact delivery models and supplier selection criteria can have on the value of
contracts



Robust forward work programmes that are communicated to the industry and supported by budgets that
allows the work to be completed



Knowledge of the network to determine treatments required based on physical evidence and supported by
knowledge of the costs involved



In house expertise that aids the decision making process and allows acceptance of innovative solutions possibly
with or without the involvement of consultants



A clear understanding of risk and how it is allocated and managed



An understanding that lowest price will not always deliver desirable outcomes



An understanding that being prepared to pay more may result in enhanced whole of life value for money.

Not so smart buyers:


Award contracts predominately based on price – with little appreciation of any risk to best value for money



Outsource work to the detriment of asset knowledge



Choose contract forms that are fashionable, not well understood and poorly managed



Lack technical and contractual management skills



Lack asset management skills that prevent the development of robust forward work programmes
not support forward work programmes with appropriate budgets.

Do

Task Force members debated the nuances around individual items in these lists but believe that they provide a platform
on which to build a list of the characteristics that would be exhibited by an RCA that has the capability and the capacity
to be a smart buyer.
One Task Force member described a smart buyer in the following terms:
A ‘smart buyer’ RCA ensures its staff are up‐to‐date, regularly shares best practice experiences with colleagues from
other agencies, and supports and resources their teams appropriately in the recognition that getting the strategic
direction right is a very small cost compared to the consequence of getting it wrong. This requires staff to be involved
in regular training, attendance and participation in sector gatherings, and involvement in NZTA investigating teams and
the like. Ironically in the interests of ‘cost‐saving’ many agencies are limiting staff involvement in these activities. A
smart buyer does not ask the question – what if I train my staff and they leave? – but rather asks the question – what if
I don't train my staff and they stay?
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9.7

RISK REGISTER

Sources of Risk

Risk

Likelihood

Consequence

Risk
Rating

Level Of Service
Indicator
Impacted

Critical Assets
(Roading Related
Only)

Existing Controls(To Mitigate
Likelihood & Consequence)

Current Status & Action
Plan

Commercial
Development

Population
Decline/Growth

C

IV

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity

Non Asset

Monitor Population growth. 2006
census information shows a
relatively static situation over
previous 10 years.

General Assumptions 2011
adopts 4% growth in next
10 years

Traffic Growth

B

III

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Road formation

Traffic Monitoring – traffic count
system is in place.

Change in Traffic Mix

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Pavement surface
& structure

Traffic Monitoring, Community
Information

Clustering

B

IV

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Forestry
Development

B

IV

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Community Information, Census
results
Pavement surface
& structure.
Road Formation

Liaison with Forestry Companies,
Road Maintenance Contractors
Inspections, Review of
Complaints

Significant increase in
Tourist travel

B

V

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Pavement surface

Traffic Monitoring, Liaison with
Tourism Industry. Traffic counting
system in place.

Land Use Change
(other than dairying,
forestry & tourism)

B

V

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Pavement surface
& structure

Link with Resource Consents

Changing
demographics cause
different growth to
demand model

A

III

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Transportation
for aged, pram
crossings,
footpaths

Analysis of census information

Traffic patterns
changing

C

II

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Pavement

Traffic Monitoring – traffic count
system is in place.

Loss of Competition

D

IV

L

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Open Tendering

2011 Assumption growth
in >65 year group
predicted.

Long term Maintenance
Contract being rewritten
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Sources of Risk

Risk

Likelihood

Consequence

Risk
Rating

Level Of Service
Indicator
Impacted

Critical Assets
(Roading Related
Only)

Existing Controls(To Mitigate
Likelihood & Consequence)

Economic
Circumstances

Growth in Dairying

B

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Pavement surface
& structure.



Roading Policy,



Road Maintenance Contract
clauses,



Liaison with Dairy Industry,



Monitoring
Crossings,



Review of Complaints



Rehabilitation Programme

Road Formation

of

Current Status & Action
Plan

Stock

Exchange Rate
Change

B

III

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Road Network

Monitoring of National &
International trends

Oil Price Rise

B

III

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Surfacing and
Maintenance of
Pavement.

Monitoring of National &
International trends. Oil prices
fluctuate significantly due to
Global effects & mitigation by
reactive time of reseals and seal
type selection can be used.

Budget Predictability
for long term
planning, from LTP

D

II

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

AMP review to predict budgetary
requirement.

Budget pressures on
Capital & Revenue
result in reduced
works and/or services

C

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

LTP and Annual Plans

Contractual Risk of
Financial Failure

C

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Increase in aggregate
cost (above inflation)

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Pavement

Increase in costs of
bridge maintenance
works reduces
effectiveness of the
programme

C

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

bridges

BERL forecasting for
SOLGM

LTP and Annual Plans
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Sources of Risk

Risk

Likelihood

Consequence

Risk
Rating

Level Of Service
Indicator
Impacted

Critical Assets
(Roading Related
Only)

Existing Controls(To Mitigate
Likelihood & Consequence)

Economic
Circumstances

Increase in costs of
bridge strengthening
works reduces
effectiveness of the
programme

C

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

bridges

LTP and Annual Plans

Increased cost of
maintenance works
will lead to lowering
of standards of
service.

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

LTP and Annual Plans

Increased cost of
programmed
(footway/cycleway)
scheme work reduces
effectiveness of
programme.

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Footway/cyclewa
y

LTP and Annual Plans

Increased cost of
safety related work
on (pedestrian/cycle)
network may result in
resources not being
fully financed
throughout the year.

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Footway/cyclewa
y

Accident monitoring and
Analysis, LTP and Annual Plans

Increased cost of
scheme works will
lead to less
programmed work
being achieved

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

New assets

LTP and Annual Plans

Inflation rate is above
forecast

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

BERL forecasting

Maintenance funding
pressure as result of
asset acquisition

C

IV

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Pavement and
surfacing
maintenance

Continued

Current Status & Action
Plan
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Sources of Risk

Risk

Likelihood

Consequence

Risk
Rating

Level Of Service
Indicator
Impacted

Critical Assets
(Roading Related
Only)

Existing Controls(To Mitigate
Likelihood & Consequence)

Economic
Circumstances

Reduced local funding
affecting the asset

D

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Continued

Risk that insufficient
funding will be
available to survey,
record and validate
the
(footway/cycleway)
network information.

C

V

L

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

databases

LTP and Annual Plans

Dramatic increase in
Inflation

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Road Network

Monitoring of National &
International trends.

Current Status & Action
Plan

LTP and Annual Plans

Proposed budgets to reflect any
increase in construction cost
index.
Legislation

Change in Legislation

B

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Road Network

Participation in National Forums,
Contribution to drafts for
comments

New Environmental
Standards

B

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Road Network

Participation in National Forums,
Contribution to drafts for
comments

New Health & Safety
Standards

C

IV

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Road Network

Participation in National Forums,
Contribution to drafts for
comments

New Accounting
Standards

C

IV

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Road Network

Participation in National Forums,
Contribution to drafts for
comments
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Sources of Risk

Risk

Likelihood

Consequence

Risk
Rating

Level Of Service
Indicator
Impacted

Critical Assets
(Roading Related
Only)

Existing Controls(To Mitigate
Likelihood & Consequence)

Current Status & Action
Plan

Natural Events

Slips

B

IV

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Road formation

Monitoring of known vulnerable
sites

Climate Change research
ref draft assumptions

Floods ‐ medium

C

IV

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Road Network

Adoption of CIMS standby
procedures,

Climate Change research
ref draft assumptions

Liaison with NIWA &
Environment Waikato
Monitoring and proactive action
by Road Maintenance
Contractors
Floods ‐ large

D

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Road
Network/water
utilities

Adoption of CIMS standby
procedures,

Climate Change research
ref draft assumptions

Civil Defence preparedness,
Monitoring and proactive action
by Road Maintenance
Contractors

Floods ‐ small

B

V

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Road Surface

Monitoring and proactive action
by Road Maintenance
Contractors

Drought damage

B

III

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Road Surface and
pavement

Monitoring and proactive action
by Road Maintenance
Contractors.

Adverse weather
conditions

A

II

VH

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Waikato Civil Defence Emergency
Management Group Plan 2011‐
2015

Earthquake ‐ Major

E

I

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Bridges, drainage,
pavement

Waikato Civil Defence Emergency
Management Group Plan 2011‐
2015

Earthquake ‐ Minor

C

IV

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Bridges, drainage

Waikato Civil Defence Emergency
Management Group Plan 2011‐
2015

Climate Change research
ref draft assumptions

Climate Change research
ref draft assumptions
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Sources of Risk

Risk

Likelihood

Consequence

Risk
Rating

Level Of Service
Indicator
Impacted

Critical Assets
(Roading Related
Only)

Existing Controls(To Mitigate
Likelihood & Consequence)

Natural Events
Continued

Earthquake ‐
Moderate

D

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Bridges, drainage

Waikato Civil Defence Emergency
Management Group Plan 2011‐
2015

Eruption ‐ Major

D

II

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Surfacing, signs
and drainage

Waikato Civil Defence Emergency
Management Group Plan 2011‐
2015

Eruption ‐ Minor

D

IV

L

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Surfacing signs
and drainage

Waikato Civil Defence Emergency
Management Group Plan 2011‐
2015

Eruption ‐ Moderate

D

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Surfacing, signs
and drainage

Waikato Civil Defence Emergency
Management Group Plan 2011‐
2015

Fog

A

III

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Signs

Police initiative for daylight
driving with Headlights on in
Waikato

Tsunami

C

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Pavement and
formation

Waikato Civil Defence Emergency
Management Group Plan 2011‐
2015

Unforeseen ground
conditions

A

III

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Pavement and
formation

Fog

A

IV

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Road Network

Current Status & Action
Plan

Linked to Hauraki road conditions
daily reporting,
Monitoring and proactive action
by Road Maintenance
Contractors

Professional
Liability

Structural Failures

D

II

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Bridges

Quality assurance procedures
internally and contractually,
Public indemnity insurances,
Inspection of structures

Contractual Risk –
Financial Failure

D

II

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Contract Insurances
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Sources of Risk

Risk

Likelihood

Consequence

Risk
Rating

Level Of Service
Indicator
Impacted

Critical Assets
(Roading Related
Only)

Existing Controls(To Mitigate
Likelihood & Consequence)

Human
Behaviour

Traffic Crashes

B

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Non Pavement
assets

Liaison with Police,

Current Status & Action
Plan

Monitoring of Crash Grey Spots,
Implementation of a Safety
Programme,
Network of Crash reporters

Loss of Key Personnel

C

II

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Other

Staff Training,
Employment Contract conditions

Significant change in
Public Expectations

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Other

Monitoring by Community
Liaison, Resident Survey. System
is in place.

Vandalism

B

IV

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Liaison with Police,
Use of vandal proof materials,
Monitoring by Maintenance
Contractors

Management
Activities &
Controls

Change in Politicians

D

IV

L

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Other

Reduced Local
Funding

B

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Road Network

Change in LOS

B

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Road Network

III

H

HDC’s policies and procedures
documents
Public consultation
Monitoring of national & local
economic trends
Community Liaison,
Participation in National Forums

Reduced National
Funding

D

II

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Road Network

Participation in National Forums,
Contribution to drafts for
comments

Technology /
technical issues

Vehicle Changes

B

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Road Network

Monitoring of National &
International technology

Technology /
technical issues

Technology
Changes(AM)

B

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Road Network

Monitoring of National &
International technology
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Sources of Risk

Risk

Likelihood

Consequence

Risk
Rating

Level Of Service
Indicator
Impacted

Critical Assets
(Roading Related
Only)

Policy

Change in contract
type

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Other

Changes in
Employer’s policies,
standards, or
procedures or
political changes

C

IV

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Changing (imposed)
design requirements

C

IV

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Demographics of
council staff

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Other

Insufficient or
inadequate resource
and/or manpower to
deliver required level
of service

C

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Change in Politicians

C

IV

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Other

LTP and Annual Plans

Changes in legislation
/ Government policies

B

III

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Other

LTP and Annual Plans

Lack of (political)
support

C

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Other

LTP and Annual Plans

Loss of political
support for
Transportation
Service

C

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Other

LTP and Annual Plans

Increase of
complaints and
demand on service

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Other

Political

Existing Controls(To Mitigate
Likelihood & Consequence)

Current Status & Action
Plan
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Sources of Risk

Risk

Likelihood

Consequence

Risk
Rating

Level Of Service
Indicator
Impacted

Critical Assets
(Roading Related
Only)

Existing Controls(To Mitigate
Likelihood & Consequence)

Service

Change in contractor
causing loss of
network knowledge

B

III

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Change in discharge
standards (Resource
consent conditions)
for stormwater

D

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Other

Emergency response
and subsequent
actions do not deal
adequately with
traffic disruption,
during an incident

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Other

CIMS (Emergency Services
initiative)

Environmental
Damage

C

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Other

Environment Management Plan

Exhausting compliant
material sources

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Pavement

Failure of any
structure requiring
road closure

C

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Other

Failure of works team
to complete projects

D

II

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Failure to accurately
record and update a
full pedestrian/cycle
network inventory.

C

IV

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Other

Failure to complete
annual bridges
assessment
Programme

C

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Bridges

Current Status & Action
Plan
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Sources of Risk

Risk

Likelihood

Consequence

Risk
Rating

Level Of Service
Indicator
Impacted

Critical Assets
(Roading Related
Only)

Service

Failure to complete
Annual Bridges
Inspection
programme

C

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Bridges

Fatal accident rates

A

I

VH

Inadequate design
and investigation
(when carried out
internally)

C

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Inadequate
Investigation or
Design (when carried
out externally)

C

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Inadequate resources
to inspect and
manage the condition
of highway trees

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Corridor

Increase in traffic
crashes caused by
network condition

C

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Increasing numbers
of street lighting
columns fail

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Lighting assets

Insufficient
knowledge of
highway drainage for
best value investment
of resources

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Pavement and
drainage assets

Lack of adequate
control of highway
inspection function

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Lack of Innovation

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Continued

Other

Existing Controls(To Mitigate
Likelihood & Consequence)

Current Status & Action
Plan

Accident monitoring and Analysis

Joint Road Safety Group

Accident monitoring and Analysis
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Sources of Risk

Risk

Likelihood

Consequence

Risk
Rating

Level Of Service
Indicator
Impacted

Critical Assets
(Roading Related
Only)

Service

Not keeping pace
with (AM) technology
changes

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Overall quality of
service provision falls

C

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Programme of data
collection is not
implemented

D

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Risk that
(footway/cycleway)
network survey data
will not be managed
and updated over
time.

D

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Footway, cycle
ways

Sustainability
conflicts in
carriageway work

C

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Unexpected incident
leading to long or
longer term
disruption of the
network

C

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Utility works affecting
network

B

II

H

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

Pavement,
surfacing and
footpaths

Waiting for
information

B

III

M

Access, Safety and
Amenity Access

All assets

Continued

Existing Controls(To Mitigate
Likelihood & Consequence)

Current Status & Action
Plan
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